land's this

1 took two

spring.

gallons

VOLUME

ot

soft soap, about six lbs. of grease, half a
II. of while hellebore, and one quart of
rnidi■ carbolic acid, and boiled the whole
l,;■ lor half an hour in eight pailfuls
is
gallons) of water, until the grease
wa- all dissolved and
mixed
To this we added six
tlie water.
w ih

thoroughly

10.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 5,

We have cut down all tlie trees in Hie

The

land, and then, when we are consequently
scourged with alternate drought and llood,
we think we are
doing a very commendable

■

■

■

We

the

dipped

largest

first.

W hen We got through, there w ere only
ut live padlul.' ot the liquid left, but as
itiib- wi-i-i snialh--. there was neurit

ous

tiling

ii

we

dispensations

ol

l’rovideyeo,

Sinii'i.u <n: t

vi .Mina;

1U u.

er

Hi,

■

Till in a sunset hour, whose light
Pale hints of radiance pulsed o’eiiiead.
Afar the moaning East Wind died.
And the mild West Wind breathed instead.
Then the clouds broke, and ceased the rain :
The sunset many a kindling shaft
shot to the wood's heart; Nature rose.
And through her soft-lipped verdures laughed

j

l.o\v to the breeze ; as some fair maid.
Love wakes from troublous dreams, might
rise.
Half-dazed, yet happy—mists of sleep
Still hovering ill her haunted eves!
Paul II, Hayne.in Scribner for August.

Alter

try
cheap

them, and be turning 1 mg many methods, 1 liml
nothing so
|ii:.| cv ei'v pari ol the land ellective as to keep a close watch, and
was
immersed
as soon as the
M-cpt the bead,
bugs appear, scatter wood
<
11a:
aught tlic lambs, and two dip- ashes over the vines, either by hand or
'in
iml I stood by and held the with a
si
dredging box made lor the purpose.
ti:i- nose, >o as to be sure that
To the 11111 • I dial and other v\ inter squashes
Ids
la- 1 ii[uii] got into
mouth or it should be applied both on the
upper and
a litt!e over one hour
I
to under surtaee of the leaves.
It. is importl.very tick seemed ant to begin hostilities a- soon asthe
bugs
istantly killed. An hour seem to determine upon a point ol attack,
iii'-Tu.ii'
we
examined several of the and in order to contuse them and it does
Wi louiid hundreds ot dead ticks,
assist greatly to distract their attention,
a
I never had a and sometimes
i.i.dr ...
they quit in dismay even
n
e| \ sali- laelort and effectual. at this. Whenever
crossing the field if I
ol lie- lamb
how cd any symptom
liml they ha\e begun operations, i at. once
bin
and the next morning they scatter oyer them line ashes and a
dredgI
biLo- ib,nit a huppv a bi-tore the
ing box can be brought to the front, luiiw--n- -In-ared
toi have omitted
e
the
means
with
ploying
promptnc s, I
■II
-l tv
A oil have
aid tin- 1 tear, ill
point
rarely lost, an acre .1 vines from
put tin- hind-ipiartiT of the lamb in the their ravagethough I can boa t ot as
deep water, and tin- In-ad in the shallow many billions of bugs to the acre as any
watei toward at- i-■ -l11n• of the trotlgll. .man on thi continent
; Hoof l tarden
lln
die ! lie on o had been in I he walcj- .Manual
ab. n. tw.-ntt -I-.Is. you lifted him out,
and a t hi u stand in the upward part of
• bind hor-e.s and mules for farm use are
:
trough, and there pressed the li.piid
to sueccsstul farming.
Did
el of tin
Void, and let it run back through indispensable
Von evei think of the dill'erence in the reI. !e in the pal titioii
I never saw you
sult ot a day's work between a horse that
m
u r|| ai
Mavi ;ii: \
ranged before ; 1 would walk in the
plough three miles an
so
iw
licks
so
never
and
certainly
easily
hour, and one (hat only goes two or two
•■( loot] lor you, lteaeon,”
ureiv kiil.-d"
and a half
Il you have not, try it, and
-anl I.
and suppose 1 tell them what a
w ill he astonished to
see how much
m-labe v oil made about the ip.antitv of you
valuable time the band that hdlowed the
ptiil vve should need." ihc Reason said slow hoi i; has been
losing.
ai
-hould not have half
as
■\

:.

From week to week the changeless heaven
Went on—and still its secret pain
To the bent pine trees sobbed the wind.
In hollow truces of the rain.

ol
nature's inscrutable wavs J,et us go down
on our knees, by all means: we have sins

Love

Nodding shyly

■

■

Ihp.lid enough,

this
; u'., .7 w ill hold a great deal of
watt r.”
\\
found it was precisely the
other wav
l ln-grade lambs, and cspec,: i.
tin
vv th only one cross ol t'otsvvold
oh. -d. laid shortf'- thicker, and liner wool,
and we wen- all astonished at the great
Ulioimt of W ab r w liieh the lleeers ol these
iambs hehlthe principle I suppose,
that a line sponge holds more water than
a
coarse one.
It shows that if a iinewt>"!cd lamb get soaked through to the
-kin in a lu-avy rain, the lleeee would not
dry so soon, after the rain is oxer, as a
long-wooled lamb. [“Walks and Talks,”
in American Agriculturist.

Egti*

Diet.

as

< >n this subject the
Poultry Rev iew ha
the following pertinent and suggestive remark.Would 1: not be wise to substitute
more egg- tor meal in our daily diet:
All ttl one-third ol an egg i
solid nutriment.
i in- is more than can be said of

I in-

meal

are

-■

h"

bones

or

lough pieces

that hav e i- he laid a-ide. A good egg is
made up '1 a parts shell, on parts white,
and bo p-i"t- ye ,.
fin- while of an egg
e. 11lainso per emit, w ater, the yolk of an
1 lit- average of an egg
egg.', per cent.
i- about two ounces
1‘raetieally an egg
is animal loud and yet there is none ol
the di-agrei-abi work of the Imteher ntseJ he vegetarians of
ary to obtain it.
I.ugland us,- eggs lively, and many ot
men an eighty and ninety years old.
the
mil have In-mi remarkably free from illness.
l-'.ggs arc best when cooked four
minute- 1 iiis takes aw ay the animal taste
t,. ome. but does not so
that is olVmis
oik as to make them
u
An egg it cooked very
hard t
dig-' i
bii uii ol digestion, except by
tin
lout
with
stomachs; such eggs
nii'ti w ith bread and masticated
hould b,
verv
finely An egg spread on toast is
food tit I'm- a king, it kings deserve any
1
oi
ban an; >ody else, which is
ette
ii -11
doubt ft
-v are les: wholesome
An egg dropped into
I t watt r
imt only a clean and hatid1 lit a del;.',.'ll- llli'l el.
Most pi o"Uli
I'u
poil iIn- taste "i'(heir egg;, by adding
p*-ppm md ill. A little wi-i l butter is
In- best dressing.
Kggs contain much
pin pi n-iuis. which i- supposed to In- usc-e who u-.e their brains much
1111 I
■.

Destroying

Woods.

tin
an
■

be

•, t-a

f>

\

p
<!-•

:

Uural New
m mills in

Tlie siiiu•lien est and all an-

nual weeds cut dow
fin
wither and 'lit
made tlieir

!icst

ing weeds

the root .speedily
tougher perrenials
growth I’m the season
n

iiave

lie

:i[

and luue nearl\ pcrlei t''d their need. The
On u lias ie:i-! vitality, and it’ the top
a leetili
tlin't is made t<) prof the w eeds grow in a
We h ive known frets -iii"- in si id to reduce
Ik-

ii"

11:i1.

h

-n

mueli ihat. it

here and lhere

id p

a

stalk

til the lit id wa pi" iglied again.
In the growing corn August is, of all
months tin time to destroy ( anida tliistle- and ipiaek
Keep the plant-down as
much as possible early in the season, then,
■r the eom
begins to tassel out, go through
with a light hoe and cut out every spear
• ! thi -tie and
pull up every blade of ipiaek
a ith all thi1 root that <"in be
got. attached,
be ipiaek should lie put in heaps and
mi ned, but-the thistle mots will
seldom
el m -tart again, and pulling up at this
ea-ou ..I the year, or e\ on
culling oil', is
tinal and certain destruction.
The cost ol
d";: g I !i. i- not large, \ ary ing with prices
■I labor amt abundance ol weeds; but we
in- -atislied Unit it is always a
prolitable
operation on all land foul with thistles.
e
\\ e ha\ repeatedly had tli.. more than
epaid not only in tlie corn crop, but in tlie
a

Sherman,

siherman lias dropped back into the
eiti/en tin- lie pm sicd here just lietore the
war broke out.
All tin- < !d acquaintances
have beun revived, and the general ol the
army goes about in plain black clothes
and a soft felt hat, looking and
eating like
any id' the ordinary easy-going business
men ol Main and Second streets.
Slier
man’s home life is devoid of all ostentation. The family residence is a two-storv
brick, with a Hat root and heavy cornice,
the hall in the centre and parlors on each
side
It is oil (iarrison avenue, in Steil-

(lie plane where lie
resides, wliieii is valued at ahold *_’( 1,000,
the assessment being si t.^.id.
This is all
the property lie holds in St. Louis,
lie
has not developed the money getting proclivities nl that oilier distinguished soldier. I lind that ben. brant holds various pieces of property here, assesse 1 at
*10,3,770. Most.of it, however, is in the
suburbs, where the assessment has not

kept pace with the properly. The old
1 tent place on bravois creek, which brant
now owns, has been recently enhanced in
value by anew railroad. :md a station lias

been located on the larm.
Those best as
w ith this
property say it is worth
s;;oi i,oiio.
The stock on the place includes
some line horses, and is valued at about
¥■’,000.
Somebody has estimated that all
brant has received in the
way of salary
since 1.stiii, allowing a fair amount lor living expenses, and marking the rest at. a
fair per cent., would make a little more
than *3oo,uoo.
lie is worth three times
that amount to-day by the statement ol
those conversant with bis atl'airs.
Besides
this St. Louis property he has two houses
at Long Branch worth no mean sum, according to present valuations; lie has sev-

ipiaiuted

eral

('\i:r. u;i Wmms.
Ilollebore. lime, salt, and similar substances
have been used with varied success for the
It is now
destruction of cabbage worms
Mated that lean ami buckwheat Hour
answer ihe purpoe better than any other
remedies that ha\e been tried. The bran
is simply dusted over tin- infested cab-

(Jiian<;i:i) ms Mind.
A subscriber to
the Klizabelh News came in the otliee a
few days ago and ordered bis paper to be
stopped, because he dillered with Hieliard
La Hue in the views of subsoiling Icnee
rails. Hieliard conceded the man’s right
to stop the paper, and remarked, coolly,

i'

acres

ii:

the worms make their as he looked over his list:
“Do you know Jitn Sowders, down at
appearance. It the worms are very thick,
about a handful ol bran is required to each Hardscrabble ?”
“Very well,” said the man.
cabbage head, and sometimes it is neces“Well, be stopped bis paper last week
sary to go over the plants a second tilin'.
1
a
A hundred
weight of bran is suflieient for because thought farmer was a blamed
an
aero.
It must lie applied when the tool who didn’t know that timothy was a
to gralt on huckleberry bushes,
worms are
young. When they are lull good thing
grown or voiv strong it does not appear to and he died in less than four hours.”
a fleet them.
1 he buckwheat Hour is sifted
“Lord, is that sop” said the astonished
upon them bymeansot a sieve in the even- granger.
“And you know old (Jcorgc K.iii-kson,
ing or in the morning, when the dew ison
the plants. It one application docs not down on Kagle creek P”
“Well, I’ve heard of him
destroy the w orms, a second one should be
made, ft is probable that wheat Hour,
“Well,” said Hieliard, gravely, “he
tine Indian meal, or any other pulverulent stopped his paper because I said be was
larineeeon ; substance would have the same Hie happy father of twins, and congratulated him on his success so late in life,
etfeet.
lie fell dead within twenty minutes.
Hoe your potatoes as carefully as your There’s lots of similar cases, but it don’t
grandfathers did, and v;ou will iind it will matter. I'll just cross your name, though
pay. Machinery is excellent, but in this yon don’t look strong, and there’s a bad
ease it is well to have an old-fashioned aucolor in your nose.”
“See here, Mr. La Hue.” said the subtomaton to follow along and
inspect the
work. "What is worth doing at all, is scriber, looking somewhat alarmed. “1
worth doing well.” Dig them by all means believe I’ll just keep on another year,
when the tops w ither and the tubers are ’cause 1 always did like your paper, and
ripe. Kvery day they remain under ground come to think about it, you’re a young
after
being ripe, they lose more good fla- man, and some allowance ought to be
vor and nutriment than we can well
esti- made,” and be departed, satisfied that he
mate.
made a narrow escape from death.

bages

as

soon

as

in the soft. June wind

Unit comes tripping up Irom the meadows,
where, all day long, it lias been toying
with the lresli clover blossom, the sweet
June roses literally cover the fairy arbor
In which I am lounging, and as i watch
their changing colors, pink and white,
and deep, deep red. and catch their faint
Iragrance, my thoughts go backward to a
morning years ago, when they coquetted
yet more gaily, and we. Cousin Kate
-Munioc and i. sat idly chatting of a picnic we had had tin* day before.
“1 ionics

don’t

so stupid, Nellie!
1011
to believe you like them ?”
at last, raising her dark

are

mean me

laughed she,

brown eyes to mine and plucking a deep
red rose, that, bolder than the others, had

pushed

its

bright

face tar in

through

the

lattice work, and rested on the soft, brown
hair.
‘•Like them? Of course 1 do.
You
must remember, Co/., that 1 am not the
city belle who has been everywhere, and
seen everything, that you arc.
Hut didn’t
you like Dick Lee? Mow 1 imagined-•”
'•That I did,” with a gleam ot even
teeth showing through the coral lips at
tlic very thought. “Why, as to that, one
must have some amusement, and as nothing else appeared, 1 was compelled in sell
defence to— Why, Mr. Lee, where did you
come from?
llow long have you been
standing here?”
Turning as she spoke, 1 thought 1 saw
a pained look in the deep, gray
eyes, but
lounging forward with his usual ease, the
new comer said, as he took her ottered
hand.

having

were

such

a

nice time.

You

them from

my sight.
I
didn't, expect you so early.”
.bulging from her letters, Kate .Monroe,
And as she said this ruefully, Kate gave atliome, was a
very different person from
a spiteful twitch to a spray that would
“Cousin Kate,” at the country homestead,
f rom time to time, too, vague rumors
stay in her hair, and not content with that
insisted upon standing upright like an In- of her beauty, and her wit, and her
great
dian's plume from the topmost braid, in a
popularity reached u how this lion and
that had gone down before her beauty.
most.distressingly ungraceful way
You know they tell us that il you put Senators,
literary men. and scores ot
on an article of dress “inside out." everyothers, were.added to her list of victims;
thing will go wr nig all day. Whether but Kate, they all agreed, was still heartsomething of that sort, had occurred or tree.
not, Dcannot say; hut certain it was,
1 ii In' shiv, there w
:i (vi lain
captain,
Kate's nii d’ortlines were not yet ended, who was
always near her. and though,
for when at last she had detached it, with
report said, she appeared to smile upon
an impatient “there!” down with it came
h in, it averred tlial so did she put upon a
pins and ribbons, and her beautiful hair, hundred others. And u ith various tidunloosed, swung in a heavy mass far In- ings (d, and from her, the winter passed,
low her slender waist.
and Dick lav was as intimate a friend as
‘•Hints tor being cross!
laughed the ever at our house.
captain, looking down in her brown wes
At last the “wind, and cloud, and changwith his merry black ones. “Il you hadn’t
ing skies” of March were over, and the
been so naughty, nm c/arr, il never would -oil hand of
spring had sown the hillocks
have happened. Now say that you are wall “violets, Niue as her eyes,” where
see
and
let
me tie this ‘bonny
me,
of late the snow had lain in unsightly
glad to
j
blue ribbon’ about this ‘bonny brown
heaps; tie'll the apple blossoms showered
”
hair.’
down upon the grass their pink and pearly
Kate was a flirt, naturally, so she
petals; aid then came dune, with her
laughed and bowed her head, and Dick roses. :md her soft Niue skies, and with
Lee coming up the walk just then, saw dune. Kate
('apt. [Instead twine the ribbon about the
\ on has e not changed one Nit, Katliie,”
glossy hair, and tie it upon one side with -aid I, giving her a school-girlish hug, upa true lover’s knot,, saw her fasten a spray
on the porch, “only grown handsomer.’'
of honeysuckle in Ids button hole, as pay'Iut, child, you musn't lie so compliment for his success in the hair dressing
mentary. I have heard enough of that,
line, as she said; and, turning, went hack all winter. I came up here for a respite,”
over the hills with Ids great New Foundand she looked down at me, with a half
land dog, that Kate had named lor him, wean' look in her sweet brown
eyes,
by bis side.
“lioiv cool and ipiiet it seems up here!
“What are you looking at so seriously
And your roses are in bloom. Come up
asked -die, at last, turning from the cap- stair-, while 1 take oil' this
heavy traveltain.
ing dress, and I'll tell experiences."
“Why, there goes Mr. Lee,” 1 said,
And arm-in-arm, we went up to her
with extraordinary innocence. “1 thought room, together.
1
he was coining here ; but he stopped and
she said as she hummed back,
‘•Well
looked at us, and then he must have when dressed, with her
light silk lulling
changed his mind, lor he turned hack gracefully about her, ami her solt, jeweled
hand toying with* her bracelets, ••this is
again.”
For an instant, there was a troubled solid comfort. 1 should like to
stay here
look ill the sweet, brown eyes; then she lbret er.”
said, merrily.
"What about the captain, Kate .'” asked
•I'm sure I'm glad of il. The captain 1, at last.
You haven't said much about
is ijuiLe us much as 1 can manage."
him, lately."
After that, there were more rides, and
The sweet lave grew troubled, and she
sails, and rambles, only now it was (Jupt.
uneasily with the bracelet on her
toyed
1 Instead who spoke lingering good-byes
arm.
the
who
her
flowers
brought
upon
porch,
■•Last night, he asked me to be his wihday by day, or talked nonsense under tin* i flirted with him, last summer. I don’t
see

we

Take rare!

a side-glance and looks down,
beware! beware!
Trie! her not, she’s fooling thee!”

She

gives

the days went on, and the
meadows were “Sweet with the breach of
the new mown hay,” when the corn grew
taller and taller, and its tassels-swimg in
the evening wind. Cousin Kate, still lingered with us—mid Dick Lee.
Almost every day there were rides
through the quiet country roads, where
the red strawberries stained the grass on
either side, and the graceful ivy hung and
climbed, and swung, and tangled, or
walks through the woods, tor terns or
wild-llowers, or Scotch-caps; and Kate
and tic would come sauntering in, and
part at la t. with a lingering good-bye upon the porch.
And 1 noticed how the rose
upon her cheek would brighten at his
coming, and the brown eyes weigh down
with the great joy that had grown in
Alter

them.
One
on the

that,

as

evening,

Kate and I

were

sitting

steps together, watching the sail
they glided up and down the little river, just showing above the apple
trees.
She sat, with that rapt, far away
look ot hers, gazing up to the silvery
boats

as

clouds where the

floating.

moon was

Sud-

denly, a teasing voice rang up out of the
shadows, singing that quaint little ballad,
••She sat in the door on one cold afternoon,
To hear the wind sigh. and to look at the moon.
So pensive was Kathleen, my dear little Kathleen—
My Kathleen Muaroe.

“Well, Mr. Impudence,” she said, laughing ami blushing, as Dick Lee came up.
“1 thought I bade you good-bye for this
evening, half an hour ago. Who gave
you permission to come back again?”
11 is eyes rested very fondly on the “dainty maiden,” in her soli, white trailing
dress, with its rare lace at neck and arms,
on

the lilies

drooping from

her hair, and

the spray ol roses on her bosom, then he

said. Hinging himselt down on the steps
beside us, with a little bitterness in the
gay voice, too.
“Well, you see, 1

Knew

my

day would

be over to-morrow.
Whom do yon think
1 met in the village this
evening? I came
up to tell you, C'apt. 1 Instead, Nellie.”

women

go out

Hon.
At

the Place of Sultan ll'ejazct; seat
themselves beside the tombs <>1 the. Little
Fields of Pera or Sentori; pass entire davs
at the bath, or in visits to their triends;
talk beneath the porticoes of the mosques;
lounge in the shops of the Bezetin; and
sail, in ruiijitca or steamers, upon the waters ot the Bosporus; but they have always some companion, be it a uegress, or
an old woman in the
capacity of duenna,
or, il they are rich, a eunuch, otten more
jealous than his master. If they are not
thus accompanied
which exception is
rare
a child, led by the hand, insures
them respect; or even, in default ot this
protection, the tone of public manners
watches over them, and “protects” them,
perhaps a little more rigorously than they
altogether desire. The excessive liberty
of action which they enjoy is only
apparto

Ti

ent.

In real truth, the actual l'urkish life is
not less “hermetically sealed” than we
have always supposed ; and it is very ditli
cult to even conjecture what passes liehind those closely.trellisod windows, the

t he halve

Autumn eatne at last.

up

l had

great apples, rosy red, and
a bright cheek turned
were swinging, lazily
in the hazy air; and Kate began to talk
came,

going

home.

chilly night, we, “the young foil;
ineluding Captain ilustead, and, tor a wonder, Dick, gathered in the sitting-room.
A lire had been kindled in the wide, old
fireplace, and as the (lames leaped up, and
blazed, and sparkled, (’apt. Ilustead drew
One

Lee, sin1 end, m imatl a-teil surprise, anil then her eyes tell, ami
the color rose to her cheeks, ami wholly
against her will, deepened and deepened,
till brow, and neck, and face were crimson. She was glad, when, soon alter, they
reached the arbor, and she could sit down,
lor her limbs trembled under her.
..ire not well,” said poor, innocent
Dick. "You have been sick, haven’t you,
and are still weak? You tremble.”
Forced to dissemble", Kate made a feeble

a

bush.trailing on the ground.”
She had not made matters better.

rose

the contrary, she
more

entangled,

was

getting

more

On

and

il she did but know it.

••Let me see,” said Dick, stooping down.
She blushed, hesitated a moment, and
tiien shyly put out her loot.
••lean find no thorn,” said l)iek.
He
had taken the dear little font reverently in
his hand, and scrutinized iL carefully, his
heart beating, all the while, like a sledge

you shall not win renown.
X mi thought to break a country heart
For pastime, e'er you went to town.
At me ■you smiled, but, iinbegiiihsl,
1 saw the snare, and 1 retired :
The daughter of a hundred earls,
X'on are not one to lie desired !”
me

ill

Mr,

effort to laugh, and said.
•■Oh, no 1 Hut 1 think a thorn lias run
"1
into my instep.” She wore slippers.
must have stepped against some branch of

“Lady ('laru Vere de Vere,
if

me.

going

"\\ in

his easy chair a trifle nearer to the blaze,
and said,
“Whether it is the iire-lighl, or because
Miss Kate goes home to-morrow, 1 must
acknowledge that I do had wonderfully
sentimental. Lee, won’t you give us a
piece of poetry? This half light is just
the thing lor it.
Oblige me, won’t you?"
Dick hall started, when the captain
spoke of Kate’s departure, for this was
the lirst that he had heard of it; but when
he ended, there was a moment's silence.
Then fixing his gray eyes steadily upon
her face, and with a bitterness apparently
uncalled for in his voice, Dick ijuoted,
<

quick I\
then looked down again
1

to llirt any more, Nellie.
I've
had enough of it."
15\ aud-by Kate said, "I am goiu: to
the arbor to see if it looks like old times.
Will you come 'J”
.lust then 1 saw Dick Kce coming up the
A happy
walk in front of the house
thought struck ..No, m\ dear," 1
1 have some household mat
answered.
t.ers to look after.”
I to .k care she did not approach the
window, but eondueteil her myself to the
back door, down lairs, from which the
path led to the rose bower at the foot ol
the garden. Then 1 hurried to the front
door, win-re Pick, l.\ this tine', had arrived
"1 am busy, just now," I said; "Imt an
(in
old friend of yours is in the garden,
and pay your respects to her, mil by that
time I shall be disengaged.'
Pick understood me. and hurried oif.
ib' soon overtook Kate.

golden, always with
to the glowing sun,
of

at

ain’t

been gathered in, and instead ol the pink
and white blossoms that were wreathed
upon the graceful boughs when Cousin
Kate

hen you have refused him.”
She glanced
cs, id course."

1

hammer.

low, easy chair,
Kate was lounging
Kate drew the foot impatiently away
close in the firelight, and by its glimmer,
”1 must have been mistaken,” she said
1 could see her whiten to her very lips, as
Her
I
Dick rose mid stood before her.
the. remorseless voice went on,
embarrassment, her slight, petishness, her
■‘Lady Clara Vere de Vere,
whole manner puzzled him. Then a sudSome meeker pii|>il von must find:
den light broke upon him.
For were you ipieeii of all that i-.
"Kate! Why, Kate,” lie cried, “can it
1 could nut stoop to such a mind.
be? Have you, .indeed, been mistaken?
X .si sought to prove how 1 could love.
Amt lay disdain is my reply.
1 mean—about something else."
1 In- lion on your old stone gate•'she lifted her eyes, beaming with love,
1- not more cold to you than I!”
tor answer; and the next moment she was
1 thought he would never end, and Kate
to his heart.
kept growing whiter, until 1 wondered if clasped
Hour after hour of the bright afternoon
she would taint outright, and the captain
at last, when the purple
thus discover the real meaning of the slipped away, and
sunlight came, and the stars began to
a
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through

note
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promotion
-ui'e-| i" el to the appreciation
I With gold; -//••' nhnri, s
i h'lul it"'., greenback* p.r
extent

apparently tried to smother a well-hred yawn,
tier
and
looking
position lazily,
changed
over to the captain, “smiled him into the
seventh heaven of delight,” and raising
one white hand to her head, where it sank
half-buried in her soft brown hair, she
waited for the poem to end.
“A true wail of the jilted !” she laughed, as l)iek finished. “Now, 1 don’t like
that style of poetry. Probably lie flirted
just as much as she, only lie wouldn’t own
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ask*
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customs to the
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To thi- it is

s our concurrence

gising it posvei in the State and the federal
(.os eminent.
Read the declaration of the convention, ami tell me it I have not given a true
Consider
this analysis, and tell me
analy-i-.
whether it i- not wise and just and full ot good
promise to you. 'Fell me if there i* danger to
in

our

interests

or our

honor—danger

of

a

depre-

ciated currency, of svild speculation, of faithlessness to pledge*, in any of ii- provisions.
Read it. sou ss ho have so bitterly denounced
it, and in very -ii,me repent "I sour misrepre1 ii.i\ e neen ahiii/.i *1 at tin* misrepsentatioiis.
resent atimis.
Newspapers ami publie mm.
able, inlUieiitial, ami yenerallv truthful, not
t«»
1\
lor
i\ uiy's sake, ha\e denoumvd
ifiveii
iny
this plallonn in term* \vh <*•■ bitterm*-- if-piall- d only by tin ir falsity. It would I"- a
• •hantvto believe tli
bad never read it. Their
ehoiee lies bet ween iyuoranee ami maliee ; mile-- theV should take refuse in blind pi»-,t*d ire
and biyotrv. whieh does greater iniu-ii.< t«*
intelliyemv than either. "Kay mom \ !”
| th'*ir
"Iniiuile inlluthm!” "l’aper manias!” "llepu>.
! diaiion!" I ml «**•«! I In beball of li.TO.i h MI 1 moI reerats of «»hio I dfllotlllee the falsehood !
sell! tile a- pel -ion,
( e 1111 e til 11, \\.‘
Ilf I-milled to liUlii: I'll! Il
lint b impossible with them, we are entitled
In any event,
at bat to de' fUt evia -fration.
eliteniOf
that.‘Min* lip of truth
!io\\ \ r. Wt
v
-nail Im- «• -1: i. I i i
I
r ; a l\iny tolliSlle i*
Win ie <i they
ombbut for a moment.”
iiild to reason at all on the -uhjoet. 111 e v tell
-Inmld tot interfere at
gather Irom the glimpses which hr mav il* that I In* < ■overiiUient blit
(.o\ernilleli! doesnatch by surprise Irom beneath the awning all with tin* flirrem
our pro-mu
;nli/am• w, In* at*vu.\*, liinb
ot an itnt/iti, through the window ol a
tin
lioii, hum iulfiTfif with t:ie i|ii intit\
a
o
a
shade
f
the
he
nr
til
the
or
till iin,
W il.it shall be n a a I II nI def Pi:
prr
.•||rrein->
when
tinfiii.
tribenami
b
r.
wi-iylit
(>so| the cemetery, at sonic moment,
-lamp
pre
ib numbei ol bank.*, limit*
u
n
at*
tiiu m
heat or solitude lei' can sal a momentary
-«•* urii\
u. ulaI'm
!i i -in*-, piv-eribes t!i
ii:
and partial w ilhdrawing ot' the veil.
eintf rfeil iny : and tin-*'
limi. and pimi*lie*
le
Sweet
of
Asia
.ntin
Waters
the
Bv
obifi-tor- approve
legislation. Tiny raise
by
\\ e deer\ of ln>M hmror at tin-words;
ing inimnva >1 v igain.-l a tree or the foun- amand
that tin- \ oiuim* of. um-uev be made ami
losi in
tain in the altitude ot one who i
kept eipial t< 1 In waul of trad- .”
\\ *11, gentlemen, it tin* wants of trad.- are
profound reverie 1 have been able to
catch a glimpse ol more than one lovely not a til tiny unaure fm- tin* volume of tirtell u- wlial amount would you
rt-m v. pra\
face but imperfectly concealed by a thin
Ilian tin* want* of trade
veil ol gauze half w ithdrawn, and more have- A oiunif b
A volume greater than "tin* want*
demand
than one snowy throat gleaming between
XX
.1
|. !ll:i III I
II X Ml
ll.ix
111
01 I nm<
the lolds of a half-open/• .•< ily, while the lime >l riiiT-M. \ neither greater than I lie w autat
a
little
nor
It
than
the
wants
ot
nor
was
ot’
trade
eunuch
distance,
trade,
walking
b ambonis on the
equal io the w ant <»l trade, perhaps you would
or gazing upon the
to rex ei -e hie |iropo-ition, and -ax- that the
like
Bosporus, assured by my assured air ol volume oi trad -hall he n* •«I and kept equal
drowsiness and ab traction
I’he -tat. manto th- xvanl- "t tin- iinvnex :
The Turks, however, see more of them 'll i|» "f the rix'ili
1 World ha- a I Wax
l.rrn di.at/eii
than the Giaours do.
I’tiey never pa- be- reei.-d to thi- x. rx point. It ha
a- all
alnlitx
of
“111.
the Here -itx and
eUTVeliey
yond the st/am//(■/.', ev en in the house- ,,t instrument, >>1 trade, and it- ima- ant, unllagare
theii most intimate friends; and til
•.•iug ellort ha- hern t«> “make and keep" the
acquainted with no women but those of a mount equal to die waul- ot trade, lAeiw
the
ot
When
inmates
i<- tie of < d*x eminent pap-r. x> lietler h-gai t* ntheir own harems.
der or n-il—.■ x erv re-trifled hankiiia -x -ieiu—
one harem visit those ot another the wellto make and keep a iurn n. x
known custom ot placing the slippers ol ha- been an ellort 1o tin*
judgment >>1 the (n*\equal, according
the visitors upon the threshold of the har- eruuient. to the
vvynts of trade.
em which they are visiting at once anlax erx free hankinc -> -tern ha- been an ellort
to niaivc and ke« p a currency equal to the w ants
nounces tin1 presence of strangers, and in>f ! :.i|m
(.cording to th illdu'llient I trade
terdicts the entrance of the mini irk even
il-elf
Tlie foundation idea “t a free banking
to its own master, who thus finds himself,
system i- that eireiila? ion w ill he expanded or
at any moment, shut out Irom apart ot
eon I ranted :i- the lt-es of I rade \x ill UUTra-e or
immense
An
female
l’lie Kepuhliean i»lalform
own
house.
his
pop- dimtin-li it \ aide
made
ulation, anonymous ami unknown, circu- of I -7 declared that “hanking should
tliat the circulating medium max l.e
lates through this mysterious city, which fee.-,
t>.
the
deexpand. I or eoiitraeti-d avoiding
is thus transformed into a sort pd vast mand- of eoiniue; ee and trade." And \ma-a
masquerade, with the peculiarity that the \\ alki r. tie- i.arde-i of hard mom x nu n. -peakdominoes are never permitted to unmask. of ?!u niluraI volume ot currency, and the
The father and the brother are the only volume of currency regulated bx tin- law- ot
trad ’.
Axvav, lien, xvith this foils that the
males who are allowed to behold the luce- wan
of trade are not the true ima-iUV of a
nt tlie daughters and sisters, w ho rigidly
jll-t and useful value of sound Clll'ivnrv. and
veil themselves for any relative of remoter
andidlv admit lh.it the objection i- mu to the
rule, hii to the povv.-r which -hall applv the
in
his
a
Turk
whole
may,
degree ; and thus
rule.
lile, have seen but ball a dozen laces ot
You fear to eo mill it the application o I the rub
e

■
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Moslem women
1 he possession nl large ar.d numerous
harems is restricted 1" v iziers, pashas,
beys, and other persons of either great
wealth or high rank, for their maintenance

is

to ('one.; f-s. I. -t the temptation to make “good
tine -'' and “plentv of money" max induce » ougres< to make and keep lie* volume of eurrenex
greater than the want- of trade demand! I

enormously expensive, especially

each female who becomes a mother is
entitled to her separate apartments and
The Turks u!
her own suite ot slaves.
middle rank have rarely more than one
wife (although legally entitled to espouse
tour.) together with perhaps three or four
purchased female slaves; and lor them the
rest of the sex remain in the condition ot
a
myth or chimera. It is true that they
can compensate themselves by looking at
the women ol other races—the (ireeks,
Jewesses, and Armenians together with
the few I'.uropean ladies who extend their
travels so far; but of the females of their
own people they know absolutely nothing
beyond the walls ot their own harems.
as

j
I

admit there is danger in the temptation. P»ut
would the danger he less if the tru-t were rouPoint out a
tined to LMMM) national hank-':
povv.-r better lith d to execute thi- tru-! and I
xvill adopt it. The lieinocratie party, l am
Whenever they leave the
sure, will adopt it.
'onrealm- and vocabulary of “rag monev
federate current y,” “repudiation," lin y sax,
the 1 >einner;.' I'j'xur a “depreciated eiirrem-v."
Phi- is not true. There is neither in the Ohio
rived, nor anv other I »emoeratic creed, a word
A re greenor policy countenancing the charge.
backs a*depreciated eurreiu \ a- compared with
>oes
the
cunvinx
lor
it
hank note- : 1
depreciate
tiovcrnmcut

'«»

receive n lor ;tii «uics:

mes ii

argue de-ire tbr a depreciated, irredeemable
paper to insist that all the paper money "f the
count rv shall have as Hie guarantee of its \ nine
t.iie faith of th<* government and the entire
wealth of the country, rather than the faith
and property of any li\<- men who may set up
a bank?
1- a currency composed of greenback-*
exclusively more redundant than a currency *>f
eijual volume eomposi*d exelu-ively ot bankmites.

The Democratic parly lias again, in I he Ohio
platform, for the llcm-audia time, declared
against a depreciated, irredeemable < urrciicv

and a sound currency redeemable at par. convertible at par, into every known article of

luxury

or

necessity

or

I

..

m t

utiliiv—W’hether gold

or

iron, food or clothing, lauds or houses, debts
or taxes—and in sutlieient tjuantity for the demands of active trade and the highest efforts of
industry and invention.
1 speak for myself alone.
I do not assume to
speak for the Democratic party. Its coin cation has spoken for it. Hut I believe I interpret truly its opinion and platform wjjen I say
that w e are in favor of
coin as Till'; basis or ini: n ubknvy;
that a paper currency should be convertible
into coin at par; that, wc desire a return to specie payments as speedily as the interests of
labor and business w ill permit; that we would
be glad to return immediately if honor and
and it
good faith and justice would permit
were possible.
\\e are not now and never
have been in favor of an unlimited issue ot
greenbacks or bank notes. \V e are not now
and never have been in favor of repudiation in
it is our highest duty
any form: we do believe
to ttiltil all our country's obligations according
letter
of our promises.
the
lo the spirit and
We are not now and never h:ive4>een in favor
of a volume of currency, changing, fluctuating
according to the whims of parties or the interests of bankers or the demands of reckless
speculators, but suilieient. for the easy, active,
economical, profitable interchange of commodities, and as lixed and stable as the nature of
the ease will allow; and so long as we must
have a (Joyernment paper currency we prefer
greenbacks, w hich arc sound and cheap and
good, to national bank notes, which at the outset cost the people G per cent, and are at last
only redeemable in greenbacks.
I do pot conceal from mvsell the defects and

VK1KMOM.Y
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I believe a return to specie pay men
he kept steadily in view in mir »'• _ri-Pi:i
action, and that wi-c statemuii-hsp wi
the means ot
reconciling such return vv, h
true iirtere-ts of labor and bu-in --. -iri :
t" the debtor.
Resumption earn t t
torced. it must be th<- pi^p.-r iir..
"lirroumling healthy condition-,
neither bendicial nor p.-rmain-nt.
I :
deuer may cultivate and -1.n111,
but it is the tree that prodm
\
tii- no:?.
it J may do it without
egoti-ni. 1 -t u»«*
1 was in Congress when tin* I
I
was passed.
I voted against it. 1 b.-m-vlaw unconstitutional and the pol
have never changed that opinion. |;,
of my efforts the policy wa- adopt, (1< 11(
came interwoven with *»ur **\-t.-!:i
t :in
and trade. I will seek all lb.
!
in it.
I would not abandon -ianse I thought it utiw i-c -md a
to the ereditor.
I will t»ot ni'h
Icirk to specie payment.. 1
pot all business, and the uttei ruin-.t r b
1
Specie payments are a mean-. n *t an
*hid no mv-tery. either in ur end-.-t
tin remedy.
In Istil, wln-n tin !.'
<-inir into power, tin
y found _r..ld m i
'-.•in tin only (io\eminent ciirr-i
“I ly
legal teiutel*. A lew I. »\enuii
were outstanding, but onl\ b.
m
!h
inn
linen presented for p-iviin-n!.
I rca-ury -ystem wa- in full « ■>.
I
I >ni:io«-ratie party had, alter tw .nr
established
finstem and rigle.
supposed, firmly. The i.hhhim
and paid nothing but .•••Id and -ih.
that lime the ''"III ell1! In V
I'
million-, and tin- paper curr- i.
Slate oank- \\ i- about four him ir.
millions.
A Ib pllhliean » nll;rl'r>s p i". .1
p.
the la*: al-r*-in|.-r act, and tin- \
!
a. !.
I’lie elicet \\ a- imtautane »u
silv.-r ceased to circulate.
I t,. ..i.i, ,t
pay interest in coin, and tin •! in .1 r
customs dutie- !ii com, mad.- tin- <
the
m
on
ly pun-ha---: t•.. Inum- u
t'
Tinoil
.•iciMi'iin.
• oik
note
rriti
greenback
,r
li.ilo—nine hear in I- i. r r. m
< >.
■
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'■erv

ilhcr
tln-

ciu r. ii. \
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m

w

circulation.'•in-pin*,

a-

oi

i.

..•

r-

c.

Inm. r«
In- I an inn itc
h> sunn- authorities r..
n.r.
"iru.
Idle bonded |, i,| •.[ 11,,- (
tln n s-j,,->00,000,non.
| in
.ds I
,.'<u0,000,ooo.
flie | a \»•
\\..
I he w hole >olltll W aopened II
••
reuc\, which had been *• 111»tn
rin
and W -1 alone, and I.nOo.oun ..] ■,
•-‘ddier-. had been consumer-. w *
I" the ti.-ld of active
production.
\<ar

of paper to par

the 1 mmoeratie taitll!

i-

pledged,and upon thi-il
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which is that from with- ! l»emoerats hive perte. let it, and l>emoeruls
put into the Constitution that there should he
no division of the school fund.
Appeals will
he made to your prejudices ; wa ked efforts will
he made to awaken the ters or of religious zeal
au.l the bittern.'-- of -eetari m diff* rene-e* ; vou
will lie told of an alliance between the l>emoerali. parts and the < ulholie ( himh : hut nmemher there i- the toll and eomplete refutation in thi< one fact, that l)eiuoerats have made
toe dis ision oi the
ho.»I fund fores er impossible, and tle n cardinal doctrine ami practice
i- and alss as ha.- been “religion- independence
"Piter dlein-e reign- throughout llii- iiarruti\ e.'
and absolute freedom of opinion." (n striking
I'o speak In a Turk ol Hie women ul Ins contrast i- the declaration of principle' bs the
honseliolil is in commit the grossest possi- I >einoelat ie ..USfill loll. Read it
Adherence to lb* principle* of
>\ernnieiit
ble breach of etiipictte anil pnlitenoss. It,
established by the l-’ather-; oppo-itiou in a|j
is forbidden In make the slightest allusion, encroachment of one
department upon another,
even inilirect.lv, to this dedicate subject;
or hs tin federal posver upon the rmi-iitutional
ights of the State-: equality before tie- : tsv of
and, ol course, all such phrases as “llow
all citizens: one term for the President; re
is your wile to-day ?
(commonplace a- treliehllleiit
SVlieiVSer there is e \ t la S :u' am
tliey are lo us) are quite banished Irnm reform ss heres er there i abuse : no subsidies;;
conversation. The most ferociously heard
public land for actual settler.-: a tariff for
ed and turbaned Turk would blush like a l‘es eiilies onis : equal and exact justice to all
free secular education in the public
so outreligions;
il
an inquiry
he
heard
school-girl
-••bool*; oppo-itiou to -iimptuais lass-; no
rageously improper.
interference ss I'll social habit- not criminal : no
male'll lilt e-pioiiage. And oil I lie
The embassadress n| 1 ranee, wishing t
1
some
make a present to ltedsehid Pishaof
It \A\« 1AI <t'l TsTluNs,
sitpurb Lvons silks for the ladies of his < e--aliou of eoulraetion; a sound and -utliharem, sent them to him with this brie! '•ieiit einrem s:
of industries the
view

in. each being htrnished with a sort ot
bull's-eye, to enable those outlie inner
side to command a perfect view ol all that
passes without, while they themselve remain rigorously invisible.
■Nor is it ol any use to think of obtaining itdormaliou from the natives of the
country. As the author says at the e nnmeneement of “Xamouna”

The sentiment ot love and the delicacies of courtships are, necessarily, almost
A Turk who
unknown to the Moslemah.
wishes to marry has recourse to some wo1
“\Y hat lias been the matter, Kate :
said, as they came up the steps, with very man of mature age, who exercises the
conscious 1'a'ces. “What kept you so long?” profession of a matrimonial negotiator.
“Matter?” site repeated, looking down, This woman frequents the baths, and gives
with a proud humility, as unusual to her him a minute description of the personal
charms of a certains 'lumber of Asmes,
as it was
becoming. Then, with an upRouehens, Nourniahals, Leilas and other
ward glance at Dick, and with one of her
arch looks, she said, laughing sollly, “1 beauties of marriageable ago, taking propthink the matter was ‘Love Among hie er care, of course, to adorn with the greatRoses!”’ [Peterson’s Magazine for Aug. est profusion'of metaphors the portrait of
the young girl whom she herself favors,
or whom it is her interest to select.
The
in
the
western
Last winter a family
part eft'endi becomes a lover on the strength ol
of the
city fed a great number of robins, her description ; sprinkles with bouquets
and built, a comfortable house for them in of
hyacinths the paths by which his veiled
their back yard, thinking in the summer idol must
pass; and, after the interchange
they would kill the worms on the trees. ot a lew glances (his share ot which is
The robins multipli«l, and all went well limited to such
glimpses of a pair of eyes
until a short lime ago the birds took a fan- as he can snatch
through the close-drawn
The
to
a
cherries.
cy
neighbor veil,) demand the maiden of her father,
neighbor’s
seized his little gun and bagged thirty-one
offering her a dowry proportioned to his
of the aforesaid
plump robins. A lew days passion and his lortune; and after marafterwards the wife of the neighbor, in the
riage, sees removed, lor the lirst time,
course of conversation, mentioned what a
the veil which has hitherto concealed the
splendid pie she had enjoyed, composed of fair one’s features from his longing gave.
thirty-one robins. One ot the lriends ol These marriages by procuration do not
the family, whose robins were killed, apappear to give room lor much more ot
plied to the cruelty agent, thinking they mistake or deception than those which
hail got a hold upon the wicked slaughter- take
place among us.
er of the robins
according to statute, but
was shown a revision of the statute dated
When a man feels disposed to overestimate
March 11, 1874, permitting the killing ot
own importance, let lain remember tlTat
robins when stealing summer fruits. And his
mankind got along very well before bis birth,
now, it is rumored, there will be more ami in all probability they will get along very
robin pies. [Portland Adv.
well after bis death,"

quotation, lint, presently, Kate was Kate
twinkle, Dick and Kate strolled up the
again, and stretching out one pretty foot garden walk together.
until it rested on the tender, she

n/.i

,f

been
adopted. The liou-c i- tum.
put the tire out, and th.-n v.
m
we will repair the injuri
another plan. I cannot for*-.-,* who
investigation may evolve in th< furur.
the present, I repeat

Galiipolis, Ohio, July 21, 1875.
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mercantile currency, i win
inquire whether the* bc-t p.,
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When the Republican
>i.ile Convention met in l.s74, it spoke in tin*
language of triumph and with the presage of
victory. It congratulated itself upon the history and achievements of its party, its great
services and great successes, the wisdom of its
financial policy, its protection of civil rights,
tin' economy ot it- expenditures, and the
purity
1 ‘t its
administration. i t declared itselt in favor
*>! a speedy return to
of
furspecie payments,
ther contraction ot tin*
currency, of the withdrawal ot legal tender notes, of free
banking, of
internal improvement-, of
sumptuary laws to
the lull extent of the legislative
power of the
State, and promising lower taxation, greater
eeoiiomv, and increased prosperitv, it -avv, or
thought it saw, many years of continued and
even enlarged power. The convention of this
year tunes its voice to a dill’erent key. liefeat- I
ing a candidate for Governor for the’sole reason j
that he i- broad and liberal in his views, it
abandoned it- triumphant strains, abandoned
its -elf-laudation, boasted nothing of its economy in the past, promised n thing for the future, forgot !■> recommend ltee banking, but
did declare itself in favor of our public -clmol
y-tem and «>f n separation of < hureli and Mate.
ncniiemeii. on the-e two [Hunt- 1 >rmo.,r:ii>
can have no argument with the
Republican*.
1 leiilorr.lt' cstablisliCil the free school svstem ;

—

; "1’rav accept, some silks, which you
will know "better Ilian any one bow to
do have expressed more plainly
use,"
the object ot the gilt would have been bad
taste, even in the eves ot ltedsehid Pasha,
ilesp|le his lamiliarity w ith Preneh manners; and the exquisite facts of the marchioness caused her to adopt a form ot expression so gracefully vague as could not
wound even the sensitive susceptibility ot
an < triental.
It is, therefore, easy to understand tiiat
it would he singularly unbecoming to ask
from a Turk any details as to the habits
or customs of the harem, or the character
anil manners of the women. Even though
he may have known you familiarly at
Paris, have taken two hundred cups ol
coffee and smoked an equal number of
pipes on the divan with you, he will. ne\ertheless, if you question him on Ibis subject, stammer and hesitate, and evade
your inquiries in every possible manic
I lvihzation, m I his [(articular, lias nut an
rite only method
vaneed a single step
to employ, in order really to obtain any
authentic inlonnation, is to request some
Kuropean lady, who is well introduced
and lias access to the harem -. to recount,
to you taillilull.v that which she has sen
1 or a man. he. may 'as well abandon :tl
suppose you noticed ; Imt it made him once the idea ol know ing any thing more
think 1 liked him, and he told me so."
ot the Turkish beauties than he is able to

Kate and lie were sure to quarrel before
the evening was hall' over, or else she
would talk with stinging sweetness ol
how beautifully the captain rode, or sang,
or did .whatever else appeared upon the
tapis, with perhaps a slight ulhi.-ion to
For instance,
some of their old walks.
Do
“We went up by the old mill to-day
you know, I think it’s prettier than it used
But then” (reflectively) “to be
to be.
sure the captain was there, to point out
its beauties, and, of course, that makes a
ditference.” All of which was. doubtlessly, verv pleasant lor Dick to hear, till I
he was
think she convinced him that
about the most heartless girl he knew,
and so the days passed on.
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“Hurrah!” laughed Kate, before l could 'it!”
“Now that will be splendid! I met
Yes, Lee,” broke in the captain.
the brave young captain in town, last “That’s a
deucedly7 uncomfortable piece
and
am
in
almost
love
with
winter,
him of poetry.
It quite takes away my sentiHow
1
already.
glad am !”
mentality—makes me feel as ii' I’d like to
“There!" said he, shaking his head at tight that
girl’s brother, if she had one.
me, in mock despair.
"Didn’t I tell you But then, ladies,” with a deeper tone in
1 suppose l shall have to
so ?
‘hang my- his honest voice, “if all women were like
self,7 alter this, both literally and figur- you, that poem would never have been
atively. Well, good-night once again. wri ttcn.”
He says he will be up in the morning,”
With a bitter half-laugh, Dick rose and
and, bending over Katg’s hand, he touched walked over to the fireplace, and turning,
it lightly with his lips, and was gone.
looked down at Kate beside him.
Next morning brought the captain sure
“So you are going home to-morrow ?”
enough. There had been a rain storm in he said.
“Yes. Ain’t you glad?” looking up in
the night, and after breakfast Kate proposed that we should replace the honey- his face, with that rare smile of hers.
suckle upon the porch whj^h had been
“No, and, yes,” he said. “Good eveand farewell!” and apparently torpartly blown down.
ning,
Laughingly refusing papa’s proffers of getting that there was any one else in the
assistance, who said she’d “surely fall and room, he went his way.
“Was there ever anything so romantic
break her neek,” she sprang upon the low
as that
stone railing, and began busily to replace
parting? ‘No, and, yes. Good

reply.

Domesticity,

It is true that Turkish

only

to-day

and paper currency ami mi
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freely, take their walks and drives to the
Valley of Sweet Waters, to Ilyder I’aslia,
or

■

cuss

1875.
Oriental

taking

“Only to hear the joyful tidings that
you must have some amusement. 1 came
over to ask you to go riding with me,
ladies. Will that be sufficiently amusing.
Miss Kate ?”
1 declined, but she accepted the invitation; and gathering her lace draperies
more closely about her. she placed the
rose she held, in her hair, and taking my
arm, went up to the house to don her riding dress. Dick and 1 stood chatting in
the porch, waiting lor her; and presently
she came down in her graceful dark green
habit, with a dash of scarlet at the throat,
the wide brimmed hat. with its long,
black ostrich feather drooping on her
shoulder, and the red rose still clinging
to her hair, and they went off together.
"Well,’’ I soliloquized, with a deep
breath ot relief, “lie didn't hear what she
moonlight. Sometimes Dick would join
said after all.”
And 1 was rather glad of it, too, for us; Imt we did not enjoy il as ol old; lor

in'll. Sherman own-,

suceei-iling osts and hurley, besides leaving the land cleaner lor years thereafter
lii.Ml.ui

VAN K1 I K1 N.

I

dard's addition, among the homes of those
in eomlortable, not to say wealthy circumstances.
l'lie general is not a high
liver
lie has no "wine list" to speak ot,
but keeps a little claret and, alter the oldfashioned custom, a good supply ol the
best id bi'aiidy lor an alter dinner stimulant it so desired.
That jolly barbarian
Kalakua, when lie was here last winter,
was taken by the
chaperoning aldermen
out 1o the
residence ol Henry Shaw, the
Inimder ol the billions botonieal gardens,
and the hospitable oh! Knglishmau had
liis butler bring up the choicest brands
Dick was one of my prime favorites. Then
from the wine cellar.
King David tasted
over the stretch of meadow land
the costly nectar and looked Ins disgust. looking
and clustering orchards, to the distant
’I hen the party drove to Ceneral Slier
hill, and the gray towers and turrets of
man's house, and the decanters were set
Liie house where he had lived alone since
Indore them.
The loud young king, after
his mother died, I dreamed a very pleasa snill' ot the
oily tluid. tilled hi-, goblet ant dream, with Dick tor hero and Kate
to the brim and poured il down his roomy
for heroine.
throat with evident satisfaction,
iieloiv
The sun’s last rays were dancing with
his highness let go his thirsty hold he was the
Bowers, and weird shadows were stalknot a little hilarious, and was
hustled
only
ing through the meadow grass, e’er up
out to the carriage when lie had slapped
the
country road came the two figthe acting mayor on the back and sworn ure-, quiet
ol whom 1 was dreaming; Kate on
by the Cannibal islands that he was going her slender, snowy pony, and he on the
to send over a ship when he reached
black steed that was the pride ol
Honolulu and have the whole parly make great,
the country round.
him a v isit.
Her eyes were Hashing with exciteIncut, and Mrs. Fitch live just around
ment, and redder than ten thousand rubies
tlie corner from the general's, inhabiting
smiled the beautiful lips; and as he rode
a comfortable brick dwelling, one ol sevaway, I noticed a red rose in his button
eral with uniform bow windows looking
hole.
out upon a quiet street.
Il lias been until
Kate aw where mt glance rested, and
very recently an every morning occur- said,
laughingly,
rence to see tlie fair
posse, -or of the klie“fie asked me for it, Nellie, and, oi
dive's jewelry going to market with a
course, 1 couldn’t be so impolite as to rebasket on her arm like a modest house- fuse it.”
keeper, but o!' late, presumably’ from moFor answer, 1 sang, halt under my
tives which should make her soldier husbreath,
band happy, she has appeared very little
•'She hath two eyes so soft and brown.
in public.

of valuable properly in South
Chicago, a paying investment in some
Chicago west-side street railway stocks,
about $bO,ObO in real estate in Washington, and a cash account long enough to
put the idea of the banking business into Col. Fred's shallow
pate. [St. Louis
cor. nl Chicago Times.

■

i

Roses.

Among the

ISY Antin'

■

Some ol the sprays were broken, anil I
evening, and farewell,’” laughed Kate,
them oS, she stuck them in her
waltzing up and down the room, to a lithair to get them out ol the way, as she tle air that she was
singing.
said, till at last, there were so many, her
“Loo is certainly either crazy, or lias
beautiful lace looking out from a perfect | been
jilted,” asserted tiie captain, as he
wreath ot blossoms. She was standing, i rose to make his adieus. I will not sav
one
poised upon
slender, slippered toot, | 'farewell,’ my triend; for i look forward
striving to reach an unruly branch that to many happy meetings in town, next
swung tantalizingly near her upstreteiied winter. So—uu
hand, her cherry lips halt parted in her
Titus went both of Kate's summer lovThe sleeves ot her white ers, and next
eagerness.
day the old house seemed
merino wrapper, which were large and robbed of all its life, and half its
beauty,
flowing, had fallen back, showing the tor Kate’s dainty hand had waved a last
snowy arms, bare almost to the shoulder, good by from over the distant meadow,
when a merry voice behind us called,
alter a solemn
promise to spend the next
“Don't move, 1 beg, Miss Munroo! My summer with us.
Glancing carelessly
tor
a
and
a
ol
kingdom
pencil
piece
pa- toward the hill, with a thought ot Dick’s
per!”
conduct the night before, I saw him stand“C’apt. Hustead!” 1 ejaculated, in dis- ing on a little knoll ot his, that overlooked
the distant village road, down which Kate
may.
“Well, docs that mean licit you aren't was rapidly
disappearing.
His dog was lying on the grass beside
glad to see me. Miss Nellie?” asked lie.
as lie
her
his
lo
hand
Kate
to
him,
and
his hat oil', and one hand
with
gave
help
down. “What are you doing, ladies?”
his eyes, lie was gazing, 1 could
shading
“I'm sure that’s very plainly to be seen," imagine how
eagerly, after the departing
snapped Kate, her politeness quite swal- carriage. There he stood, till the “nutlowed up in chagrin, that he should have brown shadows” in the hollows
grew
thus “taken her unawares,” trying mean- deeper and
deeper, and fair twilight,
while to remove the vines still bound with her crown ot silver stars, drew her
around her head.
veil, over the meadows, and the old house,
“We call® out to re train this vine, an l and the
ipiiet, spell-bound figure, and hid
it.

Mist veiled the sun—the sombre land.
In floating cloud-wracks densely furled,
•Seemed shut torever from the bloom
And gladness of the living world.

or

enough and tollies enough to repent, lint
let us not suppose that the stupid carelessness which has characterized every
step oi
civilization on this magnificent continent
can tail to bring its
puiii-limeut. (Philadelphia Times

Awakening.

From Jay to Jay the dreary heaven
Outpoured its hopeless heart in rain;
The conscious pines, half shuddering, heard
The secret of the East Wind's pain.

ask Providence to interWe build tinder box
pose in our behalf.
pallin'.' of cold water, or sufficient to re- houses and rotton reservoirs, and when
duce the temperature ot the dip to about they burn down or buist. as they must,
1 have a two-inch
a' ..1-lieat
plank water- anti we liml ourselves destitute, we piously
g-ir. ngii. ten teet long, two feet wide, consent to appoint a day ot prayer. We
and lv mehes deep, with a partition in the have killed off all the wild fowl from the
centre
We put the fourteen
pailfuls ot Western prairies, the most effective enemy
pi: i in!., the trough, and raised one end that nature provided for grasshoppers and
.-l the
trough, until the liquid was w ithin potato bugs, and when the insects increase,
and we find that we can not do what the
i.-w in. h;
oi the top at the other end.
a 1
oi.under to hold it in this birds did, we begin to talk ot the mysteriinn
I hav e used this trough fur <lipp"-'ti.m
Inini. a id ... for some years, but
p
am-u- .1 iii.uv liquid, and never
it of tile plan of lifting up
.■ end oi
;in- trough.
It worked admir:'<• v
W
had -i\t\ lambs to dip. mum
.. in
earl', as large a- common Meri-

of this coin-basis s\stcm. I !•> in.
conceal from myself that ti*■ superstrui
in.
paper is larger than the foundation '»t
that as the sir’cr-trtietup grow- liiirii**i
grows wider and larger. I do
that as the coin foundation heroin*-*. -maP r
an unavoidable draft
from abroad tie n*
h>r a still larger
superstructure 1« '••mu
nor
do I fail to >*•*• that
pressing;
science must remove tli* >. .!• ('.•••*tem will fail.
un u !i i\» -n__
Thoughtful
remedies and other -v.-t.-m-.
I
occasion for their discu—ion.
| u,:i

Republican Journal

Dipping Lambs.
We have just been dipping the lambs.
We linislied shearing last week, and as
usual the ticks from the sheared ewes soon
got on to the lambs, i only dipped my
ewes once las', summer.
They apparently
were so tree from ticks that we did not dip
them last fall. 1 suppose this is the reason
win via1 had so mam ticks on the votin'*
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-il\er bullion, this one it. m dole eld
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Last month'- r.-pori
thirty years.
about titty millions of gold in tie l';a
-omewhat less than four hundred mi
outstanding greenback*, if lie in- m
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ness, ilisten* 1 «*t reviving, ha- i... .iie
stagnant ami less profitable. l.al»«*r lia- -..f
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come
dearer.
Last July the premium
l l«L it has been during thi- immth 11.
is now 114. (jold ha- become -e:nv<r. I
tin- w-.
war we exporte* 1

exported $fS">,o07 l.'»L an in* » * **t
$o4,000,000. < .**M ha- Jim I uat• !
The premium has changed 7 pei -.■nt.
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ot gold in the ( im innati bank- liat.>
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s.Ljmio.
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$:u;,oih>
within one year
wa- $bb:;.oou; in
lm,
in
dune,
1874,
supplv
Iii -lull** la-t tie circulation
|s7.'*,
a

ply

*$1X0.000.

\
js’h 107,000; their gold was >l-!».oun
pretty condition tor for ed resumption' T\
taan coin from the p-.
articles
other
ports'of
of New’ York ah ie ha\e fallen oil more Hi
$47,000,000. Farmers *»l <*allia < uuntv. >i*
sider thi- table. In eleven month- in lie
nine article*, the production of farmers’ lab.
or land, there has been a reduction ..f evp.nit«> the amount of $s7,00o,ooo.
wa-
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Flour,

Wheat,
Cotton,
Petroleum,
Bacon and ham-,

Spirits turpentine.
Tallow.
Leaf tobacco.

Timber,

1ST

$21,881,87
30,110,180
181,874,012
2:i,!M»y,J0l»
27.fdd.TYi
1.704,402
ii.ltiS,44.‘.
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Totals,
We have hurul the candle at *>••<li end'. W
pr.><Iti..have exported more coin and h
We have paid higher duties and collected ie-all
the
suffered
c\ il. and
We have
revenue.
realized none of the promised advantages <n
contraction. And yet the Republican- tell you
to continue the same policy. They are simply

contractionists, they are not hard-money
We are told—my friends of the press tell

men.
me—

there are men who go to the other extreme,
who believe the printing press can create capital and wealth: who would increase the cur-

»

roney infinitely and repeat Hie scene of the
South ><a schemes and the t rench assignats,
to use their pet phra-e.-i-siie greenbacks until
1 here
a buslud would not bitv a breaktast.
have never seen one.
inav be such men, but I
as
conthe
as
far
l! there lie. they are
wrong
t raetionists.
The I>em«»eratie party point- to
THE MIDDLE l'ATII

the way of safety. Abandon this policy of
contraction. Slop this tinkering with the « urrein’\.
Stop this etl'ort at torcing resumption.
<.iv< stability for a time.
(»ivc business a moment to revive.
llemove every obstacle to rebu-ine--.
Promote
viving
industry. Promote
production. simulate enterprise by the prospeet «.i gain. Invite labor to exertion by the
certain!} of reward. Labor more and spend
less. Produce more and consume less. This
i- the true -eeret of wealth. The country is
new.
It- agricultural and mineral wealth iine.-tl -nlable. It i- undeveloped. Tin1variety
o! -nil and «'iimate and people give to it an inli;111<- power of production. Ity great want, its
pres-ing necessity, i- an entire freedom for
labor, an absolute removal of every obstacle,
the positive presence ol every aid. Falling
j ri.a--. uncertain markets, precarious rewards.
,-ultli* debt and high interest are obstacles.
Lair prices, steady markets, ready sales, are
aid-, and to set-lire these a sufficient sound curn- y and low interest are indispensable. These
will put in motion the vast and complicated
in i* hin.-r} of producing and consuming industries.
A in l il there I >.* -uperadded low taxe-, rigid
economy, -implicit) ol' government, purity of
administration. that motion w ill be continued
and accelerated. Active and prosperous and
increasing hu-ines- will increase our production, increase our capital, increase our exportation. increase tin- intluxof coin, and thus in
lime bring greenbacks b a par with coin. This
tin- I >cnioeratic reined).
1 believe it to be
the speedier.
I know it i- safer, surer, happier. Jt promotes ever) interest. It injures
I! l- the angel who-e touch troubled the
none.
water- ol th
stagnant pool and gave their
active movement a healing virtue.
This county i not all made up of creditors, bondholder-. money-lender.- w hose interest and greed
lead them to he coiit raetionist.s, and debtors,
who. w ith eijiial -cliishness and dishonesty are
iailatioui-t- a> a guise for repudiation.
1 lie-e \treme cla--e- al*c 111 fact small.
IV*tweeii them i- that great body of men, composing the large majority of our citizens engaged
m the \ ariou- pursuits of industry, at once producer- and consumers, at once creditors and
debtors, who are content to labor and live on
it- reward-, who pay their debts, who desire
no p<>: ie\ for their special beiieiit, but liud their
in the common* weal.
in•!i\ idiial prosperit\
The) ma\ diller on this question which 1 have
eiideaxoivd to discuss, but they cannot ditl’er
w i'hi). and 1 am -lire will eoii-idcr dispas-ionite|>. It is inv great good fortune that i adss such an atnlieiiei
to-day. This policy of
tic I',.publican party ha- worked evil ill another direction.
I'he >eerelar) of the l'l'easui'V
d M'liu-ivil last winter that lie would have a
i. tieit
ot
'MO.uun. The revenues from eust..in- and from internal taxes had fallen oil'.
Importation and prodpetion at home had alike
li i g.-ueral depr— ion.
-.i !’>• re.! in
a-

■

<>i;n
-..-I-

taeli

u-

a

km

v

more than one thousand dollars lor
< >ur navy had eo-t the last year

man.

I here had been reckless exiravay-

; ;.ooo,noo.

everywhere. The revenue would reach
loo.ooo.obo jor general purpo----. ^ et there

ne,
>

1'licre mu-t be
retrenchment.
and tln-se mu-' be levied on Wedt- and Western eou-milptioii. Whisn pro.!ti
key bad paid To cents a gallon. Il wa- enorinoii- tax. but i! bad been laid with care, alter
Tull consultation, it had been reasonably eojId. and bad realized more than lifty millions
Il furv.-ar. Imt ;l wa-a Western product.
oi'-he.l a market Tor agricultural labor, and.
aeivioj-r, they imposed ail additional tax of
ai .•i-nl- a yalloii.
Tobacco had been taxed JO
mth and
ni- a pound.
'This product of the
W e-1 had
0110.000 of revenue, and
y ielded
..•> 111«• \ imposed an additional dutv of -I cents
pound. i'UL-nr had become an article of prime
in .-.-—-.it v, and tln-y imput'd ;tii additional duly
of J.'i p.-r■ e.-nt. upon -uyar, molasse- and un-iada.
i’.eThe revenue- have not been inerea-ed.
lw«n dim'iiishe.i production and di-lnon-t
oIj>-eta»11 the ayyivyate receipts are not larger.
« Oie-half tin>ilieer- ol the internal revenue
ha v
been indicted ldr corruption, and the most
et
Republican merchants of New
u-p ie ii on
o k an- under bond-for smuyyiiny silk yoods.
I b-ive aln-adv spok.-n so louy 1 must leave
eve. al subjects untouched. I intended to have
pok« u of tin <'i\ il Rights law ; of the arbitrary
n i.»! military power in Lousiana: of the
'•omlilioii of the southern Mate-; of the corruption pervading every department of the
<. iverniuent: of tin- *s:ini>oru frauds, the L u-oun-Ilou-e fraud-, the I’ost-otlice fraud-, and
o| the yen,
p.T-.mal and oth.-iai demoralization whieh degrade the public service: of tin*
fie.jueiit and liayranl violations of the < onstitotioii. and the prostitution of public uiliees to
tin- plirpo-e- ol prlv all--poils ; and I intended
1" -bow that tln-se were the national outgrowths
of a philosophy of yovernnn-iiL and policy of
admini-t rat ion which lie at tin* very tounda1 ion o| tin- Republican party.
**liv their lruil>
\ e
hall know them.'*
would be

no

tax.

more

■
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Johnson.

'INI INNA TI,

July

Jl

I II.- (lazette's (ii'eenville special says:
o'clock ex-l’resIiis morning at about
jiiimit Johnson dicil at tin1 residence ot’ his
daughter, Mrs. W. I! ISrown, iormerly
;\li-s t '.il. Stover, in Carter county, lrom

apar.iiuie stroke, lie luul been in rathin
bail health since the adjournment of
congress, Ian nothing serious was anticipated. tin Wednesday morning he lelt
mi the train for Carter's station, and from
thence he went on horseback to Iiis daughter s ri sideline, riding about seven miles
the hot sun. Arriving there, lie lelt
Max miieh fatigued, and about 1 o'clock
l.lie same afternoon his right side was paralyzed, rendering him speechless. Ilis son
f rank, and 111- daughter Airs. Patterson,
were -ent lor and left (Irecnville on Thurstn Thursday about noon he became
day
I'lin- ious, and recovered the partial use
nl iiis side. Imt in was evident that he
could not live long; and thus surrrounded
;>\ his entire family and neighboring
triends. lie died, about H o'clock this mornflic excitement hero and at Knox.iig.
ville is marked.
It. is expected that a
large, delegation will arrive front Knoxville t attend the luiieral. A public meeting will be held at the court house tonight and arrangements made to receive
visitors from abroad
The. funeral will
Severtake place at (Ircenville, August
al Ma-onie lodges, military companies
and civil associations from adjoining towns
will join with the citizens in pay ing the
l i~t tribune to bis remains.
The body
v. if arrive ln-re to-morrow. A
great many
ib-tiiiguished men from all parts of the

Things

Some

Abont the

of Portland, who has
recently visited Philadelphia, comes back
full to the brim of enthusiasm concerning
Centennial Exposition. lie
the

Judge Knight

July

profound sensation here, although
altogether unexpected alter the dispatches receiv ed last night. His political
Iriends were deeply atl’ected and his eneed a
not

mies silenced

by

his death.

UiiTiMoxo, duly

ill.

fhe announcement ot the death of exI’re-'dcnt Johnson excites regret and sym-

pathy.

Wasiiim.ton, July
fhe intelligence of the death of Andrew
Johnson produces much sorrow in this
city, even among those politically opposHi.

ed to him

iiis

long public

lite in Washwarm per-

ington had secured him many

sonal Iriends.
A telegram was sent at noon
to-day
• i'"m this city to
Secretary Fish, now in
New York city,
of the death of

informing

Andrew Johnson.

i:\KCl TIVF. OKHF.it.

says it is
out

impossible tor any
personal presence on

further ordered that the

paid

war

and navy de-

suitable honors to be
on the occasion to the
memory of the
cause

illust rious dead.

(Signed,)
By the President,

t \ S. Chant.

John L.
ahwai.i.aiii.k, Ai
tary ol State.
(

The

ling

Secre-

Oregon Democracy.

platform of the Democratic Convenol Oregon covers state rights, pay-

The

tion
ments of the

public debt, resumption of

specie payment, legislature control of railroad fares and treights, and demands re-

form in all departments. It opposes a
protective tariff, paper currency, national
banks, Chinese immigration, fraud and
corruption in oilice. The nominee for
Congress is a son officii. Joe Lane, a
young

lawyer ol ability.
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realize the vastness oi the undertaking,
tin- foresight with which the details have
been planned, or the harmony with which

everything

therewith connected is

the
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Judge
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M. Petexgili. & Co., 6 State St., Boston,
and 57 Park Row New York, are our authorized
for
Agents
procuring subscriptions and forwarding

contributes to

advertisements.
4*pS. U. Niles,

Press the following notes upon
present aspect of the great enter-

No. f> Tremont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders are always recognized.
4SKvKO. i*. howell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
49»Horack Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

prise—
I know it will help our cause in Maine to say
a few familiar things about the prospects of tile
coming Centennial, and to this end ask you to
print these impressions of mine, gathered in a
living trip to Philadelphia, where, though there
be miles of mansions emptied tor the Summer,
and scarce one sign of social life is to be observed, a city where not even a play-house is
open and the bare bill-boards blister in the. sun,
there i-. nevertheless, wonderful work going
on which it would he very inspiriting to all the
people of the land to see.
lairmount Park, never

so

well

kept

as

(

ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS and GUARDIANS
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to the Court.

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

en-

tral Park—indeed so grand are its proportion.-,
through which a mightv river sweeps, that it
can scarcely be “kept” at till—i- invested by an
army
of workmen engaged in building and
beautifying. Foremost among the work is tin*
Art Building, nearly done as to the rough and
heavy work, and certainly one of the most
beautiful structures in the world, every inch of
whose space is bespoken to hold the art treasHorures promised to be ready next Spring.
ticultural Hall, for dowers, plants, shrubs and
trees from the whole continent, and covering a
space not tar from tin* size of Lincoln Park,
could be linished in two months if desired, and
is tin* smallest building yet planned. Agricultural Hall is to l»c done by Jan. 1st, and is de-

signed

not for

a

-ln*\v of

63*Bates &. Locke, 54 Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is tin- only form of receipt now used. For instance,
13 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When u new payment is ma le, the date will
he changed to correspond, and SUltSCKlBEKS ARE
It HD l KSTKD TO .SEE THAT TH El K DATES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears u."»* requested to
forward the sums due

tt«r'In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

to which the

perishable products,

i but lbr cereals and kindred crops, and cspecialI ly to -how the changes and tinal attainments in
agricultural implements. In this latter feature
it is designed to make the most interesting exhibition ever held.
But when we come to the .Main Building all
the above mentioned ones are, for the moment,
forgotten. Think of an immense structure of
iron and gla-s. of faultless shape, that would
nau-h from ('ongres- Square to City Hall, whose
width is equal to the distance from the latter
point to the Postollice. whose roof covers within a few feet of twenty-two acre.-! And .Machinery Hall is only a third -mailer, and is on
the -aim* general plan and the same line of
work, so that the railway tracks run alike
through both. And here lei me mark tin excellence of plan throughout. Not only arc all
the materials of tic
vast structures brought
to the very places of their use by these spur
railway lines, but these rails are to remain lor
use in bringing away tin* exhibitors goods, being floored ov«-r meantime. And further, the
hcme is already so perfect,
tran-portai ion
that the exhibitor from Portland, or Bangor,
or anywhere, ha- only to ship hi- contribution,
w ith proper direction, prepay the freight and
the “terminal charge-,’* and the article is set
down upon the very -pace to lx* occupied, and
the boxes -aved and stored for u.-e in re-shipping. He who studies the plans and pro-pectot this approaching World's Fair will marvel
quite as nuieh at the minuteness of detail as at
it- bold proportions.
non*

moth fact,

siami

ail

me

evidences

<n

a

Tko

Hampshire.

heretofore, pm. lut>rd le>s than a gross of door
bolts per year, lias sold over a gross since the
robbery one week ago, and lias been out of
them part of the time. One dealer in revolvers
sold out his whole stock, which consisted of a
goodly number. Those who have had money
by them have deposited it in banks or in safe
places. Reports are now coming in of places
visited by the tramps outside the village. A
Herald correspondent took a trip through several of t he surrounding villages, yesterday, and
found the people excited and alarmed, reports
of depredations having been largely exaggerated. One of the Nashua merchants recently
disposed of his whole stock of lire arms, designing to sell no more, but the great rail for
tin* last few days has caused him to put in an
entire new stock. The Nashua Telegraph of
last evening says that one of the leading dealers
in lirearms was obliged to open a new lot at
the depot in order to supply those that were
anxious to get the first pi *k. Much of the excitement is useless, but the quick succession of
depredations lias caused a fever in the public
apprehension, and the first greeting is, “Any
The local papers in the
more burglaries V'1'
county abound in advertisements of lirearms.

Depres-

the

affairs of government. Hut why the administration and the party that created it
to be held

arc

Idanmless, the public

are

not informed.

it is corrupt

reasoning

to sax that duties

and responsibilities are inseparable, lie
who assumes the discharge of a duty is

hi- co-workers at an expense of £2<U>U0. and
lias gone home to Kngland to make the iinal
preparations tor her part in the imposition.
Morocco will show in a pavilion of her own.
The Swedish commission lias been allotted
space for a school house and arsenal: the
Japanese are here, tin* busiest of all busy people, arranging not only for their grand Bazar,
hut for a complete Japanese village, and the
houses of the latter are now ready for shipment hither.
While I was talking with Mr.
Goshorn, tin* Director-General, on tin* dav of
my visit, a dispatch was received from tin*
Austrian government asking tor 12.000 feel in
the Art Building and 21,000 in the Main Building—ln*r first request being only for Tl.ooo in
all.
This is a sample of tin awakening zeal
exhibited by leading foreign governments, and
already it is getting to be a serious problem
what can be done with American products.
Applications tor carriages alone up to date call
l<>i and cover upwards of so.oOo square feet.

New

for
sion,

Responsibility

which

North Carolina.

Observations of Men and Things.

Generalities.

is

BY OUR GEORGE.

The tight little Island of England lias not been
so badly overflowed in
fifty years.

Carolina

were

one

recovered

by

of the states
the democratic

itself

party in 1874. In both branches of the
its many sins of omission and state legislature there is now a
heavy dem-

must die ot

commission, and be buried under its

own

dishonored and falsified professions—and
that, too, thank God, is near at hand.
Johnson.

Androw

The last sad act has closed in the eventl'ul life of one of the most remarkable men
that this country has produced. The K\Tresident, whose unexpected death occurred on Saturday, was born in 1808, in
N. C.

Raleigh,

North

llis

only

inheritance

was

poverty, and a continual struggle for the
But lie was rich in
means of existence.
natural ability, and a mind capable of

while

majority,

congressional districts

of the eight
represented by

seven

are

democrats.

Vet the character of the state
government is still a mixed one. The superintendent of public instruction is the
only state officer who was elected last year
and he is a democrat; but the governor
and the rest ol the state officers, who were
elected in 1872, are republican. According to the census of 1870 the population is
a little over one million, almost two-thirds
of which are white people, the remainder
colored. There is no election throughout
the state this year, the state officers and

serving apprenticeship legislature
being elected biennially, but an

Alter

expansion.

ocratic

poorly edu- extraordinary election will be held this
began life
cated that lie could not read or write, and month for a constitutional convention. It
in those elements his wife was his tutor. will be remembered that the North CaroFrom that time his ability asserted itself lina election in
August, 1872, played an
From village
and attracted attention.
important part in the presidential camalderman he became in turn member ot
paign of that year, and this fact makes
the Legislature, State Senator, Congress- the political situation in the state all the
man, Governor of the State of Tennessee, more
to a tailor, he

so

and United States Senator.
The course of Mr. Johnson in tin* dark
anti dangerous days which immediately
the war* are matters ol history.
He denied the right of a state to secede,
and on the tloor of the Senate vigorously
defended the unity ot the nation. On the
second election of Lincoln, Mr. Johnson

preceded

In the terwas chosen Vice-President.
rible days that followed the assassination
of the President, he was the same calm,
selt-poised, and determined man that he

always been,

responsibilities.
tVben the

war

ended, President

was

Johnson most ardently desired the speedy
and entire reconciliation ot the whole
that he broke

country.

The result

lrom the

party that had elected him, and

was

interesting.

The state has been visited lately by Mr.
Nordhotf, the correspondent ot the New
Yolk lierakl, who has communicated his
observations to that journal, lie ascribes
the overthrow of republican rule in North
( arolinato two causes: bail financial man-

its performance, lie is
to be held strictly accountable for the
ability to do that which lie professes and
undertakes. So of a political party. II
for

responsible

itself lorward as
the only party that could take proper
care ot the interests of the
country, that
could administer its atlairs xvitli ability
and integrity, and assure to it tranquility
it has

continually put

it is to be held

prosperity,

ami

its professions

iuponipetency
1

of

strictly

to

If disaster follow, the
the party is proven.

The pilot who, alter publicly vaunting
In.
nn [»etoticy :uut skill, drives bis
ship
11]*11 the rocks, destroys confidence and
secures his discharge.
That is the rewhich
he
assumes
xvilli his
sponsibility
duty of navigating the ship, lie undertakes not to fail, and if fail he does, then
to bis

good-bye

Othello confessed that his occupation was gone when he found that he had
fool ot himself.

a

The

at the very outset of its career undertook to better the

Republican party

condition ot the people ol this country.
.Most of thorn, to be sure, were not aware
that

had not been reasonably prosperous up to that time. But the burden
of the song to them was that they were

they

oppressed and xvrouged people; that
the Democratic party, then in power, by
its policy and public nets, was demoraliz-

an

the

ing
people
rendering
private enterprises; in short,
and

tulile all
that

a

imperatively demanded by
every consideration ot safety and patriot-

change

At the close ot his term, in 1801), President Johnson retired to Tennessee, lie
in polities, and last winter
re-elected to the U. S. Senate, lie
had only been sworn and sat in the executive session following the adjournment
of Congress.
Ills election to the Senate

again mingled
was

regarded with dismay by those who
had been especially hostile in impeachment days, and not a few w ill feel much
was

relieved by the
Mr. Johnson

The state debt before file war was

eight and a half millions,
during the war by

which

about
in-

was

creased

$1,128,000 for
internal improvements, the debt contracted lor the war being of course invalid. But
while the state debt in lsti.l

thus less

was

than ten millions, it is now nearly $30,uoo.oOO. Of this large amount $12,000,incurred during the years 1808
and 1870, the republican rulers issuing

ooo

was

bonds for railroad and other purposes. In
reality, however, the greater part of tins
wasted
Carolina is now
sum

embezzled.

or

was

North

of

and

bribes

never

([moIn the dis-

The sincerest

flattery.

ol his death will be those who

mourners

The Ken'nebec Journal we observe, eompares.Democrats to FalstalV’s ragged regiIt is not inapt. Jack was in the
ment.
proper credit business—a hard drinking,
blasphemous old wretch, who cheated the
government and for cash in hand let oil'

bear any one denying this ?
we turn to the Republican
platform ol
13(10, under which that party iirst came

“to

the

xvorkiug

men

liberal xvages, to

agriculture remunerating prices,
chanics and manufacturers

to

me-

adequate

an

reward for their skill, labor and enterprise, and to the nation commercial
PROSPERITY

AND

INDEPENDENCE.”

And

through all the arguments, pamphlets and
harangues of that campaign rang the battle cry of “Abraham Lincoln and better
times.”

Passing
find the

over

same

the

intervening

party in 1X7:.',

war, we

seven

years
alter the war closed, again singing the
dulcet notes ol promised prosperity. The
national convention of that
reviewing its record, declared

republican

ami PROMOTE THE INDUSTRY, PROSPERITY
AND GROWTH OF THE WHOLE

COUNTRY.”

Only three years have elapsed since these
line promises were made. The republican
party meantime has been entrusted with
the fullest power in every branch of the
government. There has been absolutely
no

check,

not even the

their almost

arbitrary

constitution,

sway.

to

And what

is the result ? Why a degree of depression and stagnation in business to which it
has heretofore been a stranger. And now

of whom told him

“The dem-

:

violence, no wrong to any
hostility to the government; there

one, no

crime in the state, there is
no intimidation by the whites; they mean
only to detent the radicals and keep them

political

is no

down, ami they dislike negro rule.” Very
instructive for republicans and all those
who believe in the omnipotence of legislation
holl

are

the observations of Mr. Nordrights bill. “That stupid
blunder,” as he terms it, is

the civil

on

republican
practically

a dead letter. It will be remembered that he told the same story ot other
southern states, and North Carolina lur-

nislies only another prooi that laws which
contrary to the habits, convictions and
interests of the

real

or

not

lie enforced, and therefore

putative

people can
can only

majority of the republicans were
principle opposed to the civil rights

doubt
from

a

bill, but advocated it as a measure for parThe effect may be seen

tisan purposes.

in North Carolina, where iL has almost
broken up their party and alienated from
it large numbers of white men who forvoted the

merly

ticket.

republican
colored

The

also op-

intelligent

posed

to

abused the

lint in many cases serious harm to their
people. Mr. Nordhotf objects to the meas-

who had

men

no

cash with

which to buy themselves oil", and robbed
them of their clothes. Of course they
Jack

ragged.

were

intensely loyal:
kept out of danger,

was

cried out for war, but
and stole. The Journal doesn't often make
a

better comparison.
—Our friend

Cushing

City of Richmond,
saw

as

man

of

relishes

a

that lives.

any
in the Journal

the steamer

good joke

as

Last week he

account of the nut-

an

count to the assembled household.

Some-

how nobody could recollect just who had
bought the seeds, but in a short time the
contents of the flower

in the 'tack

yard, and

pots

now

were

dumped

they don’t

even

put nutmeg in their apple pies.
The speech ot lion, (ieorge II. Pendleton, which we publish to-day, should.have
a careful reading.
It will give the cor-

political situation in Ohio
in respect to the currency question. The
Democracy of the country at large have
not been united upon this matter, but it
must be allowed that our brethren in
Ohio

reason

well and

Buckeye

strongly

state.

The Maine Centennial lioanl met at
One id' the ijuesPortland last Friday.
tions submitted was whether Maine should
undertake

a

distinctive exhibition ot her

natural products, or allow her contributions of that kind to go into the general
collection. It was voted not to undertake
the separate exhibition. The prospect for
a creditable show lor Maine is encourag*

ing.

men are

it, because it has done

no

good

because it postpones the extinction ot
the color line, lie thinks that without it
ure

the white vote would not
side,

one

lie all on

now

in the present state of

things

party of igno-

the republican party
rance in North Carolina.
According to
Mr. Nordhotf, it is believed that not more
is the

than Jo,000 newspapers arc taken in the
whole state. Seven-eighths of this whole

number, it

democrats;

is further

stated,

but there

taken

are

are some

by
republi-

who think that their party associates
do not take even so many. There is no
cans

in the state. A publisher who discontinued the publication of
the otlicial organ of the republican party

republican daily

in

ltaleigh,

now

two or three years ago, is re-

Do you think
to have remarked :
damned fool, to print a paper for a
The only danger
party that can't read ?
to democratic ascendancy in the state, the

ported
I’m

a

continuance ol the reonly
publican organization under its present
management, lies— in democratic blunders
chance for

In tact llie
Carolina as

rect idea of the

in support
ol their position.
The Democratic National Convention of next year will put
forth an authoritative declaration ou this
TiiRouoiloLT the land.”
Again in the.
which will meet with general apresolution on laying duties it declares that point,
and support.
Meanwhile let
“the duties should be so adjusted as to aid probation
us look for a Democratic victory in the
in securing remunerative xvages to labor,
year, in
that “Great financial criseses have been
avoided, and peace and plenty prevail

one

ocrats mean no

more

who should have served in the war
In the insolence of his power, Falstalf

meg geranium. lie Knew some ladies who
into power in the nation, we find that had invested in those wonderful seeds,
there is promised such an adjustment of planted them in trusting taith, and were
the tariil as will encourage industrial in- awaiting the tragrant harvest. He called
with a copy ot the paper, and read the acas will secure
terests, and such a

policy

stale,

in the

republicans

men

If well

xve

tlie ablest and foremost

sterling integrity
work evil, since they tend to shake the reduty he was inaccessible alike spect and obedience due to the laws. No

tioned his

charge

sertion that the state is now entirely at
peace. For this he has the authority of

are

thoroughly honest

was a

llis bitterest enemies

man.

to

event of his death.

xvas

ism.
Do

when the Senate voted on the question,
in a total vote of .It, but l'J voted guilty.
The change of a single vote would have
made the necessary two-thirds to convict.

knew him best.
reputation and employ-

ment

made

months’ trial will he well
bered, when some of the ablest men of
the Republican party stood i>y the accused
President, against the ellbrts ot men like
Rutler, as well as the intense excitement

two

We notice that a writer in Scribner's gives
explanation ol Spiritualism which is so lucid that a wax figure could understand it. lie
an

says that—
“The vital centers are principally instrumental in levitation of bodies, while morbid
functions of the anterior convolutions is rephenomesponsible for the apparently visual
na," theretore, he claims, that morbid functhe
of
cerebro-spinal
tion of the grav tissue,
axis, oilers an ample explanation of the phenomena whether phychie or dynamic."
Here we have the whole thing in a nut shell,
to us that any reasonable
the statement. When we
and chairs playing base ball in our

and it does not
mortal can

seem

dispute

see pianos
parlors, and

tables staggering round, all we
have to do is to remember that the morbid
function of the anterior convolutions have got
loose, else the function of the gray tissue of

the cerebo-spinal axes
phychie or dynamic.

wants oiling, whether
With this knowledge
combed into our heads every day, it does not
seem possible that any one can hereafter claim

ignorance with regard to Spiritualism. That
writer ought to let his name be known, so that
the American people can begin to name their

a

story is true in North.
everywhere else in the country
same

The above

afloat in tbe newspapers.
We beg leave to express a mild disbelief
in the story.
First, we have no poisonous snakes in Waldo county of file adder

species

or

is

any other.

Second,

no

snake,

the most venomous, comes out of a
stone lira]) and makes for a man. Third,
Mr. Cole, il such a tiling had happened,
would doubtless have cut the snake in
even

two with
we

his

scythe.

Upon

the whole,

inclined to think the paragraph is
useful as a pull for “F. C. Ilersey,

arc

Senator Ilamlin

county in Minnesota paid lwcuty-ti\e

One

thousand dollars to get rid of the
and accomplished it.
are

*,

another reason why Grant should
next year.
We are all out -of exPresidents. [Boston Herald.
Here's

step aside

A horse at Jackson. Mich., is 51 years old,

perfectly sound in every respect, and does
good day's work every day.

a

Mrs. Celia Burleigh, the well-known woman
suffrage agitator, died in Syracuse. New York.
Tuesday, aged forty-eight years.
The agent of the Eastport Gas Eight Company call- upon consumer* to burn more ga-.
or the works will have to be dosed.

Two peddlers were arre*ted in Farmington.
Saturday, on charge of rape, -aid t.» have h.-*-n
committed by them in Bowdoiiihum on an orphan girl, fifteen years old.

with ttie expressman who carried it. went
to the wharf to interview the baggage master,
when the following interesting conversation

Tne fisheries at Labrador are reported to be
almost a failure. \ essels of one llmu-aud quintals capacity have not got over two hundred,
and are giving up the voyages.

you were standing right there, and I said,
A re you sure
•this trunk is to be called for.''

you gave it tonu-:

>1

course

:im.

"now

you?" “As sure as f am standing
here." ••Well, now,” said the baggage master,
"that's curious; it’s the most d-d singular
thing 1 ever knew, and 1 don't see through it.
I can't understand how you could give that
trunk to me* when I wasn't on the wharf all
day!” And, readers, if that expressman's
pants had not been made of strong cloth, he
would have gone right down through them.

sure

are

in the barber's shop drawing
inspiration through a chip meerschaum pipe.
He was a thin, narrow man with a drum mouth,
He was
one of these mouths that is all noise.
He

clerk

was

on a

sitting

galvanic battery, and he was telling
qualities of a brother clerk

of the excellent
who run

pool wheel.

a

He aint

regular flat.

"Yes sir-ree, he's a
He aint a man,

nothing.

he's an imitation. He warm me? 1 guess not:
that Bill haint got no more pluck than a piece of
fried tripe. 11** can’t slap nobody. He couldn’t
bounce a baby out of this -hop. Did you see
him with that white hat on? lie borrowed that
of his boss, and was a swelling on L. You know
that bull pup of liis'en? He stole taut pup from
a doxey in Bangor, and lie had to drown him
to keep his situation. He aint got money enough
to buy a chit* in a ship yard. He drummed bia Boston soup bouse all last winWhile this conversation was going on
"Bill” had been standing on the stairs drinking
it in, and then came in and took his seat for a

living out of

ter.”

-have.

He

was

mad, and he didn't sit easily in

his chair. He wanted to eat somebody. Il<
was lathered and half shaved when he sat erect
in his chair and looking at the galvanic battery
man lie said, "Look a here you, what kind of a
racket have you been making about me? I stood
the stairs and heard your chin music. Now
what do you mean? You just swallow them
words or i’ll let you know what kind of a glove

on

stretcher you've been fooling with.”
“I've Mii»l just what 1 mean and you can’t
make me eat my words in no thirty days."
Hill got down from the chair and standing on
the floor said : “Say them words again and say
’em slow.’’ The words were repeated, when
there welt two explosions as if a double barrel gun had gone otf, as Hill’s two hands landed
hi" traducer’s cheeks, and then for a minute
the shop was full of pipes, and hats, and blood
and hair, and Bill looked as though he had as

loosed his grii», and Peter launched through
space down one flight of stairs, and landed on
his nose in the gutter, while William returned
his chair, remarking, "1 can’t bounce a baby
out of this shop, I can’t.’
As soon as Peter
couI 1 get air enough into him to start his lungs,
sat up, his face looking like a slaughter
house floor, and inquired of one of the crowd
who had gathered round—“What day of the
month is this?” lie was told, when he begun
reckon up on his lingers and Anally said.
“Gentlemen, when 1 tell you that I fell out of a
balloon, two weeks ago to-day, and have just
to

struck, I don’t ’spose you'll believe me"

and

they didn't.

city agency

was

open.

Spanish gunboat has taken by lorcc
passenger from a British mail packet,
and ive may now expect to see John Bull
show ids teeth.
—A

a

dell

vs.

case

of Dr

Blais-

the city of Bangor, gave the plain

till' $5000

damages.

The Waldoboro News olliee got a
scorching in the late conflagration, lint
was

saved by the firemen.
incendiary that infests Brewer is

—The

wanted so much by the selectmen that
offer $500 for him.

they

—The II. S. Troops are to be ivnmviMl
Barrancas, Florida, to avoid the
yell nv lever, which pervails there
from

The Beecher scandal is about to open
Notice of a new trial lias been
served, and the plaintiff's counsel claim

anew.

have new evidence of great importThe principal witnesses will be
ance.
to

—“Oh,

we

puna-

i* l»< ing

room

pain

r<

Messrs. Curtis A

Forbes, of Portland. ha\
taken the contract to clear the otisl met ions in
the harbor of Uucksport. They ha\e just finished a similar contract at Maehias.
rin* Albany Argus gives pretty formal notice
that the coming compaigu in New \ork i> tub.
fought on the issue of making Cov. Tilden tin
democratic candidate tor president in "in.
The Fnglish Commissioners broke ground
last Saturday to commence their buildings for
tin- Centennial, being the tirst foreign nation.
The ,Japanese w ill soon commence their build-

ings.
The tonnage ot the District of Frenchman's
ltay, -June ;;o, lsTo, as appears by the annual
report, of the < olleetor of Customs to tin* Hureau of Statistics, was :;j;; vcs-cls—•JJ.gsu.o.j
tolls.

Col. Mattock' ha' a>ked permission to take
tin First Keginicnt into camp at his own expense,and the Keiim-bec .loiirna I'ays. wi earn
that, permission has been grain ed on the terms
named.
Ann ii an :■ am
A l.ouis\ ill<* salooni'l lei'
cocktail'," “Kcinington cobblers" and “"harps
ritle whiskey.'
'The tirst will kill at eight hundred yards, the second at nine hundred, and tin*
last at a thousand.

Lewis Thompson, colored, w ho brutally out
a young lady at. luka, Mi"
la-t Max.
sentenced on Mondayjo imprisonment for
life. He was taken from Hie jail on Tue-dax
night by disguised men and hanged.

Lecture at the North < hmvh next >und
**Prca< lung for tin l inn

livening—Subject.

The reunion of tin f ourth Maim- li ginn nf
takes place thi- year August IT and 1“. a!
Brooks.
A railroad excursion from I> xter \\ :
this city next Saturday, an 1 tak*- pa**
the Pioneer aero— tin- 1M..
Steamer Arrow from
ai
here Tuesdax lbr iii:h liii».-i\ f,
dry for the granite comp am. -.
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nThree of the secret service men in thy g >\
meiit employ mad< a descent upon a gang of
counterfeiters in St. Paul, Minn., and eaptun d
a
quantity of dies and plate, and Ssn.onn in
bogus money on the Paducah National Hank <*t

The yaeht Julietta, owm •! In tt> a--o.
of I »o- toll irelitlelileli. Wa- ill o il II
-i
Monday. am! a par
lamle-l. Anioiiir tin in w a- Ilf
v
b IVn 1
of tin barker Iloii-»
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Kentucky.

linn of

<

Doesn’t the siav-at-home giandmother think
when -lie see a whole family of her descendant *
packed Otf alter breakfast in a parlor ear. to I*,
jolly and bright among the mountain- at -un-et.
that, the modernized world move-? [ T-"dor.

Transcript.
Mr. ('harle- Dross mail exhibited t<> the edilor
of the Brunswick Telegraph, one day la-t week,
a
piece of bed rope of whale’s sinews, only
fiijhttj-sir years old and which i- now in u-e,
hav ing never been taken out of the bedstead
since it was lirst set up. lb obtained it from
a family ill Harp-well.
A man while driving a mule at the coal do. k
of the Kaston and Ambov Railroad, near I’^rlh
Amboy, fell otf the trestle Work a di-taliee
nearly tiltv feet, into the mud below, lie had
scarcely struck when the jimle came down uptie
The man was slightly inion-d
on him.
mule it w as that .lied.
Two tramps entered the lom-»- ot‘ Mr. M-c
at Fast Readlield on Monday. and -ei/.ine Mr-.
Morse by the throat, choked her until she -urMr.
reildered Sda, with which they decamped.
Morse was at work haying near tie* hoil-e at
the time, but tie* ra-eals escaped before lie v\ aaw ire of what had Iran-pired.
V

funny incident i.- related

of

a

constable

m

Adrian. Mich., who arre-ted a pri-oie-r in a
distant town, lb* handeiitfed tie* prisoner and
himself together and laid down to sleep. F>
the morning the h.indent!- were "ti the constable's wri.-t. tie* prisoie-r gone and sow a-the
pocket book, monev and w at.»*h of lie* "lie r
I'li** death of Joseph < lark of Waldoboro.
a loss to tie* tow not Waldoboro wlu> li
will be heavily felt. He had been lot many
years a leading man in lie place, carrying on a
iarge business and giving employment to numlark’s can-.T a- a
bers of men. During Mr.
ship-builder in Waldoboro le* launched pi w--els.

brings

agreement.

%

very absent-minded gentleman complained
bitterly of the heat la-t Tie -day and wand' n-d
about all day and through tie* evening :u a
slate bordering on insanity, wiping lie* p.aspiration from iii-bnnv.aud feeling a-though
lie was bundled up for a drive on a cold w inI pun disrobing to retire le learned
ter's day.
the cause, li. found In* had suite red from too
nue-ii shirt. There was an undershirt, a niglP
shirt, a soiled shirt he intended to change, ami
a clean shirt.
fWiseassel Oracle.
A

of our lawyers was seen at tie* railwav
station with carpet-bag in hand and overcoat
on his arm, apparently waiting for the up train.
A broile r lawyer se» ing him. aeeu-led him
thush
“Doing north, Mr. F.?” “No, sir.”
“W’hat then have you got your carpet-bag and
overcoat for?” “Because, it there i
any oie*
thing in Hod's world 1 abhor rnoiv than another. it is to see :i man standing about tie*
station without any apparent business.” Then
! aie a-tei Republic.
theeonversation ceased.
One

Two rough-locking tramps recently rutted ii
house at Stevens Plain, and one cf them \v:i«
not only insulting in language, but also drew
sailor's sheath-knife in a very offensive wav.
and insinuated the\ would have the best tin
house afforded. Luckily there was a loaded
shot-gun in the room off the kitchen, and the
woman w ho w ent to the door, w it h rare presence of mind, jumped hack, seized the gun. and
told them she would blow their brains mil if
they did not clear out. They wont off cursing
her.
a

Mr. l'livens,

an

old bachelor of Rochester,

»

at.

'Ustille.

raged

< >ne of the speakers at a I .ew Clou temperau
meeting w as glad that the caterpillars had destroyed all the apples. The liiddefoid Timetellsuf another temperance speaker at Forilaud
who said he got drunk on mine.* pies.
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cession of able hod it** I men, who. in lining n
l bwork, are bound to live <*n li e peopl
are almost in\ariab.\ sii.-ak !hiev«•«,, win* w
steal all tbe> rail reach l»y getting uuob>i \.
illlO houses. If discoV clcl, lhe\ ;i'|, i.. I loo.!
and

Indignant il anythin.. exe<*j t i lie be*?
I.a>l Frida) evening llie house I *■**♦•! 11
.Millikeil w as \ i-it« *I !•> a couple .1 1111- *• 1:»are

o lie red.

I..

is much absorbed in polities, visilrd the about H o’clock, in I lie absence of all
\eept
Bowen, Joseph C. Richards, who
Henry
more
Widow (Irahani the other day. just after H adgirl who had eliarge of mii infaiil. Th. > w tTilton’s
and
the
Tees,
brother)
ing (* rant’s letter, and asked* her what she
M. If, ol l’ittslield,” than as a contribu- (Mrs,
lirst discovered in the libran. frightening th.
who sold poison to Beecher, thought of a third term. Now, the widow has
tion to the news of the day, or the natural druggist
that sin* abandoned llu hil l and ran out
been twice married, and in response to the girl
when ho threatened to take his own life. question she made a rush for the astonished Mr. the front door. It was afterward dh. oven-it
history ot the serpents of Waldo county.
>

«

so

Blivens and taking him tightly in her arms exclaimed, **< >, you dear, dear man ! What a happy woman 1 am!” At last accounts Mr. lb had
locked himself in his wood house, and w as endeavoring to explain this to the w idow through
the keyhole.
Three ladies of Clinton were in a hoii<e dm
w as
inga recent thunder storm w hen the house
struck by lightning. The holt stove a < hair to
from one lady’.pieces, then removed a bonnet shoulders
of anhead, took the shaw l from the
a third, thence
of
hand
the
to
darted
other, then
to her foot, then passed up her leg, then encircled her hodv like a hoop, coloring and tearing
her clothing, thence shooting into tin* corner
it to pieces, then
post of the house, shivering
into the cellar, and thence out of doors into a
hogshead ot water, and finally disappeared by
passing into the ground.

The publishing house of ,J. li Ford A
can’t-help these Co., New York, which has suspended payKentuoky Election.
—The Portland Advertiser gives a thrilthings!” Then why did you solemnly ment under the
The election in Kentucky took place on
pressure of the hard times, ling account ot a young man in that city
promise that you could and would help have
$80,000 of assets in excess of their who has domiciliary visits from a girl, Monday. Of course the State is Demothem? If you are not responsible you
liabilities. It is a firm of excellent repu- who appears and
disappears in a most per- cratic, for Kentucky is never anything
went before the country with a lie in
your tation, and its misfortunes excite general
and
spectral manner. We won- else, and the returns indicate a largely
plexing
store a total loss, valued at $800 and in- mouth, and cheated yourself into
power sympathy and the hope that it may soon der the tellow don’t
sured lor $100, Stock damaged $200. No
get mad about it. increased majority.
by false pretences.
resume.
•
insurance. .John Crowell, harness shop;
There is nothing like it in Belfast, alThe Democrats of the country have
loss on stock and furniture $100. No inA correspondent at Carver’s Harbor writes
The Kennebeekers who came on the though a number of ardent youths walk
made their record in these matters, by
surance. The building wasowued by Klliot
that the Advents are holding a camp meeting
in
secluded
with
a vision of ’speetspots
excursion
to
on
and
took
this
city
Friday
it lirown ; loss $500; no insurance. Hen- protesting at every step against the policy
there, which is quite largely attended., A numthe boat to Castine, are telling in the her—and she generally comes.
ry Pickard’s store, no insurance; stock of the
ber of converts have been made, and baptisms
in power. Democrats have
party
and lurniture saved in a damaged condi—(iiles (). Bailey has severed his connec- are
newspapers of the good time they had.
frequent.On Friday Iasi, a small boy
tion. Total loijs $10,000. Mrs. Brown’s predicted disaster' from the rotten rag
The only drawback heretofore has been tion with the Portland Daily Advertiser, named Murphy, si.v years of age, sou of one of
barn and ell, loss $800; insured lor $050; currency of the country—and it has come.
A man named Miller, living at Brick Bland,
the lack ol a good hotel at Castine, and and will next Sunday issue the first num- the workmen, fell from a wharf at Humean e
house badly damaged; $200 insurance on Democrats have
which lies off Brunswick in Casco Bay, had a
predicted disaster from that is now more than
and was drowned. His body was sub- difficulty with his wife and heather severely.
Island,
the
furniture.
Portland
The total losses were from the
the
ber of
supplied by
Sunday Times. The
oppressive prohibitory tariff—and it
His son attempted to interfere and Miller dissequently recovered.
$7000 to $8000, of which but a small porAcadian.
public may expect to see a handsome and
charged a gun at him, loaded with buckshot,
tion was covered by insurance. The lire has come. Democrats have predicted disthe contents striking his head, and it is thought
was set by incendiaries.
aster from the negro and carpet bag rule
The peach gfcwers have figured it ou a portion of the charge entered the brain. The
By a lire at Kenncbunkport, on Satur- interesting paper.
New Hampshire towns have begun to that Boston will want twenty-one cars ol young man’s recovery is doubtful. Miller has
at the south, enforced by bayonets—and day, the steam mill ot Crawford & Perkins
New Haven been arrested aud will be brought to trial. Ilo
A trump who called upon a Danburv woman it has come.
Democrats have predicted was destroyed, with a ship of 950 tons enforce the new tramp law, by which peaches a day, Springfield one.
was shocked to hear in answer to his
three, and is said to he a very passionate man, frequently
Hartford
Middletown
one.
four,
appeal
heating his wife in a brutal maimer. He claims
lor food. “No, we've got nothin’ for the likes of disaster from the vicious and corrupt na- nearly completed on the stocks. The ship wandering vagrants are arrested and Worcester two. The Delaware and Marythe shooting was accidental.
vou.
Washington’s monument isn’t, finished tional banking system—and it has come. was insured for $25,000, but the actual loss made to work. Maine will have to do land
baskat
is
estimated
10,000,000
The son has since died, and Miller is in cuscrop
vet, and everything we’ve got to spare must be
tody
the same thing or be overrun with them. ets.
Democrats have predicted disaster from is $32,000
given to that.”
the cry goes up

The (irammar School

—

it wouldn’t be Plumb, il the

and

.Mr.-John Lee < arroll, I In* I hmocraf ie nominee for (iovernor o| .Maryland, i- grandson of
“Charles Carroll, of ( arrolton." who signed
the Declaration of Independence.

A woman was picking huckleberries Monday
The Advertiser says several vessels are now
\\ hippie m Lincoln, R.
on tie* farm of A. \\
lving at Calais for freight... hut can gel none
I., when Whipple cane* out of his house with
The lumber dealers have no orders for lumber,
a doubled barrelled gun and coming toward le :
and to send lumber of any kind in quest of a
market would not pay expenses. The editor discharged one of tie* barrels, tie* -led tak e.
in her arm and wounding her -.-\»-n*iy
says he heard one captain say he would be i etl’eet
bud
willing to hire out for a dollar a dav till next Whipple was arr- -nd. examined and
oyer in tie* sum of shoo.
spring, and be glad to get it.
A lightning-rod man is dead. It wa- mr
That may In; called pretty tough, and
West, lie sold a farmer me of the light nm:.*not at all like the prosperous times which
rods on trust. Two v\ < -ks tie* re after, lie barn
wa- -truck l*y ligbtninu
our radical friends have
promised as the protected by lie* rod
and burned up. Tin lightning-rod man prresult ot their wise and beneficent rule
sented his bill, nevertheless, with ehaiaetcristie assurance. He wa- shot nine tine -, and
then died Ullder protest. (.Olie to collect hi
—Among recent curious inventions is tin
bill
of Beniamin Franklin.
application of the camera o!»cura to a railroad
ear, imparting to the travelling and wondering
Tie* Hazelte says that Mr. Wendell I*. Ri
beholder a moving diminutive picture of the
Deputy Warden ot the Prison, informs it that
country tlirough which lie is passing.
on tie* lirst of .January la-t le* made a eaiiva-Is that any better than to look mil of of the convict.- of tin- institution for tie* pur
the window and see the “picture of the pose of seeing how many of them w *"• willing
to leave otf the use oftob.eeo and haw fur
nished to them -one* good weekly new-papei
country” ful 1 sized ?
instead. Sixty-four were found to acre with
lVnmh street is the way the otiieiai painter
lie
the arrangement, aiel have thu- far le Id
of the city spells it. | Portland Adv.

Perhaps

excursion*

inflated Tuesday e\cning. .•an-ed two la
the audience lo faint.

to

he

<

*.

Monday, the

on

The Penobscot booms are dear of logs, the
lirst time for eighteen years, and but a -mat!
stock below the boom-. There have been rafted
this season about 05,000,000 feet.

on

many arms as a wheel had spoke>, as bis blows
rained down on Pete’s bead, as if lie was trying a patent trip hammer. Smldenlv stopping
his blows, he seized his victim by the hair ot
his bond ami the seat of his trowsers, and after
two or three swings to give him impetus, lie

in town
It. Hazclline.
was

made to Brigadier's Island.

uu.

especially promis-

in with decidedlx eooli*li da>

comes

Sunday berry

and

it; happened in Boston on the Sanford wharf.
was coming to Beltast had failed
to put in an appearance, and the owner, in com-

took place between him and the expressman—
••And you brought it down here before five
o’clock V" "Yes." “What did you do with it?”
••(Save it to you.” "Are you sure?” "\e.-.

guest of

grasshoppers,

The Dexter Gazette -ay- the potato*

great crop of that region,
ing at the present time.

County.

and

this month.

moons

now

night.

A trunk that

pany

Two

August

This is the fourth successive year of excellent
hav crop in Maine, a thing almost unpiv.-,-dented in her history.

City

Tramps! Tramps! Tramps!

rl here are lour planets in sight, and the boyand girls plan it to interview them every clear

children for him.

—The referees in the

Monday lust, while Mr. Sewall Cole of
Hurnhum was mowing, a large snake of the
adder species came ont of a stone heap near by
and made for him. Mr. Cole kept tin snake
buck l'or a time, but was dually bitten oil his
left arm, which immediately began to swell up
anil pain him. I'\ <
Hersey.il. !>., of Pittsfield, was culled to attend the case. He found
Mr. c. sintering severely, and his whole left
side swollen badly, but reports him as now
doing well.
in

News* of the

“Gibraltar," Jay Cooke's watering pla« e at
Put-in-Bay, on Like Erie, was withdrawn from
public sale on account of it- ived\ ii.g -•» low a
starting bid,tr only >:*,0,ooo.

agement and the civil rights bill agitation. sir;

engaged in probably the most bitter politone ot the
detanking
ical quarrel of which this country has
labor. With this state of things staring
states, the interest of the state debt not
He
was hampered in the
record.
them in the lace on the ovi of a Presiden- any
having been paid. This condition of things
control of the offices of the country by
tial campaign, they cannot fail to realize
together with the civil rights hill agitation
the tenure ot office law, passed for that
a republican majority of 1800 in
the great disadvantage at which they will
changed
And as the quarrel grew hotter,
1872 into a democratic majority ot 8,000
be placed, or to perceive the signs oi purpose.
the attempt at impeachment followed—
in 187-1
As to the present political proscoming defeat. They confess their lia- an
attempt now generally acknowledged
bility. indeed, by beginning to argue, in to have been not in the interest ot the pect in the state Mr. Nurdhoif says: “It
is confessed by the republicans that they
advance of the accusation, that they should
country, or ot good government, hilt of lose
not be held responsible as a
lor
the
strength constantly, the fact being
party
The una political party lor party ends
that no new white voters join their ranks,
existing state of things. The administra- daunted
spirit of the mm rose with the while of course
tion papers are full of assertions that the
they lose constantly by
of the occasion, and he laced
death, removal and desertion.”
present hard times depend on causes en- requirements
his enemies with fearless courage. The
The same writer is emphatic in his astirely outside the administration of the
remem-

—

in

Bangor.

industrial pursuits, and the consequent
lack of remunerative employment for

a>

Tramps

Republican party

)

and assumed the office
of President with a lull sense o f its great

Tim radicals are greatly troubled, as
llm\ have reason to be, at the present
stagnation in business, the depression in

no

their own resources. These last move* will
help out marvelou.-ly as to space for the general exhibitors.
But the immensity of work being done i>
not eontined to the < e.ilennial otlieials.
Private enterprise i- all alive to the occasion,
one company of builders has a host of workmen putting up a hotel that will lodge and feed
live thousand people. Thi- i- just across from
the Park horse car depots, and i- to he built
upon the following plan: A four-sided tenement-house structure, covering an ordinary
Pennsylvania square, with the enclosed court
to be temporal']!) roofed and prepared for a
vast dining room, and the rest ol the rooms
used for lodgings. After the imbibition this
centre space- is |(> be cleared, and the whole
property resolves itself into tenement houses
again. Mich is a sample of the solid American
wit and loiveast that on every hand wait upon
this vast central enterprise*.
I have crown|ed these facts and suggestions
together hero for the purpose of making them
appeal to the people <>t Maine to do an honorable part in this mighty work, shall we not
send something belitting a state that lias more
varied and self—ust;lining resources than—1
say—any other in this whole land*- Kverv interest of .seltishness and sentiment urges us to
take early beed for as to prosperity of people
and peace a kindred and nations Philadelphia
will bear tin* rarest and tin* ripest fruits of this
grand t Tntcunial time.

Governor,

of

mam-

I Till' decision of the 1,tidies' Kxerulive ComI miltee to civet a building of their own lor
i ‘•Woman's Work." to cover one acre and cost
r*plans of which are now ready and approved, will release mm h space in iln* other
buildings hitherto s»*t apart: while several
states have decided, as in tin* ease oi Missouri
and Kansas, to make collective exhibition- •>l

that the

predicted

had

longer equivocal
enterprise
to destiny, and >o mar at hand liiai tin*
plainest person can see all things will he ready
The
for th earliest stir of the coining spring.
ouildimrs and grounds will he in perfect condition. and all the surroundings are equallv line.
The headquarters of the e< mmission i- a delightful spot upon the grounds and the building i- a charming cottage-shape summer palace
plain am! not costly, hut very beautiful.
Tie* British < ommissioiicr. (tin* managing director of the Kensingston Museum has ordered
ili« erection of a headquarters for himself and
an

is sent

jniper

For

-<

>■»

the unheard of and reckless extravagance
and corruption of the administration—and
it has come. And finally. Democrats have

$5.00.

ing forward to tlie consummation
greatest event of the kind that the world
ever seen.

proprietor.

Sr inscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,

oi the

lias

THURSDAY MORNING

EVERY

-by-

person, withthe spot, to

Washington, July ;!1.
l-'im: iv Hampukn.
ITiday morning
It becomes the painful duty ot the President to announce to the people of the lire was discovered in the livery stable of
Klliot
&
lirown, llampden Lower Corner.
('idled States the death ot Andrew .JohnThe dames rapidly spread to the adjoinof
his
survivor
last
honored
the
son,
preand their progress was not
decessors, which oeeured in Carter county, ing buildings,
until the stable and block of three
hour
this
an
Cast Term., at
morning stayed
early
wooden stores and another
building were
The solemnity ot the occasion, which callwhile two or three others
ed him to the presidency, with the varied totally destroyed,
were more or less injured and wore
only
nature and length of his public services,
saved by the active exertions of the citiwill cause him to be long remembered,
who
water in pails from
zens,
and occasion mourning for the death of a
brought
wells near by. The loss of Klliot & lirown
distinguished public servant. As a mark is about $1000; no insurance.
Capt. Danol respect for the
memory of the deceased iel Stone saved bis stock, valued at
$2000,
it is ordered that the executive mansion,
in a damaged condition, on which there
and the several
departments ol' the gov- was $500 insurance. The store was valuernment at
Washington be draped in ed at $1200 and insured lor $50o. Hiram
mourning until the close of the day desigstore valued at $8CM>; $100 loss
for
his
nated
luneral, and that all public Sylvester’s which was saved
in a damagon the stock,
business be suspended on the
day. It is ed condition. No insurance. Reed Snow’s
partments

THURSDAY. AUGUST 5. 1875.

coining

Special Dispatch to tlie Boston Herald.]
Mii.fokd, N. II., July :10. The recent burglaries have thoroughly frightened the peoph*
in this vicinity. :uid great preparations are being made to guard against further depredations.
When the horse is stolen then the people think
I n;l.I Mates are
sending telegrams to of locks. After the great Souhegan Bank robtais place, stating their desire to be pre- bery. the best of safes and time locks were put
sent at the last sad rites.
'The family have in pla<of the old. and now people who never
secured their doors, keep litem bolted day and
; he
sympathy of the whole community.
night. One of the hardware dealers who has
Mem fills,
ill.
flic death ofex-l’resident Johnson caus-

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Centennial.

that the tramps had 1**11 by tin >anu door
a #1- pane of ground glass.
\t j i,
Pendleton's house
tramp sneaked into tin*

breaking

in seaivh of plunder, t apt I-in
e.nieealed in his stable, and tin in d
iiiiu out. Axel llavlord found two in his house
errifving tin girl, and kick. «l them out. lb
Mr. Bixby’s house was entered and food stolen.
In fact the annoyance is continual < >n M«m«l i\
live of tin* tramps wen* arrested md ‘•uoailtcd

lining

•r>

room,

found

on*

Lo jail. Three of them, againb w hom in» par
ticulur offence appeared were discharged. The
oilier two wei? taken I*. foie tin* < ourt on flics*
day afternoon. Their names were .Joseph Helm
and Frank N ame) of Brewer, and were Can
dian Frenchmen by birth. Varuey entered lie
bouse of <bulge \V. Crockett of Belmont, on
Monday, while Behu remained outside. Shortly
after tlie watch was missing, hut when arrested

nothing w as found on their persons. The judge
1‘Oticluded to hold them, and ordered that they
recognize in the sum of j£!0» for their appearat the October term.
Behu, w ho had a
wife and family, w as let oil on his own reeoirnuzunee, and Varuey, failing to procure bonds,

ance

was

sent to jail.

!

Gloomy Reports from the West,
Tile Pastime base ball club of this city left on
Wednesday morning for Lewiston, to play the
The rains in the northwest during the
\ndrox-oggins of that city. The game was ! past week have been exceptionally heavy,
assigned for Wednesday afternoon, but owing and discouraging reports of the damage
done to the crops and to property, continue
to the wetness of the grounds was postponed
to como in from all directions.
to Tliursduv.
In the
neighborhood ol Lincoln, Nebraska, the
The Bt Hast lb form l lub lias leased the room
damage tv) the railroad bed is estimated at
over the "tore of A. 1). Chase, which will he
<5>100,OGP. la southern Ohio, 8000 acres
lit'ed up lor a reading room exclusively tor the
of corn in one town alone, are Hooded.
(mod hooks
Use mid bench! ot the company,
Near Marietta the wheat and oat crops
e\
Cllitlgs wore
llul i a j u f" will b provided whereby
entirely washed away, and the Musi.iav he
Va-aally and profitably passed.
kingum river is lull of floating grain. In
<m
rue- !a\
par;y of sixteen gentlemen of eighty of the ninety-fiv e counties of Illinois
Hii»
j; ■*tarted on an \eursion down the bay the wheat crop is two-thirds ruined, the
The expedition damp weather having sprouted it in the
,ii
r p. M. Bouncy.
;
ii„.
:i. in -;i
general charge of Commodore Tread- shock. Oats and liay are rotting on the

Naturalists have decided that no lien can lay
six hundred eggs. Therefore, when you
have checked oft’ to that figure you can sell

over

|

her for a

Pills, Potions and Pungencies
Fcoxomkwl Nkw Food. 25 cents will buy
a package of Sea Moss Karine, made from pure
Irish Moss, which will make 50 kinds of dishes,
such a*; cake>, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custards, jellies, creams, Charlotte Kusse.
Plane mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
1 Y1’*
Crocers.
Old gent—1“What do yon wear specs for,
Imv?" Bootblack—“Cos I puts such a shiny
shine on gentlemen’s boots it hurts me eyes.”

Why sutter from that terrible cough when a
readv'and permanent remedy is found in Adamson’s' Botanic Cough Balsam? Sold everywhere.

In Kentucky the crop situation
had taken hi> historic chowder pot. ground.
ip wli
'There is a
is becoming very alarm mg.
H 11ii-• iliev wm e becalmed, and the excursion
heavy rainfall every day, and lias been for
Jo bei•onie a failure, they were kindh
six weeks.
This kind of weather is be»k ii in tow by "teamer Katalidin, and placed
j lieved to be without parallel. The barley
.loin reach of a breeze.
They desire to ex- I and
hay crops have been injured lifty per
"> then thank" to <
apt. Sanford and to ( apt. | cent, and the tobacco crop sutlers greatly.
K m\ for that a t of courtesy and kindness.
J .) \< kso.w ii.i.k. Aug. 2. fin* recent storms
"'‘ill* I \i
i'll
The in-w ship a. S. I>a\is in central Illinois have done immense damage
The loss ito crop*, bridges and railroad*.
tha has been Waiting upon her
way ten day" estimated at £100,000,000.
That of Morgan
lull ltd
w i- ".i
"sfnilv launched on county alone is nearly #200,000.
< LNtlNNATI,
i lint "da\
Aug” 2. A de-patch to the
A very large
-iiiug of i .-r week.
Time- from Chillicothe,-ax * the ruin continues
i.niilb' ■•! p.-.ade wa" present. The Davis is
and the Hood gain- strength.
I’he canal broke
-!
-lii;. I I too foii>. of excellent modbelow the city and swept '>0.000 bushels of
wheat into the river.
the I. alie"t in the French and
al.
People living in the botd
1.1
She i" principally owned tom lands an* moving their families, fearing an
\
11

A philosopher asserts that the reason why
ladies’ teeth decay sooner than gentlemen’s is
because of the friction of the tongue and the
sweetness of the lips.

,■

n

'por!. and is to be commanded by Capt.
d that town,
"die i" already chartered,
"o*111 a"
ia.'i’d. w ill proceed to <!. John

ii

i
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for Liverpool. Fug.
I
i-i

in.l,^ .11.lent
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ceremonies of
candidates were initi-
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a

Hall.
I a very body
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art
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tit/,
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nine,

are

well

roeom-

ill sections where they
members wore formerly

and they pre-.*nt the true, genuine
n min-ti ei-y.
Tin- \ -w Vnii. (. ruph

I; ina\e

!>

!!i

one

e\er s.-.-n

mni-livl trotips
i ii y are all colored men.
tin audiences more of
**.»
11an any other troupe
melody. action, grotesque
■-!

negro

they eertainly
unadulterated 11.
ith-red. l or
yet
iuni natural e\i ra\ aganza. the <. eorgieVny of their tour end men
lu-wrpa--.
e-|iial to In- b;-t end man of other troups.
I
Ii
up. W ;!. me,J with imtlieuse Mien —/*
t

e

-•

rep.u'ter had his head examined
<>‘l. -ary. it tin- elo-e of hi- Monday
ui11g*s I* lure, and pronounced not brilliant
a
lie
li
liol
g I eat head.
We wear a
• ha'
W
-ti pped upon the platform with
lii'iu e.,n\ ietioii that we w ere born for some-

I

-b.iirna!

a-

In.

>b— t" solve the mighty limmeial probsomething e.jually arduous. Vlas, one

i-

i-

iu- ->r

p of the do.-tor*- hand aero-- our minium
"dled tiles, l'.d-e ie|ll-io||s. and W <* .stood
lofth in our “true inwardness/* doomed to
• b 11 \ i o 11
I!.- furtherin') r» said w. were a chap
wv..
I

n-'t to b.- f, arp-l

the least, that then* W;i> no
t'uTui in our I -olvs. \\ e regret thi very mueli.
We shall b. imposed upon by small boy -, and
neighbors will turn tln ir hens upon our garwithout stint

i.-n
1.

lit

1

in

!'- e!les-

in

or

hindrance,—for there i>

eollJpo ilioll.
of the doctor’s to
Olll*

only a ruse
peratioii that

lYlh.lpS tills
arouse

us

to

“There Name is Legion,’’ may be applied to
those who die annually of Consumption, although science has of late years sensibly diminished their number. It is gratifying to know
that the general use of l)r. Wis tar’s Balsam of
AY ild < lierrv is largely instrumental in attaining
this end. 50 cts. and £1 a bottle, large bottles
much the cheaper.
“Now, then, children.’' said a parish school'
mistress showing her children oft on examination day : “Who loves all men?" “You. missus." was the unexpected reply.
Fellows' Compound Syrup of lf\ pophosphites
will speedily and certainly arrest the depressing
influences of disease upon the nerves and muscles. H restores the appetite and induces a
disposition to take on healthy flesh. It causes
tie formation of living blood, strengthening the
action of both Heart and 1.tings. It sustains
a > \ stem under trying circumstances, and causes
the healthy development of all tlie organs nece>ary to our existence.

inundation.
At I ronton the river ha- ri-en o inches an
hour and i- al-o rapidlx ridug at Cincinnati
N\ h re it haulrfenfx entered the lower stories
of -ton- on W ater stivet. and bid- lair to go
a- high as c\er known before.
\ despatch 1'j iu N« w Al!»anv, Indiana, sax:a'n- on thr
New Aibanx A Chicago R. ii.
were taken oil' to-vla> at Co-port. tin* track beer-:
cover' d bx tin* Hood from W hite Rivet’for
a distance of tlitv.- mile*.
A lieaxy force of
men an* working to prevent the large railroad
bridge from being carried axvav.
The White River at this point i.- P2 indie*
liigher than ever before known. Trains south
from Lafaxette go no fart her than (Tawford—
xilk* a.- the track i- xx a-ln d axvax in many

What is tin- difference between spermaceti
and a schoolboy's howl? One u the wax propueed by the whale, and the other is the wail
produced by the whacks.
Sueli maladies as are mentioned in the treatise
on dropsy, and all diseases of the kidneys, blad-

places.

der and urinary organs, published by William
li. Clarke, Providence, li. 1., proprietor of

A ilt -patch I mm Athens say

that at midnight
the ‘neatest eleva-

tlm river was * inches over
tion known,
l'lie gasworks are Hooded, ami
tile people are compelled to use randies. No
trains are running on any o| the roads, and no
mail- have arrived since Saturday last.
The Wabash river ill Indiana i- higher Ilian
ev er known before.
A mile and a bait' on either
side, and the whole length "I tin* river, cropharve-ted and growing haw been swept away,
th- Wabash
Erie Canal is destroy ed. and altogether tie damage is incalculable.
About slUU,UUU damage a <hi.:ig" de-patch
-late-, ha- been done by the ri-e in I lie Calumet,
river.

Hunt's Remedy, sap tin* mental powers and undermine Hu; constitution. Every parent and
guardian should possess this valuable pamphlet.
Thousands who have suffered from the com-

plaints il treats ot have been restored to health
by Hunt's Remedy. Pamphlet sent free to all
applicants.
teacher in tin- Port Jervis public, school was
last week explaining to the children that usually all words ending with "let” meant something
small, as steamlet.. rivulet, hamlet, etc. Whereupon a smart boy asked if hamlet meant a.small
bam.
A

ral pa- ii."-r-. with Captain Peering of
I be Eewi-toii. on a recent trip. were figuring
umbel of miles he had -ailed since
up Hie
commencing tin present route. It was found
tin boat averag'd Ho trips a war, at ii \ hundred miles r:i-'li round trip, making dii.oOO
a r. \\ Ii it’ll
mile- per
multiplied bv tell, makes
II jo,nun, or will do so at the completion of the
present year. This year make.-thirty years of
steamboating lor ('apt.. Peering. Ilis iirst experience wa« in the steamer Secor, as pilot,
when 111at boat ran between Itangor and Ellsvvie.th, thirty yaairs ago. [Ma<hia- ttepubliean.
Centennial
The

The Colossal Bronze Statue of Victory which
stands in the Park, at Lowell, before the tomb
of the tirst soldiers that fell in the revolution, is
It is one
a lasting and beautiful tribute of art.
of tin* tirst objects sought by strangers visiting
our city, which indeed many visit purposely to
It was obset- this elegant object of high art.
tained from the King of Bavaria by Dr. J. C.
Aye, to whom his majesty was especially gracious in acknowledgment of what his remedies
are reputed to have done for the suffering sick.
It was donated by the Doctor to the City of
Lowdl as a permanent and speaking emblem of
the vietoric> both of Science and Arms. Hagerstown < M l.) Press.

Commission.

11ninl » ommis-ion wen* in session
afternoon and evening at tin* Ealnumlli Hotel, President Hubert- in the chair.
A gem rai and growing interest throughout the
state i- n ported since the appeal of the romniissioiiers to our ei: i/eii-, and considerable eorr- spondeiiee Inis already taken place from dilfi it lit parts ol the >ate by those intending to
represented in this great undertaking.
Much labor would be saved if all interested
u uiild imnit dinteh advise the secretary. Hon.
Enoch Knight, as to tin* amount of space required, the kinds of products t>. I»• exhibited,
and all matters relating thereto. The buildings
<

spring chicken. [Detroit

enb

yesterday

An old lady, on hearing that a young friend
had lost his place mi account ot misdemeanor,
exclaimed: "Miss Demeanor? Well, well! I'm
afeared it's too true that there's alius a woman
at th<- bottom of a man’s difficulties!”

Many who are suffering from the effects of the
warm weather and are debilitated, are advised
bv physicians to take moderate amounts of
whisky

two

rovering lorty-live aere-„are bring rapidly completed. and everything moving harmoniously to
make tin* American centenary the greatest < \

which will not create thirst for intoxicating
liquors, and which i* intended especially for the
benefit of debilitated persons, whether at home

abroad, is Dr. Sclienck's Sea Weed Tonic.
< 'ontaining tin* juices of many medicinal herbs,
111 ipreparation doc* not create an appetite for
the intoxicating cup. The nourishment and the
lift-supporting properties of many valuable
natural production* contained in il and well
known to medicinal men have a most strengthening influence. A single bottle ot the Tonic
will demonstrate it* valuable quantities. For
debit it v arising from sickness, over exertion or
from any cause whatever, a wine-glassful of Sea
Weed Tonic taken after meals will strengthen
tin* stomach and create an appetite for wholeTo all who are about leaving their
some food.
or

<

,,

■

homes, we desire to say that the excellent effects
of D Si henek's seasonable remedies. Sea Weed
Tonic, and Mandrake Fills, are particularly evident when taken by those who tin* injuriously
affected by a change of water and diet. No

—

person should h ave home without taking a supply of these safeguard* along. For sale by all
two
druggists.

>

"Marv.

w

kiss clear across tin* street, and, of course, I
threw it back indignantly ! You wouldn't have
me encourage him by keeping it, would you?”

Stop That Cough.
pulmonary complaint however

>

■
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By Saio.en
!• I<
orn

Corn Meal
live Meal
Kv«*

m
ms

ye! the vim-- are imw full of flowers, and
in all it.- singe-, from green t«» ripe, one
um n
of who h. pliieked the last day ol
I
l-t mein
in eireiunferenee.
Inly, mea-ured
I lie -oil ol lhi> -I rawb- rrv pateh i- of tin* poor-

md

hint

■

-t
■

dry hard rla\, titled by nature for a briekrd. and apparently no compost dressing lias
« r
been worked into the soil. (>u iinjuiry I

nned the laet that early in the
time of fruiting, dressing in
w
"t

season,
a

plentifully applied

'he

ines.

wer-inay
benefit.
Sail

before

/i<jui>! form

to the soil at the roots
1 b if e the result.
Strawberry
eat her, therefrom, a hint for their

Drowning

Aeciilout.

Weekly for

the. Journal

& IIaii<

*i <

k, No.

s

Main

Barley

8«»

Apples

Dried Apj.it
Butter
Cheese

Eggs
Bound Hog
Fork BackLard
Beef
Veal
Dry Coil
Bollock
•*

lti
12al5

00 Straw
>ii* Washed Wool
"a25 Unwashed
15ais Hides
20 Calf Skins
oo Lamb
Hi Hard Wood
17a20 Soft
sail Shorts per ct
5aS Lime
07 Butter Salt
05 Blaster

$.OOaS.OO
44
G
12
50a75

$0.00
$'i.50a4.UO
$1 80
$1.25
28

$1.40al.50

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wednesday, duly 28.

quality

j

slaughter.

Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55uV5 ; ordinary
$25u50 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, lauded

at
Brighton from Ga8c per lb. From the North
t!“* supply was large, prices ranging from 4 1 -2a 8 1 2
per lb. Lambs via lu per lb.
Swine -Few Store Bigs, wholesale 12al2c
per lb.
Fat Hogs 7450 in market; prices
retail, 12a 15c.
8a8 l-2c per lb.
Columbia County Spring Bigs 12a 12
per pound

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Waldo Democratic County Con
vention.
The Democrats of Waldo County ure requested to
meet in Convention, by their delegates, at the < ourt
House in Belfast, on

Saturday, August 21,1875,

at 10 o’clock A M., for the purpose of nominating
two candidates lor Senators, u candidate for County
Commissioner, and a candidate for County Treasutjfcr, and to transact any other busiuess that may
properly come before the Convention.
is the same as for the
The basis of
County Convention of last year, and is as follows
Every town is entitled to two delegates, and one additional delegate for every 25 votes thrown for the
Democratic candidate for Governor in 1872, and one
for a majority fraction.
The Democratic County Committee will be in
session at the Court House on the day of the Convention for one hour previous to its meeting, for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of members.
L. H. Murcii.
j
I
Jason Estes.
I>
Q
ti
110‘U
I'KNDI.ETON.

representation

WM.A.

Belfast,

—~ —

Wilson Berry.
T. w. CLf N NINO HAM.
Asa B. Harvey.
Thomas A. Snow.
N. W. Vickery.
July 27, 1875.

|
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Superior IIEATER has

fully

tested the

past

itself

-1

Also the greatest bargains yet offered in

Carpets,
Oil-Cloths & Window

FURNACE,

1 is admitted

an

tical

to be the

men

durable

AND

only

BOYS

Wrought

i

i

.1

d e.

{

:

/cfRTVr'T/fl

:

Duti

I

J

ARNOLD HARRIS.

01

2-.

Has

just returned from Boston, and is

MANITA' TIT.KM

98 North

ONI.A

IIY

<

Aye

Agmt for

Mav be
to Jo

Chartered 1)',

Belfast, and vicinity.
UUg.it f>

.in

I

of tlie
1#75.

.T

I

.i:

Maine,

Mature of

x

ai. of S.vi i-.< inii- Fikf
i'
Bi la .1 \ k l*ht*«n V.u

Bird

it»i:>

\\i»

i:

Comic Acts
Jubilee Songs.

1

|

1

tl

We

School for Girls

Episcopal

si « A I IIABINKS ii \I/L, Augusta. Board
out tuition
a year.
Address the Misses
Bill DO 1- Augusta, Me.
Vugu.-ta, July M, 1-,".'. '.’it:.

AT

BUSINESS

and will pay

MINSTRELS
MINSTRELS

1,MU'It cars old, color hayrouu with
A* black points, <iuuds'it* hands high,
weighs lho pounds, can trot it- three
minutes and i^ till style, kind in all gear and is thoroughly broken, i> altogether a most desirabl*- horse
tdr -t double -eated family carriage. Sire, Mon ill
t 'hid.
Also ter sale a sorrel yearling tilly 1 hands

high,

Knox Mood.
I'rosja cl, Aii.;. ', Is;:,.-

Avn’s Sn

;u

compound

complaints

which

are

very

mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
ol the skin

of humors that
Internal

lion of these
or

organs,

the appearance on the surshould be expelled from the

are

derangements
humors to

same

whose action

substance they

are

the determina

importance,

as

to

how to

round

guard

where sur-

and preserve good health in
'these lectures are
emergency',

one

every

v
ery valuable—but especially so to
young, u would be well il there was
such a course delivered in town once or
twice every year. It is to lie regretted
that they route so rarely, and the more

really
tlie

be

come

too, that when they do
all cannot hear them though the

regretted

Hall is crowded nightly. No doubt the
merely nominal admission lee contributes
its share to the general enthusiasm.
The Doctor’s otlice is daily besieged by
the sick and suffering, the lame and the

maimed, the halt and the blind, and his
in relieving them would be wonderful il it were not so easily accounted
for. He teaches them how to eat and how

dress, and what to do to
win Nature's favors, and in this way succeeds where medicine would accomplish
but little alone. What’s to hinder ?
The Private Lectures, the most attractive ol the course, will be
Friday and .Sat-

urday.
eases

ol

Friday evening lor Men, on DisMen, Origin of Lile, Sexual Weak-

Vagaries &c. Admission 20 cents.
Saturday evening for Ladies, Diseases ol
ness,

Women, Female Weakness, &c.

Admis-

sion 20 cents. See bills.

Consultation tree—from-2
at 1/iO Main Street,
up stairs,
hand.

ringing

Card
or

on

door.

rapping,

to G P. M.,
on

the

right

Walk in without
day this week.

every

tIn

till,i-

In

ly

priees.

low

No

they
destroy.

disease and

SHIRTIXH
Cts.. former

l

oooD KoR Mi
Sacrifice.

Fl.ANNTK,
price j.» co.

».\l It \

W1.V.:,

torsi:rs r

ciiimw

Paper.

Only

50 Cts, per pair.

French Corsets Nice

Quality

75 Cts. Por Pair.
Do/.KN N KCK Rl CHln

KINK N

2

K\t II

hi-

oN IA

II AN DK KRCIII KI

Cts. each.
VKK

S

"tiD
Do/. KIN K N H A N DK KRCII I K1 ",
.■T/ V
"
si/e, very tine pjalit) 12 1-2 ts. •,»rtii ■'
1

OliilcTren’s

Hosiery.

He ha\
just bought a Large Lot, good -t\les
and many sizes,, vuui choice tor 12 1-2 »d<•

-AMI-

FA NC Y

t

look at on:

|

15 Feats.

HY

>

< t-.

\TTtM »I, la NS FOR MIN AND HoY
t\ 67 Cts per yard, former price si

MILLINERY

H

GOODS! Black
Alpacas, Cashmeres,
AND

Retail.

ID ress

JOHNSON BLOCK. Belfast. Me.

Trimming:-;

Of all kinds have been marked down,
1 uu
We are in earnest about the redact >u
tin ad.
Slock and 1 'rices, and know il to be
tage of all customers to give u> a call

R. J. ROBERTS’

Agents tor the < eb-brated Dome
« atalogues !• r*-e

l'

I‘|•

i>,

Warranted.”

<

ORGANS!

ORGANS!!

St rt*(M

i
».■>

|

ORGANS!

Call and Sec i'or

'lilt i'(*l

o.

IU.oCK.

I l A VF( >RI >

.July r, i>:r»

•,

o

ru-

t«eo. \\. Uurkett vVr t
‘’Every Pair

jr.init Irate in the
selling :,l tin rMrriiir-

enri'

X^-FSK

ti

$10.00
7.00
5.00
4.00
2.50
1.50

*

Humbug.

Reduced

ROOM

B. F. WELLS.

L
rpili'.
A. their
want a

\ DEBSH

fri«-nd>,

;

:u

nice

!

Ur an old suit Cleaned and lb paired, to all on
them at their new Tailor
Shop over .1 S « .,!•!
.well’s Book Store, where they may U l.itiml a ah
sci- -or- and goose
l il 1

Miss F. A. Hodsdon,
Teacher of Piano Forte, Cedar Street. Term
liberal for instruction.
Agent. Brackett’s Piau
Fortes, Boston.
llmlS*

Eastern

State

Normal

School.

171AIJ.
17, continuing
dress O. T.

Belfast, dune f, i>.;.

20

the
\N

ante old
w on't

e

■in!/

he heat.

tl If

DR. R.

MOODY 3

VEGETABLE BITTERS

-A T-

CARTER & WOODWARD’S
Washington
duly 27th, 1875.—2w4

I he tuning and repairing of an Organ should he
done l»y a |»- ion, that by constant practice and eon
uectiou with Organs, understands them perfectly.
Coitse«| inly we shall Ic. e a t m k from the factory v isit ns regular!) and keep our Organs in
11 s
and 1:1 T vie.

AT

J. C. THOMPSON'S.

The best SiMti.Nit Bit n.it in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
Dome and •. xamim* these Organs for ynur-elf ami
and < hi.ai-i.k
be convinced t!i.i: they are as
above all other- for loss of Appetite, Debility, lttdi
ban
any •on < ver saw, and if y ou want one we are
gestion, dainulice, and all kindred discuses which
are subject to in the Spring and Summer.
It | bound n» si ...a \v«-shall let n<* oni touch as in
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
lyrili
prices.
iron, builds up tin; system, and makes well tin sick
M. P WOODCOCK & SON.
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by

mi

people

tl'!'.»(

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
of Main and High Sts., Bella-!, .Me.

..rner

Freedom

1ST E W

Academy.

TplIF
JL mence

PI a/ve ^Arrived.

Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors,
and. Dagon Screws, &c.,

will com
(it -rvvi
Assi taut-.

Monday, September Oth,
Principal, with competent
TUITION:
Common English, $4.00; Higher English, $:».oo;
Languages or Book-keeping, $0.uo.
Students fitted for business, for college, and for
teaching. Those who desire can have a thorough
drill in Double Entry Book-keeping, Business forms

,i

Ni t,sun,

and laws.
term. A

No scholar received lor less than half

a

printed Term Report of each scholar’s deportment ami rank in recitation will be given to
each pupil at the close of the term, l or five or six
days previous to the commencement of the term,
the Principal will he in the place to assist pupils in
obtaining boarding-places and rooms. Board for
students at reasonable rate- Term closes Nov. 1"
7w:t

\VM. S. I

LLER Sec. of

t

tif-vS

I

Jewelry.

■.

AM CONSTANTLY adding new patterns of
Goods to my large Stock, making it one of the
most complete in this section of the State.
In my Watch Work Department, I employ thorn’
and skillful workmen. All work entiusted to my
care will he done in the best manner.
Clocks, Spectacles and Jewelry promptly re

I

good deal of fault finding
(.El

IIERVEY,
Pb.enix Row.

good titling

11} in}' New System.

I

Linen ami

to

une

a

and

1

Nice

1
Line ol'

H. L.

Upright,

lluntou

boiler, steam gage, lieati

Portable

Engine,

and Heater.

1

Irregular Moulder, with full set combi
collars, cutters and counter shafts complete.
1 Wood Lathe, hi ft. bed, L‘ Inch swing, ar

Cuffs,

SUSPENDERS out

with

Stationary Engine,

governor, upright tubular
and pump complete.

nation

Paper, Neck Wear, Hosiery, I'mbrellas,

and the best

n

specialty.

The following second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :

Cut

have also

O! every description furnished w hen desired.
It. Bolt cutting and .N at tapping by uia< aim

inch inclusive, fur
Bolt <*nds from 1 1 inch to 1 1
lushed at low prices.
Contracts for building machinery solicited.

A

Pattern

ranged

at

to turn

7 foot circle at end.

F. A. HOWARD. Propr.

LORD’S,

SHOT

rmi
Mntliew* Bros.' St,mu Mill. Ow. «■!
tlld
tllld Miller SIH., Belfast, .Vie.

MERCHANT TAILOR

paired.

C.

a

Collars and.

o-

a

get

N
a

SHIRT!

ITu-tee-

Watches,

Silver Ware and

Patterns For and Castings

And employ the most Skilful hands to manufacture
them. Confident 1 can lit the most fastidious, l respectfully solicit a call 1“ examine,
to

AND M.VDK TO OUIU.U •»*
.Fobbing of all kinds done with dispatch.
-O-

Foreign ami Domestic,
in !liii:e that find it difficult

Jack

II.VXD

Machine

IIAV1. SELECTED WITH CAliE. HOODS
suitable lor I his climate or any other, in a variety
ol Styles and Shades,

Will

Clocks,

SHOP!

SPRING GOODS! MACHINE

FALL TERM of eleven wicks

Xo. l<> IVilliaMson's

April tiO,

1>:T».

Hlnrk„ llvlfnst.

Hail* Dressing Saloon!

till

-o-

THE

BEST
TO

For Sale!

PLACE

KIT Y

FEATHERS !

200,000

C.

F. B.

111*

THOMBS

THOMPSON’S.

BBICKS

By the Subscriber,

IS AT

J.

Sidelinger

SAIL

A

in first-class order.
Hair cut and shaving done

OSBORNE

DI-.Al.K.IIS

IN

August 5, 6, and 7,) from 9 A. M. to •» 1*. Al., to receive the taxes of those who wish to avail them,
selves of the discount.
D. L. PITCHER, Collector.
Belfast, July 22, 1875.—tft

Belfast, June 21, 1875.—tlul

VEST MAKERS WANTED
f^OO^)
for which
I at ./. /..
NLKKI’/tjeS,

will ho

paid,

l'oor vest makers need not apply.
J. L. SI.KKi’PU, No. Till Main St.

Belfast. July IS, 1875—tf3

Hall Building,
Phenix Row, Belfast.
-Mum.

Acadian Hotel,
ME.

CASTINE,

H
rnms NEW AND
MODERN
L n is bed Hotel was opened to the public
best
tin
duly 1st. Tables supplied with the efficient
market affords, clean airy rooms,
is
that
required
and everything
to make it a first-class Summer Resort.
Excursionists from Belfast and vicinity can leave
Belfast at9 A. 31., have about rive hours in fastinc,
returning about 5 1*. 31. by the Steamer Pioneer,
touching at Islesboro each way.

_[attendants,

VEST MAKERS
-AND

Finishers

best possible

—

Sails made and repaired at short nofice. Lolt on
Swan & Sibley’s wharf, foot of Main street.
JOHN B. THUMBS.
OKU. T OSBORNK.
Belfast, July T\ 1>.T» -Omos.t

Vest Makers Wanted? Pant

the

Also hair wove into Switches.
Give us a call at No. 69 Main Street, up stairs.
SIDELINGER & DUN ION.

MAKERS
AND

in

manner.

BICKFORD.

T A X E S! Pancr Stock, Old Iron, Junk and Metal.

t

& Duriton

purchased the Hair Dressing Saloon lornierlx
owned b> Delano on Main Street, and fitted it up
Have

Pay Your Taxes and Save the Discount.
Subscriber will be at the Assessor’s office,
streets, Monday, duly’ rpilK
.!» daily, from July 26 to August 15, (excepting

UoihI Pant l inisliiTs!

TRIMMED FREE

Kverv Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
-atistaction guaranteed to the purchaser.

-o-

WANTED!

is- ri:i MI.N

pt-oplf.

Pocket-book Lost.

res

i.ass

Slock!

LOW PRICES!

l's, n il wherever tin y have been
.ntrodueed, they have, by their merit alone, w >n
their way into the admiration and confidence ol the

BITTERS!

Ti im>\y, Ath-cst
weeks. For particulars ad

I somewhere about the
J 12, a Pocket-book containing a sum of money
and a white handled, double hladed pocket knife.
1 be finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the
same with
MRS. SAML’KL NORTON
Belfast, duly 22, 1875.—dw.'J

They are built from the best maternal, in the m<> t
thorough manner, ami il is generally conceded that
ill the -jualitie-of lone. Action, I *.
they j.o—.
sign, I ini'li an.I Durability which constitute I ikm

<

commences

FUSTCHKR, Principal.
astine, duly 20, 1875.— 3w4

STYLES!

Large

ORGANS!

morn,
comes on,’

night
Humming togs*tin

CASTINE, ME.
TERM

SMALL & KNIGHT

early

OKOltHK F. SNOW,
Depty.lJ. S. Marshal as Messenger.

-*w5

LATE

<■

Fitting Garment,

This

Bankruptcy,

PAPER!

Upon

ED would resp.ftl'iill', invite
who
.plaint am-e-, and ail th>*

Avint’s Sar

is ro U1YK NOTICK, That on the .-{1st
day of duly, A. 1». 1875, a Warrant iu Bank
nijitcy Was issued against the estate of ltichard 11.
Seavey of Frankfort, iu the County of Waldo, and
State of Maine, who has been adjudged a Bankrupt
on his own
Petition, tiled duly 20, 1875, that the payment of any debts and delivery of any property be
longing to such Bankrupt, to him or for Ids use, and
the transfer of any property by him are forbidden
by law that a meeting of the creditors of the said
Bankrupt, to prove their debts, and to choose one
or
more
Assignees of his estate, will be held at a
< ourt of
to be holden at Belfast Custom
House, before Charles Hamlin, F.sq., Register, on
the 12th day of August, A. I>. W>, at 12 o’clock, M.

(

I’I \1\ AND

■

C11IKCKKD
Weight, 14

DRY-COODS,

scat

IN

K.M.V AN I S ul MARSI.l r.I.is- AND I Ini I
ct25 Cts- per yard, that .sold as high a-

r>

--in: VI.I’.US in-

Yourselves.

internal organ,
derange, and whose

1,U!^%^IAliUI'

success

to drink and to

in

some

s.u*\kii i.v expels these humors from the blood.
crowded houses at 11 ay ford
When they are gone, the disorders they produce
much
interest
and
dis- disappear, such as /'lecrationsof th< l.irer, stomach.
Hall, and exciting
cussion in this community. No such con- Kidneys, Langs, Fritjd inns and Fruptire Diseases
oft lo S/.in, St. Anthony’s Fire, Hose or Frysipeius
tinued interest has ever before been manFimjdes, Fustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Titter
ifested in a course of lectures on scientific and Salt Flint in, Sruld Head. Ringworm, Fleers and
subjects here, t he secret of the matter Sores, Hhcumutism, Xeurahjia. Fain in the Bones»
Side and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Luchoris probably the multifarious and novel
rhiea arising from internal ulceration and uterine
illustrations that engage the eye, keeping disease. Dropsy, Dyspepsia, J'.niaciatiou and Henup the keenest interest all the evening, eri'i h hitily. With their departure h* alth returns.
ri:i.i'Ai:i.i» liv
and the many apt, amusing and ludicrous
UR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
anecdotes that entertain especially the
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
younger part of the audience, and that
are deftly mingled with much serious,
District Court of th< Cnitnf States. District of
solid instruction on questions of the most
Afaiiie.

against the dangers that every

to
to
to
to
to

gomls while tin

drawing

vital

to

9.00
7.00
5.00
4.00
2 00
■Now

of the

prevalent and afflicting.
I! purities ttie blood, ptirgout the lurking humors in the system, that under

Kruptions

MIKNADINK

*

DHKn^ HOODS
WORTH o|
I
I .selected
"
J\ /l
and placed on our (■••un
to be sold less than co-t and for what thee

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

i:. H
Hi lion.
AN >1.1. Lo ill KOI’.

.^Mlron, makes a most eifec^tuul cure of a series of

blood.

Needles,

10 Cents Per

only

S* >1,1

Food

Switches
from

$15 00

Iodides of Potassium and

laci

Are

Hair

above

\ egctablealteratives,Sar
// saparilla, Dock, Stillingia
and Mandrake with the

Admission R7* and 7»u cents. Reserv'd Scat Tickets
Tor sale at Woodcock'- Bookstore.

to

Real

|»;i liii.t,

r s a

unsurpassed

HEALTH & DISEASES

Alt 1 11 l It UKAtiAN.

This

e-

Paper

Tonic,

mi; mu n:\ii the iilihiii.

!

lO AND 12 1-2

a

hi:

Formerly

Hi:

1

I ruin

The Boston Advertiser says. The troupe i- tin
best that ever performed in this city.
lO.uuo people
attended their lour weeks’ performances here.
The Boston Herald sayThey huv taken tin
city by storm. The company has made an imuien*.
d in tinhit.
The rush to -eg them i.- unparalh
history of mlnistr* lsy.
The N\ V. Herald savs
hey excel tln-ir dark- v
The \. X. Daily Graphic says
imitators.
They are

AMBIUi

(

DRK.sS
rJKMNAN
V Wear, -elliug at Dreg

Best in tne World,

Very

O.MA

<

bring.

will

Don't Faii to Cali

-h.

saw.

AMHKIi

W

mi:

Let Us Tell It!

f

The Bosloii Tra\ eller says
They surpass all other
organizations, and are absolutely the best we ever

firms

Now KeilureJ to

Reduced in Price

M. M< LAI D

to

.MINSTRELS in the XX'oKED’

land

Wholesale au<l

Morse for Sale.

PR< INOTM'I I)

.1

WM. 0. POOR & SON.

COLLEGE.

of his debts.
W.M
.w .•
I.1-7’*.

tiik

cages direct from the manufacturer, an.I

Be

1

none

Knox, July

DELINEATION.-

ON

our

••

Roaring

—

buy

" I!*1

r>\ M / stripes, 17 Cts., former price

Patent “Parabola'

Ili8

are enabled 10 .sell them much cheaper than tii\
other parties in this city. Cages from '.*0 cent- t<>
$.tkoo. Mt-p in and look them over.

l ocated on Water St., Augusta, Me.
Will open for the reception of student*
AUGUST 31, 1875.
lb st facilities in the country for a thorough Bu-i
lie.-- Fdueulion.
All branches taught.
Send for Catalogin
liw.i
D. M. WAIT!', 1‘rincipal.

5th.-

>vF/ii

Price

This prevents the birds from
crumbs about the floor.

lv»l \»

yard.

O/W \ YDS.

AM

Young Canaries.

NOTICE.
DIRiGO

LECTURES

To lit any cage.
tering seed and

circular- or information address
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Cortland.

for

Vh
per

KMN A NT
.1. per yard.

Birds Bath Dishes &c.

L. D. M. SWEAT, l*re,i,kni.
A. W. COOMBS, >ecretar\.

Sketches I Dances, Song-.
Plantation Jigs,
j XX alk Around*.

11IE GREATEST

*7 0
I "Cl

'■

Brass Guard Cloth
,,

Beadlieki,

MINSTRELS

PKOARIUUS PLANTATION

mi.

i•»

—o-

—

1

/• PIECES EXTRA HEAVY COTI'ON II \N
m l 17
ts. per yard, former price :.» < t-

LADI ss S3 1}

Bottom oft 'age-.

Prepared

ii.\i:i iitii.M

.Itiiiu Mus-ey,
*11. J. Libby,
1 k. Swan,
Jacob Mcl.ellan,
F.
William
:
Could, 1’hillip II. Brown,
William c. Davis, William Hammond, ;
W. II. Ambr.-on, Frank .Noyes
L. D. M. sweat,
A. W. Coombs,
J
Abner Coburn, Skowhe.gan,
A limn I*. Morrill,
Jo -«jili Dam-, lvennebunk.

Ron

ORIGINAL !
UNEQUALED !
As they appeared in England and America, and
lu.ooO people recently in Boston,

VOH’M

ter*.

Bure Cure for Loss of Voice.

PORTLAND.
lia.*

Gravel

\\

Wild

In• Bl.K.Al til l) COTTON, Ml
ity, 12 1-2 CIS. per yard.

|

MlmU

Cages!

Bird

97 Exchange Street,

TRoupr' MINSTRELS

AR.^rs.

Cheapest,

THE

i.l I

",

BALKS BROWN (tiTiDN, 1 A \RD
sC t". per yard, former price loi't-.

IS OK

every .si/e and description, from the l.-u.e Ik,
ing Cage to tint commonest kind.

For the

’V'Toi h 1. i* hereby given that I, Win. M. Me
l.aml ut Knox, Waldo County, Me., do hereby
to my son (i« o < >. McLaud, aged h* years Jan.
gi\
I shall claim none of his wages
‘d, Is, ., hi- time

men.

the

are

CASKm FI l.l. MADDER PKIN I
Styles,
1-4 ijts. per yard.

4J

Fstablishment,

<u

Singers

ORIGINAL

r°UPE'

to

l’r.oor and

CALLENDER'S

cn d

Below we quote a few of our Goods at ticprice." we shall sell them at from thi" day. and
continue to sell them until this advertisement
is changed or withdrawn.

\\ 1 I'll.

Economy

Hi

Iii all its branches.
Iron Pipe, for Hus, Steam, or Water Work
and
Has Fixtures for sale at Bottom Price.-.
I. c ABBOT I
Belfast, June gR, ls7,">. :,l

|| |

Freedom Notice.

clave
oLAVt

Comfort

a

Use, for the

Gas Piping and Repairing

Safe Keeping of Valuables
and the Ki

ROARING^ FUN !!
GEORGIA
GEORGIA
GEORGIA
GEORGIA

and

I I

found, and will hold himself in readiness

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,

ONLY!

Aug-

And Real

AND

Main Street,

on

In Connection with this

E. F. Clark, Belfast,

HAYFORD HALL
iiili:sl>AV-

Luxury

a

ai

vh.)

lU< I

m.i: in

*»ii

July ::!>■■{, sclis. Helen .XI. Condon, Mc(’aity, P.::n
gor; Rail Road, \\ eb-tor, (Justine.

ONE NIGHT

Customers would do well to look it our
GOODS and PRICES, for we have marked
them down so LOW, that one and all can mm*,
that rare bargains ean be obtained at our "lore.
For the next sixty davs we intend t<* clo"«out the LARGEST PORTION' of our sToi K
and for that purpose we offer them to the
Public at even a discount from the wholc"a!e

Tempering.

ami

Id SEW

J. B. WADLIN.

—we—mb—»

Ferguson, Eerguson,

J\

opening

Mr. I, C. ABBOTT, Machinist,

SAILED.
dout.

In Fact

I Imt are both ornamental and useful, when »-\» r•.
bod> is invited to call and see the AFW 8 TO If I
and N F\V HOODS. And I will guarantee ail will
he made happy by so doing, and you will find man
things you can purchase for a small amount ot
money that are HUOD and l SFFI Lauda joy to

St., Boston, Mass.

I- M> Ft H:

BELFAST.

B.

Pi.Kl'ia J

Elasticity

<

July giitli, sclis. Earl, Cunningham, Boston ; Geo.
Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth; Gen. Meade-,
Molines, Boston.
July -'7th, schs. Abby Gale, West, Salem; Helen
M. Condon, McCarty Rockport, Mass.
July -'htli, sclir. Rail Road, Webster, Portland.
July :;l-t, sclis. Orion, Patterson, Boston; Mora
Condon, Foss, Daniariscotta ; Lillian, Ry an, Boston.
Aug. 1st, Wm Stevens, El well, Hoboken ; Amelia,
'Trask, Boston.
o.

---

HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
New Block,

1*.

to

Geo.W.Burkett & Co.

—AT IIIF.

ARRIVED.

July >ih, *clir.

now

stock of

a

NEWS.

OF

—AT

ELEGANT IN SHAPE,

J. B. WADLIN Best

f.

For

PORT

SILVERY. IN POLISH,

AM)

New Store!
New Goods!

5
3S

ft

In
31 r. Asa We -t.agedM yr-.
and 5 month*:
In South Thomaston, July *,V»th, Clara, wile ot
Henry Eulkins, of Deer l ie, aged about ..’s yrs.
In South 'Thomaston, July -’nth, Mary I. Ha-kell,
aged t»g years.
In XX'arr* n, July Jlth, Freddie, son ol A. K. Hew
ett, aged 1 year and f. nnwitb*:.
In Hancock, July -4th, Mrs. Nancy, wife of XV m
.McFarland, aged si year-.
In No. Sedgwick, July .’wl, Mr
Ann II., wife of
Benjamin S. Wood, aged' .V» years.
In \ erona, July Oth, Lew is XX ardwell, aged O' yrs.
In Verona, July 17th, Charlotte, widow of LewiWardwell, aged ;V.i years.
In Eden, July--4th, Frank XV., son of Daniel and
Charlotte A. 11 amor, aged Is years, 1 mo. lu days.
In XVoonsocket, R. t
July -’.'.th, Maud E., onlychild of John (t. and Ida I. Aborn, aged J mouth.-*
and l:i days.

SHIP

|

prices.

I

;x.

mu!

7

garments for next

„
Ar
Ileliast,
Id, ls7o.-4Mi
May

3

San

PARABOLA HEEDLES,

chase.

CJ

bcj/aidj'or.j
this city, June -jotli,

—AND—

sell the Stock at a discount to any person
wishing to go into trade, and will l»*aso the store for
a term of years at reasonable rates.
1 mean business to any one who wishes to
pur-

!

—

PATENT

t\ ill

ciuMaza.

O F

—

«3

>1 KI).

(tbitunnj vutiri s, //(//cm/ tin

must

purchaser.

REEFERS!

...

1

CLOSING OUT SALE

—

Xow is the time to procure the
winter’s use at great discount.

Iron Furnace
m a

fail to suit the

OVERCOATS

all prac-

by

that cannot

Shades,

Extraordinary liurgains in

—t—aata—m

nma——u

!

prices

At

ECONOMICAL

bear in mind

Furnishing Croods

severe

and

MARRIEO.

—mat—nil

GRAND

It. J. ROBERTS’

Hats, Caps and

been

proved
powerful

a

please

Will

out, and

Cloths,
Clothing,

and lias

winter,

In this city, July 2t»tli, bv Rev. t. Pratt, Vincent
XV. Allies and .Xliss Emma S. Earrabee, both of Bel
fast.
In Thorndike, July 17th, Mr Elijah To/.ier of
Knox, and Miss Jane Walker ol Thorndike.
In Monroe, Mr Leonard Boyd and Mi-.■> Susan B
Daniels, both of Monroe
In Rockland, July *J'.*tli, Xii Miller Pratt and MisAnnie Titus, both of R.
In Rockland, July 11th, (ho. A. Perrigo, 1. -p,
and Miss Ella J'. Hatch, both of R.
At 'Tenant’s Harbor, July 11th, Mr. Frederick
Brown and Adelaide Hart, both of St. George.
in Ellswarth, July isth, ( apt. Charles A. Belatty
and Miss Carrie E. Collins both of E.
In Waterville, Jul\ J.’sili, by Rev. XX II. Sluiib r,
D. D., Mr. Horace XX Tilden, Pa-tor elect ot the 1st
Baptist church of Augusta, and .Miss Augusta A.
Ireland, youngest daughter of In a. Fairwell Inland of Hartland.

$12.00a1G.UO

At market for tin* current week—Cattle 2780;’sht » p
and Lambs 5044; Swine 7,000; number ol Western
Cattle 2050. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows,120 Eastern (.’attie, 00.
Brices of Beef Cattle, per loo lbs. live weight. Exui:\ i\<; nr su
s.
0 75a? 72 1 2;
tra quality $7 50 a? 75; first
second
quality $0 25a0 02 l-2;third quality $5 25a0 12
The company also oilers lbr rent b> such j»t rof coarse Oxen, Bulla, &c., $2 50:t5 121 2.
grade
poorest
soii- as m:i\ desire, at prices ranging from sis
Brighton Hides—7c per lb. Brighton Fallow
to ’STb each per annum, according to size and
OaO 1 2c per lb.
loeatior.. small sales enclosed in burglar-proof j Country Hides OuO 1 2c per lb. Couutry Tallow
east's, the renter haying exclusive custody ul
j 5u5 1 2c per lb.
Calf Skins— 15al4c per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins
the key, which will tit no other safe therein,
$o ooa$o 00 eac lp Lamb Skins 5ou75c each. Sheared
the renter having right of access to it during
Skins 25c each.
business hours.
Working Oxen—The supply in market tor the week
For mutual protection, a responsible introwas light and the trade slow, a few pairs each week
duction will be invariably required of every
being all the market requires during the summer
renter.
months.
Faefi renter of a safe and each depositor may
Store Cattle -No call for Store Cattle and but few
appoint a deputy to act in his plate with the in market. Most all the small Cattle that are in a
fair
condition being brought up by butchers to
company.

In Thomaston
Itoi'Ki.vni». Aug. .!
tins afternoon three young ladies went to j
< OXSTHt’CTlON.
the riter just above the UdJ-bridge to
The iron ami steel safe used l>\ this company
bathe, anil two id them, Liz/.ic Demutli
ageil IS, and Nancy I’eiidleton aged 20. was ( manufactured l»v the American Steam
Safe
o." of Boston, ami is unquestionably one
walked ol! the edge ot ail old submerged
of iht* best ever built in this country. Those
wharf and were swept away by the curpersons most competent, to judge pronounce it
rent.
Their companion gave the alarm, •ifisolutehj tire proof and burglar proof.
The safe is placet! on a solid stone foundation
and assistance being at hand. Miss I leiuuth
ton feet in thickness, and is then entirely surwa- drawn out in an insensible condition
by two walls of tire-proof brick, twelve
rounded
1 lie efforts of
physicians who were at ami eighteen inches thick,
with an air streak
nin e summoned were successful in restorbetween them; and these are covered with
ing her, hut she. is still in a very leeble railroad iron: and tire-proof arches over all.
condition Miss I’emlleton sank and could
The vault is entered "by two doors of steel
not be rescued.
Her body was found sev- ami iron, each weighing about two tons, and
eral hours alter the accident, having been furnished with tic most approved combination
locks.
carried some distance by the current.
Connected with the vault is a large business
office, for the sole use of depositors, ami to
In ( linton. on W ednesday, "jHtli,—says which no others have access.
the IVess—when the shower came up,
its m a\a<;f.mi:m.
three women who were berrying, went to
At least two persons are in constant attendthe house of John Hibson for shelter. In ance during business hours, the one having exthe height of the tempest the house was • lusive charge of the inner door and the other
of the outer door of the safe, the “rumhinatruck hy
lightning, tlie bolt entering the iion" upon which
each door is locked and unroom where the three ladies were, first
locked being known only
by the one who has
knocking a chair to pieces, then passed to charge of it, so that it requires both the vault
the head of one ot the women,
ami the manager to
keeper
rendering
open the two doors
her deal on one side, then darted to the ot the vault.
No one hut a depositor or a renter of a box
hand ol another. Airs. Francis Low, thence is
permitted to enter the vault, and but one is
to her loot, then
passed up her leg, then admitted at a time.
All strangers are required to have a responencircling her hotly like a hoop, coloring
sible introduction before renting a Ih>.\. The
and tearing her clothing, thence
shooting
also have a private watchman, who
into the corner
post of the house shiver- company
is not permitted to leave the room in which the
ing it to pieces, thence into the cellar, and vault
is situated during the night. In short,
then out of doors into a
hogshead ol water after a thorough examination of the vault ami
ami finally
in which it is managed, we commanner
the
disappeared by passing into
Ilte ground. Mrs. Low was
unconscious mend it anew, as we heretofore have done,
to all persons who would pretor three hours after the
stroke, and her unreservedly
serve their property against loss by fire and
recovery is still doubtful.
burglary.

.-

00
(mi

Hay

This

has determined to close

public Ids entire .Stock, consisting of

FURNACE

Pi ni.TSHM) AS a wakxim; and for the benefit ol
Vio Ni, Mix am» olHiilis who sutfer from NEK\
IH S DEBILITY. LOSS Of MANHOOD, etc., gb
ing his rules of Self Cure, aft* r undergoing much
suilering and expen-c, and mailed free on receiving
a post-paid directed envelope.
Address NATH \ N
ILL .MAT FAIR, P. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N T
»m5
2
spi

DR. O’LEARY'S
00

subscriber
rpiIE
X oilers to the

0

Mnct.

lOall
7aHi
lual'J

1.05 Lamb
$1.50 Turkey
$1.50 Chicken
00 Fowl
75 Ceese
00a2.7* Duck

Oats
Beans
Botatoes

The company receives deposits of valuables
in large and-mall amounts, and gives receipts
for the same containing full descriptions of the
items, which will be delivered upon call precisely as deposited, and distinctly stating the
extent of I lie ri-k assmurd.lbr whieli moderate
charges are made.
A lull record i- made on the hooks ot the
company, giving the details of every deposit
and if- withdrawal, verilied by the signature
of the owner.

CURRENT.

$5.<M»alO.OO Corned Beef
l.U0a$1.05 Mutton

'•

■■

■

PRICE

WROUGHT IRON

commons of a victim.

ammuamammsf

XTotice! The Ladies of this Vicinity

-o-

Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, wln>
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may b»cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincv House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from b to 3 o’clock:
«Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. loth and 21th, ami March
loth and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Bespirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advic- must be
addressed.

t

obstinate,
can resist the healing influence of Dk. Mounts’
SVHI 1* <H' T\K, Wll.il < 'll FURY AN 1> JloKKii«M \h.
Nothing that we have ever sold acts
so
promptly and effectually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and ail diseases
of the throat, lungs and chest leadingto consumption. li is a certain cure for Whoopi no
( ot i;ii and t tori'.
Contains no opium and is
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose
lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms that
threaten to choke them, lind speedy relief in its
u* -.
Trial size 10 cents. Ask for Mr. Morris’
Syrup, take no other. Sold by Wm. O. Foot:
tfc Son Belfast. Al.KKFI) llooPFK, Searsporl,
A. J. Juiti>\n. Orland. J. W. Pfukins *v Co.,
IvrlU
Portland, (leiu ral Agents.
No

--.

plat of strawberries some twenty feet
irom whi h n large supply of very line
have been gat lie red 1 he | resent season,

by did you kiss your band to the

gentleman opposite, this morning?” said a careful mother to her blooming daughter. "Why,
the gentleman had the impudence to throw a

W IN T H R OP Special

Dr. Schenck’s Pul atonic Svrup, :«s a cure for con
sumption, far exceeds all that, can be brought t<»
support the pretensions of any other medicine. Sei

In

A beverage

time become continued inebriates.

we

1

a

three times during the day.

TRAVELERS.

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
ot a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of

little while those who adopt this advice frequently increase the number of drinks, and in

liibition of the world.
ll was voted not to have a separate* Stab exhibition at the centennial, but to go in with tin*
Ii is not probable that many Slates will
rest.
lb -aid We loved a good dinner. I niakr separate exhibition-. though perhaps New
ibis eliarge.
l'bis i- mifortunate a- it prohibits us Inmi mak- 'i ork and --nn* of the larger State’s may. Therefor.* Maim* will do her best torxhibit he!1 natural
ing a good tramp. t<-r plain bread and butter is
and commercial iv-innv--. by indiv idnals. Porlill that i- offered to thi- lmieh ahused fraterni- 1 mi*I Argus.
ty.
W e never amid stand that. We were
1*coin lie Portland Tran-e? ipt
proud, dull, and a score of ollio r things imPoxilaiul Safe Deposit Company.
; !. ii-ani. and -imm. n d down, was but an orThi- roinpaliv ha- re.eiith b.eii organized
dinary fellow anv wa\, with no prospect of
under a charier granted by our last legislature,
o
r beeombr- l‘i
-i I nl of th,
l oiled slates.
an I is now mid- r tin* manageiin iit of a board
I'm-sj-Ki i.
J,other Miidgelt was severely ol liftern Directors and shareholders, of this
dy and otln-r part- of the State, whose nameniur< d
-1 vv
i. am running over hil.y
appear in tin end of the company in our adfoot.
vertising column-', and who will at once be
recognized a- among our most «*at\fui and r«
lst.i -u.ua>
\ ve --els*s long boat, sloop vigspon-ible business men.
-I. with -licet' trimmed and made fa-t, was
Tin* bn-ine-s of tliis company lias, for tin*
i-.und on her b.-am
u-l- on Saturday. drifting pa-1 tb «•' ya-ars and up to lb*- time of the refill organi/ation und**r it- charter. b.-eii manar Sprague'- «
.... and
taken .-barge of by
aged by i• ri\ af»* ill-Iividiial-. and din ing that
~slien 1 >. Sprague.
It i- thought that those on
n patronized not only by eiii/en>
time iiaof Portland, but by maiiv from other part-of
ard w l'e droVV n. I when she eapsi/e.i.
See
-o
that now it may be considered atin* stat.
ear-port item- for -oinelliing about tin mi
sjat. institution, almost indispensible to all
-mg boat.'
those persons who desire an absolutely sale
It is especially
T *iii pi ite \ 1 i11g gentlemen of depository for their v aluables.
*-l-'.A Ii>1*01: I
adapted lor the safe keeping of the securities
Inillage. b..rn>w in- a boat from Sehr. Hav- of .Savings llanks which an* not already supm'i tk
in > I'm
plied wit h tire ami burglar-proof safes, j| being
iy la -1. w.-ut on a sailing exwell known that ordinary -ale- are no protecW bile in tlie height of
aisi.-n down I!,-- b;iv.
tion against burglar-, and in most ea-es not
tileii « IJ-. y lneiit. a -uddeii Sipiall capsized the
against lire. It would also be the most convenient place for the Hank Examiner to meet
'.“ai and pr.-ipilated them into the water.
the treasurers of tin* hanks, and make his anambling upon the bottom of tin* boat, ill nual « \aminatiou of their securities and the
their wet condition, they thought of the dry state "f their affairs.
Many of the Sav ingfriend- and the comforts 1 tank.- have already availed themselves of this
l»re. their an x ion
be
of horn.-, there t
ujoyed without death opportunity.
The importune.* of -u« h an institution in the
p.ielv in the lace.
looking them
But how
f.mimmity .an readily be seen bv all. but par
r<
tic
to .-.ape i Voin th«*ir peri! i
No one
u la ri v by that large .'lass of thrifty persons
w hose surrounding- are unfav orabje for the
I \ e : lieill
ll
ot 1 Ill'll eolll-ate keeping of \ al liable-.
mid not -wim. til l if they eould, the
my
:i siM-iuv plan* ol depo-it lor wills,
It all
,i<d w a- high
n l the -Imr
a
>1 properly or tru-i. mortgages, notes,
lung way OtV.
Iced
contract-. powers of attorney. \ouehers. polithis
*»ip lil ii in. Din- eolirageotis fellow of
:<-v ol insurance. certificate-. savings batik
fir m in i1
d ii
I hi in-elft>l hi' .otSiing,
i.k-. aluabie pap.-rs. nionev. jewelry, plate,
md. an oar h -ii; •, •><rt In ui. and hrave1\ -t art ed
>
uriti'•>, an.I paper- belonging to literary.
’<» -IN Hi'
mi
fm l--i -*IllliV,
trial, or religious institutions,
'-Here-sflllly It.-nosohm,
widow- -ing!" women, executors, guardians,
>1X11 *! -! i 111’ !,e !•-.!?. ill dm; time ills ei.llitnistci
mechanics, farmer-, laborers, and all
Mi-d. and -ably hr* light It
I..im
who are unprovided with private sales.
heal. \\ ,i ,i -a I, war- and other
1 In
!’ is particularly serviceable to holders of
i.iii
gov. rnniciit and all other eoupoii bond-, which,
i' lhing
of lie- brave
uiiti;. with -•’in' c He
heiii" transferable by delivery, and held 1>\ any
1
I .)•
ill id to
w.-nt dow :i
|V< »\eivd. I
inimeent possessor against the claim of a former
iii
Ii
tie boy
jieeuuiary l »-> of own." however they may have escaped from
hi- possession, re<|ilire the safe-t keeping.
1
(»u Monday. Shi] Premier
$-11
\\'Idle retained in personal custody of the own; at \ ard
:
nil*-!
■! lion. Wm. Meer they are a source of constant discomfort and
‘■ilverv. and v. a- immediately towed to her anxiety. If left or concealed in dwellings or
mill 1 an in >r, 111
In- lug ( '. ft, '■'an- places of business, they are liable to total loss
lire, a risk against which tire insurance comted.
Thi.- liin ship i- of about lino tons by
panies do not insure. If deposited in hanks,
a a-iii'euient. built
**f the b' -t * \ material, in
th owners ha\c no receipts or vouchers tor
-np'iior style and tini-h. She will be eoin- them, and the hanks are reluctant to receive
as they do the liability of loslandeil by ( 'apt. dohn M> (• ilv' i'v. and a- soon them, incurring
ing their charter for a violation ol the National
h* r rigging i- eoiiiplrted, will proeeed to St.
<
uirciny Art, by permitting such use ol theii
Im N. It. to load deal for Liverpool.For
vaults, and invoicing their stockholders in risk
to
the extent of double their stock ill ease they
n.-tit of liortieiilturalists I wish to note a
should he held for losses, for which they disto whifh my attention has reeently been
claim all responsibility.
l.
In the garden of M. L. Magoon. I>enin:la>si 1 <h v \i.i vi;m>.
is

or

TO

When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK,
save annoyance and expense of carriage hire and
stop at the CillANIft UXIOM llOTKL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT, it has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is iitied up at an
expense ol $000,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The JlKftTAVUAITM, Luiiuli Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for t ami lies
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more, luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND L'N 1( IN, than at any other lirst-elass
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G. E. N W.
D. GARRISON, Managers.
lyrsplO

a

may kill soutebodv. whmeli- may obtain another skeleton.
W e wen*
We pleadglliltv to
||". tolid of the ladie-.

i.

Free Press.

IMPORTANT

Attention!

t'LARK BROS., Managers.

-o-

and Commercial
Good Work! Cash Payments! No Discouut! China Academy

Institute.

are now having a large amount of both
\T:s > to make ami Pants to finish, and during the months of July, Ai oi'st and Sei'TF.mbkh
we shall
PAY CASH in THIRTY DAYS after
work is returned.
POTF & QUIMBY.

TRIALL TERM COMMENCES AUGUST 16, 18::,.

WF

Belfast, July 19,1870.—2mosU

Jj Book-Keeping

1

and

Navigation Specialties.

Scholars received at any time. Terms reasonable.
Send lor circulars to
KILGORE BRO’S, Proprietors,
52

China,

Maim*.

Daughter.

Annie's

The lingering charm of a dream that has lied.
The echo that lives when the tune is dead,
The sunset glories that follow the sun.
The ta>te that remain- when the wine is done,
Everything fender and everything fair
That wa-. and i< not. and is there—
T think of them all when I look in these eyes.
Ami >ee the old smile to the young lit rise.
member tin* lilacs, all purple and white.
And the turf at the feet of my heart's delight.
Spangled with daisies and violets sweet—
Daintiest Hour for the daintiest feet—
And the face that was fond and foolish and fair.
And the golden grace of the Hunting hair.
And the lips where the glad -mile- came and

SANFORD’S

And the lashes that shaded the eyes'content.
! remember the pledge of the ml young lips,
And tiii* shy soft, touch of the finger-tips.
And the kisses 1 stole, ami the words we spoke,
A ml the ring I gave, and the coin we broke,
And the love that never should change or fail
Though the earth stood -till or the stars turned

pale.

And amain I stand when ! see these eyes.
A glad young fool, in my Paradise.
For the earth and the stars remained as of old.
Hut the love that has been so warm grew cold.
Was it sln-y Was it 1 ? I don’t remember:
Then it was Jum—it is now December.
Hut again I dream the old dream over.
M v Annie is young, and I am her lover.
When 1 look in this Annie's gentle eyes,
And see the old smile to the young lips ri-e.
[Mi*'. 1 C. Moulton in June Atlanta*.
The

Faint

I'p Where the iiieadow-gra-toward the ri\
11t- Hlliebell
All in a shiver.

JAMAICA

ei\

'day |ust
I

u

your

1’his elegant preparation is prepared from the
Jamaica (linger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French brandy, and is vastly suto every other I.xtract or F.ssenco of (linger
before the public—all of which are prepared with
alcohol by the old procv ss.

CHOLERA

Mi, little Hlliebell!
How can 1 wait;
l'!.c miller will chide me,
flic boats will be late."

MORBUS,

-O

this

dangerous complaint

first manifest themselves.

CRAMPS AND PAINS

A

Whether produced bv indigestion, improper food,
of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
are immediately relieved by it.
(Hie ounce added to
a gallon of

LOCKE,
ROW,

J. L.

No. 11 PHENIX
(Successor to CHARLES D. FIELD.)

ICE WATER

Consisting

And sweetened, forms a mixture which, as a
cooling^
and refre. ing Summer Beverage bus no
Barrels of ice water, pi t-pared iu this way,
may be drank without tin* slightest injury, and hap
l*y is the man whotinds in this a substitute for spir
ituous liquors. Its value to the f armer, Mechanic
and Laborin'cannot be over-estimated. It is so cheap
a- to be within the reach of all, >o li inly flavored as
to he enjoyed by lovers of the choicest liquors.

of New and

Elegant Style

of

Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits,
Tables, and Chairs of all kinds,
Mirrors, Brackets, Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattresses
&c., &c., &c.
Besides this new addition to his Extensive Stock,
In- has constantly on hand all such articles as are
usually tound in Furniture Warerooms, which he
proposes to sell at the

Cheapest Living

Fre. t.om serious objections, yet palatable, even
igorahng to the sensativ e palate, which will create
morbid appetite for itself, and operates as an assistant to digestion, as well a- perform the functions
of a stimulant. Such w« contideiitly believe is to be
lotind iu.

••• Mi, little Bluebell!
Alar in the air
'fin -form-king i- callin'1.
And wc must be there."

SANFORD'S

Robin, dear Robin'
I am <> ill,
A h i x oti'rc at tin- ri\ cr-brink,
I Minkin/ \ our till.*'

Rates.

CASKETS
Walnut, Kosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Coffins all Styles
Supplied at the Low
ost Prices, and at

GINGER

JAMAICA

111

littl- Hlliebell
< cased her
complaint.
1 Mooping -Jill lower,
II ope less and faint.

u a

Which

effectually
no

1

*•

We an not -t rong.
Hike tin Kail] ol* tbe Ri\ er,
lint hex it a lloxvcr Him tI ’or In ji x\v call gix e her.**

J.

N

<

wly

inv ented

Preserver,

Corpse

In a
ting In in to overcome a morbid appol i l«- for
intoxicant -.
! a ken by one of con tinned habit it will
ailav thir-t generate a healthy How of the ga-t ie
inice-, tln-reb furnishing tie proper solvent or
IoimI, and permit, by taking the place ol intoxicants,
and as-!-:, f »\ it- renovating act ion on t he sy-tem, !
the coin]' 11• r- -toratioii ..! the appetite, health md
-11'ellgt h.

But down fell the txx iliglit,
\ lid up eainc the I bw
WhUp'riug. 1 bail* Hdli- bcll,
We're sorry for >on.

Notice.

Short
A1

INTEMPERATE

II.

Cl

Apply

Belfast, June 24, 1875.—tfM

Canvasser Wanted!

arrests

le d when

L.

decay. W
required.

ill

be fur

Row, Belfast

::mos4:t

300 CASKS STS3U?
NOTICE.

J. S. FEENALD,
-DEALER IN-

a

1 <.

<.rii«

ral

N E E 1) L E S
Attachments & Findings.

SANK. > It l VS I! AM AM ELIS lor
iiit«
ami I okou by 1.

A. B. MATHEWS

Siinf.iini,

Orders can be filled at once
for any PATTERN which is in
the Catalogue.

|leto Jblmiiscmcnts.

common

we

thought it might be interesting to some of
our readers
liowdoin (trient.

days,

than

ill sell

w

at

GOODS !

—siren AS

■

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !

ALL

Also

1 would call

OF

nice assortment of

a

special attention

stock of

to our

To those who have to purchase 1 would say I have
them ;i 11 grades, from tlie lowest price that they can !
possibly he sold for. to the nicest WALNUT and
IP >>LW<)()l).
-ALSO-

RENOVATOR.

in Till. foil.INC SI l hl\ \

KINDS

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c.

Same

patterns

sold
MA I III:ws.
as

were

by F1KL1) &

11 F

You

Those Who

Help

Try

Themselves."

KOBLK I L. ULA Kit
Having recently purcha-ed the stock and trade of S.
IILIISIJ, will kei-ji constantly on hand a large

s.

a.-sortnient

ot

STOVES
<»l the |„-.t

manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c.

The WYOMING STOVE
Made

a

Come and examine the newest
and best store in the world.

specialty.

JOB
Of all

W O R K

description promptly attended

to.

Jtigr- People who contemplate purchasing stoves
ind tin ware will do well by calling on me before go
ing elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am tmtistied that 1 can give satisfaction.

R. F. CLARK.
Belfast, Oct. lath, 1874.-11 15.

AINOIIICKMUHT !

Start

WE

Stock New & Fresh
Furnishing

at a mansion on
Murray
sentimental young lady strolled
with a gentleman, on wdiom
she had her
eye, into the conservatory. Looking up
into
his
pensively
face, she said with
tears m her voice. “Ah, no one
loves me,
Mr. Barnes!” “Sonic one docs 1 “yes”'
said the lady, dropping her head, and
pressing ljis arm over so little. “Yes
Aliss Nellie,” said the wretch, “Cod loves
you.” “Air. Barnes, let’s go in 1

Ilf;

And propose to make
quarters and

Water Wheel

as selected- 1 o ar- ago, and
put to work in the Patent OfI flee. Washington, D. ('., and has
jiroved to be the best. 19sizes made

our

Druggists, Grocers and Dealers! Pure, China and
Japan Teas in sealed packages, screw tap cans, box
es or lialf chests—Grower*’ prices.
Send for circular. Tin-; Wia.t.s Tka Comi’A.w, 201 Fulton
St.,
New-York,

P. O. Box TOGO.

When a boy succeeds in convincing his
mother that iie was not swimming in the
river—that his hair was made wet by perspiration while “helping ilill Timmins to
Has been invested in Stock
catch a chicken
Privileges and paid
just now”—you might
just as well try to explain the SchleswigHolstein question as to undertake to describe tlie awful expression of that
boy’s “How toDo 11,” a Book on Wall
sent free.
lace when his mother
subsequently dis- Tumbn<k)e & Co., Bankers & Street,
Brokers, 2 Wall
covers that lie has on another
shirt.
N.
V.
Street,
boy’s

S50ioS!0.000
900

c™. PROFIT,

Store the Farmers’ Head

Farmers’
;

For

Exchange
Waldo

Trices lower taan any other lirstclass wheel. Pamphlet free
N. F. BFP.NHAM, York, Pa.

DOUBLEYOURTKADE

dm!'.*

Ydo (’onimerce

No.

I•

Etirgere uml other Cunom

MAIN

Model
Miot t.nns

Making
Itepair

County.

Farming Tools
Of every

description, Plows, Harrows,

Horse

lioes,
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, &c.,
among which are the

IN ANY

CIIAliTEll OAK SWIVEL PLOW,
the best in

use.

A full line of the

eagle plows.

celebrated SILVER

THE MEADOW KING MOWED.
Also Repair Pieces for the same.
The Hollingsworth
Winner Self-operating

HORSE RAKE, liml the
SULKY HAY RAKE.
Cheese Factories furnished with SALT and other
Goods at reasonable rates.
Also a full line of Field and Garden Seeds.
Please cull and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

IRVIN OALDERWOOD.
S AMUEL C ALDKH WOOD.
Belfast, April S, 1875.
tHo

I

in

m

1/

A ‘»11

1...

lv

-u

1

M>

1 l.v

Philadelphia,

j

OFFICE

Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness inci
dent to the sex,,
purifying the

fits

combination: and experienced wholesale
who

nave

handled all the various dyes, pronounce it the hkst
single preparation for changing the color of the hair
whieh lias ev t*r been brought to their notice.
PRICK r>0 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in
every
case, or the money refunded. Prepared only by (1. \v
THOMPSON. Rockland, Me. Sold b} ail dealers.

They Dj Say

it Beats the World.

$5000 Gold for

a

—

| y j;

|

Boston.
Office, 58 Main St., over store of

Foil

sale

evekywns

FOR
S

SALE

i:

—

■

'Boston

>

:■

,.

f.

AND

R.

Belfast. Maine.

MOODY.

RETAIL

>

t itt

<

i:
1*

I

\

I

tor

*

And all Disease!

leading

to

Consumption.

It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Marks,
of wonderful healing properties, ami thi> Balsam i.s
highly recommended hv pli>siriaus, clergymen and
others, testimonial from whom 1 can furnish with
out number.
LA lit if

Moll

1.11, 35

<

L\ !’>.

ft
Don’t fail to trv it.
pleasant
that tlie name of E. W. Kinsman is

t.*

take.

blown

See
in the

ii,v

Mot tie ami Circular free, crjf

Sample

r. W. ItIXftJI IX.

PropriHor.
4 ugtiniii, >!«*,

84 .1 Hater
Poll

s

\ 1.1

VI.I. i*l:l

It V

lveowll.

IM

These

Observe

PIO m E E RM

Al l.

i»\

Ilnihniiiiieal

who are indebted to said deceased's estate to mak*
immediate payment, and those who have any tie
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
JOHN (iRFFLY.

notice to all

appointed and

F.xecutrix of the

DAVID I>1 RUIN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
tohtr.
SARAH DC RUIN.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that lie has been
THE
duly appointed and
taken
himself

introduced via Sau Francisco. California, thence to Maine, and now Sell-

Commercially by

ing

)

11

St.

Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines, Horse-Cars and Stages to all parts
of the City and Suburbs, connecting with ill the
Depots, pass the door continually.
Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards, according to
size and location.
An excellent Restaurant, at modi rate price-.
^ our patronage is solicited
I

A

II

Lost,
published,

age

(MTV
282

AM*

Agent

ii;
tv, i\.
«>»»«• having

Mo

order Id
lief of

a

\i.i
name

Price

T, Acute or ( hroiiic.
ini Et ta at«< rota i*i, m
Acute or t'lirouic.

$H.OO
O.Ott

(1,00

XEl « * ■.«*
■■«*»«! or

■

i ami s< I 4TK

in
0,00

OltOPKl
■ nt‘i|»irut Ktag«»a.
NVMPATUITK! for Liver A f•»«'tioii« irenerall.v,
Epileim,
Iihn of

memory,

Ac.,&c.

IHKEAMEK. Mtrofula.
Piiii|ile». Itiinning* Koren ami
Eruptive* II ii in or*.
( ATAIIIKI, H'aNitl Air Tuliei
Ntomac h or Cheit ■*>!.»* uiil.
< oiigli or Awtlnua,
FEMALE Corrector, Monthly
trouble*. excemei or ilellci*
•*««•*'» thereof; ftulMluer of inti .animation of nexual
or-am,
change* of Hfo alleviator;
ailopteil for young* or oltl.
OIAW1LIIAEA uml Dysentery,

II1MPEPNIA, COAhTIPA.
Dehiliiy «r Languor,

0.00

3,00

3.00

pructice

of upwards of 30
Patents in the United
France, and other for-

to secure

Great Britain,
States;
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign
merits, and all papers for Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to de

validity and utility of Patents of Invenand other advice rendered in all
the same. Copies of the claims ol
matters
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As
signments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the United States possesses
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
termine the

legal
touching

tions, and

patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey
here

Washington to progreat delay there, are

to

Patent, and the usual
saved inventors.
TESTIMONIALS.

cure a

3,00

‘‘I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
Com’s’r of Patents.”
3.00
3 00
3.00

3.00

Applicants

should make sure t hat the Medicines,
only from the Agent, .). K. Robinson. For
further information call on or write to
come

J. E. Robinson, City Drug Store.
£82 Main St., Rockland Me,

111

St.,opposite Kilby St..Boston

extensive

“superior

APERIENT,

to lie used
with
all the inixtnreN
constantly,
a household medichie for infants or atlullM.

No. 76 State

AATER
years,continues
also in

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
cannot employ a man more competent amt trustand more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Olfiee.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”

they

worthy

“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGARI.”
Boston, Jan 1 1875.
Iyr27.
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WOMANHOOD AND

NERVOUS DISEASES.

)l

s

A Hook for Every Man,
published by the p.diode Medical In-tiliil.

i

a Uew edition ofThe Celebrated uietlical wot
i.
tilled M.U- i UKsKli\ A l l« ».\ It ti- :it>up.m MAN

lo>t, liow regaini*il and lotw perpetuat'd,

il<»«>l>t how
and

cause
i*»*rI

of

cure

I.xhumii*

Premature Recliic- in

x«

rlia-a,

or

seminal

•Nervous

mill

I.h-m-.

\

1

a m ri \

Man, ^i.*

\i

a< -r

or

vc.

<

matur<

-.

KXCURSIOlVr.
I
'l
I.mN
r»
rp»l
\

'V

'}?

i!«

-aihr. an.I

x.

el

■

.■ >

u ur-

n,.l
>u u.*
is, indeed, a book for i..-ry man,
aged men in particular. boo pac< •, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illu-trate.l, pric. .mb
i.

Hook

for Kirrv

SK\l AL
and

.11

a.

II

lb il

or, ll'-m'in

WmMAN,
in.itof /■/,//
a>t

:: .o pages, bound in beau
Inf tnni to Rb/ Ay
tiful French cloth. With the very beM pn ci
ipiionlor prevailing diseases. Price
'.on.

Peabody Institute has also just pul
treating exclusively of NFKYoi

1, lied

a

S AM)

MKNTAL lilSKASKS, more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engraving',
bound in substantial muslin, price $
Kither of the above books are sent by mail b» an\
part ot the world, closely sealed, postage paid, on
receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one ad-

only $ I. Here
titty pages of the
ablest and best printed and bound popular medical
science and literature, on subjects of vital importanci
to all, for only $ 1 barely enough to pay ldr mailing.
is ollered

same

over

time

eight

on

receipt

of

hundred ami

It should be borne in mind that tin
Works

are

published by

-e

gn

at

■ uwtitute, an
institution,
large funds for the sole purpo-e of doing good.
These are, beyond till comparison, the mo.-t extraordinary works on Physiology ev.*r published, flu-re
is nothing whatever that the Mnrried or Sinyle o
either sec can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the A etc Discov.
erks of the author, whose experience is such as
prob
ably never before fell to t he lot ol any man, art* givuu
iu lull. No person should be
these
valua
.without
I he press throughout the
clergy and the medical faculty generally
these

extraordinary

\\

country, the

highly

and useful works.
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all the above
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fastidious may read them.
Address the Pkabody Mkdk al iNsrri t t:, No.
4 Bultinch st.
(opposite Revere House), Boston, Muss
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can It*
consulted
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How Restored!

u new «-*1 iti*»u «»i ■ •••.
Just
CulvernelTM OleliratHl Kwwit bout
on the radical. cure
mrdicine) of Sim.km a mnuim- a or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Smuiuui Losses,
Ini-ini my, Mental and Phy-iral Incapacity, lm
pediments to» Marriage, etc. ilso, Cu.\si mimiun,
Ei'll.I.t*sv and Firs, induced by self indulgence
sexual extravagance, Ucc.
## Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents
Tbe celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that tin* alarming consequences of selfabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internul medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which every suilerer, no
matter what his condition may be, may cure himself
cheaply, privately, and radically.
tljr'This Lecture should be in tin- bands of every
youth and every man in the laud.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dresstppsl paiil, on receipt of six cent -, or two post
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BOSTUN.
T his new and commodious Hotel, built by the late
Hardier Brewer, Ksip, is now open to the public.
It is complete in al! the modern appointments,
Rassenger Llevator, steam-heat ami running water
in the Rooms; Bath and Toilet Rooms on .au li Floor,
etc. etc.
Fee//centrally located, near tin- ( oiuinon,
all the places of amusement, Rublic Building-. ami

J. E. ROBINSON.

the trust of Administrator of the

FRANKLIN COCHRAN, late of Searsport,
in the County of W aldo, deceased,
by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
WILLIAM M. LARliABEE.

Moonplant

East Indian Remedies.

MARY

of Administrator of

ANIMALS,
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At a Probate (’ourt held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo,
n the third Tuesday <■!
July, A. D., Is:.’..

BFI.DIN, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all
person-

■
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Opposite (.lobe 1'heutre’
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tin* County of
Waldo, on the third I'ue.-dav ol
July, A. D. l*;:,.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and

>

I.ON. H. Sani:oi;\.

ASA Tlirm.Ol (ill. J mho.
-It. P. Fit i.u, Kegi.-tei

F. DAVIS, named F.xecutrix in a certain instrument purporting to be the last will
and testament of William Davis, late of Burnham,
in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented said will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Mary F. give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
copy <«t
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, tha'i
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held ai
Belfast, within and for said Countv, on tire second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock befon
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA Till KFOl'OH. Judge.
A true copy, Attest :—B. P. Flt*:u>. Register.
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Bronchitis, Influonza, Soronoss of
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,

Xslesboro,

8Mih SftBimiMkd B lue
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71 LIZA BF I'll DRAK F, Administratrix ol the
Fstate oi Ruins Drake, late of l.iucolnville in
County ot Waldo, deceased, having pre-t uted
her first account of Administration lor allowance,
together with her pri\; te claim.
Ordered, I hat tin* said Administratrix giy e not ice
to all persons interested
by causing a copy ■•!
this order to be pul.) shed three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at I'.ella-t, that
they may appear at a Probate* < ourt, to be held :ii
Belfast, w thin and for said County, on tin* second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of t In lock before
noon, and show cause, if any tin y have, why tinsame should not he allowed.
ASA Till RLOI (ill, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. p. Kim.n, Register!
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An Unfailing Remedy for
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Before purchasing vour good-. There you will
lind (ieneral HARDWARE:, RAIN IS, <>||.s
and
YAKN1SIIKS, NAILS, (.LASS, and
FARMF.R’S IDOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWIvST RKR’FS. Don’t forget
the j.lace, A N«. I NR’S, N •. I Rhenix Row.
til.'
April 'u, lsr.i.
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blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) alter taking a few bottles.
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Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs, —the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitaiity
and energy. To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens wilt' find the Quaker

WORKS : B arton Street. )
This firm confidently assure the masters and own

For Hair and Whiskers. Changes light
gray hair to a jet
black, dark brown. or
unhurn color. It contains no Sulphur or
Lead, or other deleterious ingredient,
it
requires but a single
application to effect
piii'pose.aud washing is required after
d> eing, as in the r:i-r
of other dyes. It is not
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CAP T.

Lpon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, flint the
petitioner give notice t<> all persons interested l.-\
causing a copy of said petition, with thi- order then
Oil, to he published three Weeks successively ill the
Itepuhlican Journal, a paper printed at Bella-t, that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt to he held at the
Probate ( Hiice in lteliast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten o'clock in tin fore
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.

upon
estate of

CAPT. ClTAS. DEERING,
lea>.

MSIBK LINTE.

DE XT TIS TRY!

ton1

At a Probate Court held at P.elfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the third lie d. v
July, A. D., I*:;,.

taken upon herself the trust oi
estate of

LEWISTON,

u

ou

To the Honorable Judge of Probate lot the < •maty
Of Waldo :
i: I 111A M. ( AFDFRWOOD. AdmimM.alnv
_y of the estate of John (.'alderwood, late of Lin
colnville in said Countv, deceased, respectfullv represents that the goods,'chatties and credit of-aid
deceased are not sullicient to answer his just debts
and cliarges of Administration, by the sum of one
thousand dollars.
Win:kkfork your petitioner prays .cur honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey from time to
time so much of tile real estate of said deceased,
dower
(including tie- reversion ol the Widow
thereon, as will satisfy his debts and hn-idental
charges, and charges of Administration.
BFT111 A M. C.VLDKII W< •« >1'.
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RLMoYF.D to their new Banking Room
in Custom House
are prepared to re
the same on interest on the
ol
and September, and
December, January, February and .March, luteiv t
being computed on same, tin lir-t Mondays ol June
and December.
Deposits received daily, except on Sunda\ and
Legal Holidays, from y to 1. A AI and t.. 4 I*. M
Saturdays Bank closes at 1 ■, noon.
John if. Dt uin i rons.
A. A l Al N< F, Rre-t.
tl
Belfast, June sth lsr-F
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OF HATRFORD. CONN.
glass, theyouthlul live-year-old NTd stoutly refused Lo taste it. under the plea that he
wants to save an appetite lor dessert. The
milk having been disposed ol. his mother are the best made; The touch elastic, and a line
singing tone, power! il, pure and even.
remarks. -‘Why. Ned, you must be sick.
WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS
I know you are very l'ond of milk,
why i‘nlimit U excelled in lone or beautv; Ihn/ detV com
hereby inform our friends, acquaintances
wouldn’t you have any ?
Because— beand the public generally, that we have leased
V". Uonccrto Stop i.i iii„- Iniilaiiun of
cause—” "Speak out, dear; tell me why.” life II ilinau \ oic«*.
on«-ol the alures in the Mew isioefc near the Shoe
lTtlLEs EXTHKM1-.I.V LOW
for cash during Factory, on Main Street, where we will he pleased
■‘Well, it's because there is a big toad in
received; rhino” to see them all at any and all times, and show them
“,I°"tl,>y
the bowl 1” The thunderstruck guests at
our good* which we will sell at as LOW or LOWER
once
Prices than they can he purchased in Maine.
investigate the bowl, at the bottom
of which tin; dead
body of a toad is found.
e.V.
Special Iml'ici-inc nts lo the trade. Il'
Ami little fool,” exclaims the paleriami- I.cut'je.s,
lustra;ed ( atalogues Mailed. IIOKAl'M WAiri's
*”
lias, “why didn’t you say so before,” “I’ll & sons, -tsl
Broadway, New Vork- Box a,5117.
Shall make a specialty of keeping on hand
tell you.
every
pap,” replies the ingenuous Ned ;
thing in the line of
"I know mamma is
N. F. BURNHAM’S
very much afraid of
toads and 1 didn’t want to
Farmer s
Goods.
TURBINE
frighten her.”
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Our long experience in tin- business, and our past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to u>
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over tin- Marble WorKs, High
Street.
JOHN II. BOOB.
March
Belfast.
is, is::,, tf MATT WELSH.
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nary excellence as to cominan<l a wide sale there.
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premiums at Trie sHLTl H I O trial Expositions, to America a** well hi
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\V<- am pri-pari'd to do SHIP and HOUSF
PAINTING i>' all its branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
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FARE TO BOSTON,

VIENNA.1873; PARIS.1867
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Teams furnished for all occasions ami at all timehood amt capable elrivers turnished whe n reejuiivd.
/farflive me a call and trv mv ti-anis.
H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast, 1 illv jsth. Is? I. t:
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Dunbar, Jr., Inis bought
formerly occupied bv Fn-d Kim.
on Washington Stre-e-t, near i*«-i kit.~
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Brothers’ Carriage* Shop, when- be- bus
ope in-el a livery Stable, stocked with
First-Class* Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
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attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured.
Teeth filled in the best manner.

CLX'UMBKIt
Successor to Dr. C MOORE.
WOOD I'l Ml* is the ac
=
5 knowledgml ST A X DA li D
May still be found ai the old stand of
'>.
^ of the market, by popular
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
ttie best pump for
verdict,
T P Spring Streets. Has all the latest
'K'
the least money.
At ten
improved instruments ldr operating upon tooth, in
tention is inv it« »i to Blatchley’s Improved
eluding
Bracket, the Drop ('heck Valve, which
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
can be withdrawn without disturbing the
bv which the process is rendered much less painful
joints, and the copper chamber which and tedious than
by the old methods. 4 eeth insert
or
rusts
and
will
scales
last
never cracks,
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
a life time.
For sale by Dealers and tinHe
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the
country
right for the use of
In
order
to be sure that i
trade generally.
\ ou get Blatehley’s Pump, be careful and
Dr. Folsom’s
Dental Plates.
It
M-e that it has my trade-mark above.
Particular at tent ion gi\ en to making and inserting
you do not know where to buy, descriptive circulars,
tflii
together with the name and address uf the agent artificial teeth.
nearest you, will be promptly furnished by addressing, with stamp.

JSTE'W

additions to the stock which he
the lowest living prices

WALNUT

HORSE POWERS

A

even

\

**
r

2Gtf

70 MAIN STREET.

FELLO\U

any part of the

at

BLATCHLEY S

GOODS

BEFORE

CALL

making large

And i-

thour i:i ill
i-.s mi;
and years ago, when the monastic life
PALPITATING.GRIFF-STRICKFN HFART,
wa- till lresh and billed men's hearts,
AM) ClX LS
there stood a religious house not far from ] BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
'H
in itai:i:assi;h man ok i*.i sinks*.
where the Klione pours It- turbid tlood in
to tile blue waters ol tin- (.'enevan Lake.
And there, it is said, a poor mother, vvkox
only son had lied from her to spend his
day in cloistered toil and prayer and mortification. was wont to go, when morning
and evening brought round the hour ol
worship, to listen to his voice as he praised ( oid in the convent choir. 11 is fare she
could not discern, tor lie was-cloaked and
cowled like the rest; bui her quick ear
knew the ring of the voice -lie had heard
bum its lirsL cry, and she listened for it,
Bottled Bliss. It i< impossible to conceive
and went home content. Hut he died;
and she complained bitterly to Mary or ol a more reire.'hing draught than is allorded by
line
kindly lint that her last consolation Tarrant's Effervescent Saltzer Aperient,
was gone, and that in return for her son
■' 1‘i‘ h combines
tin* advantages of a
luxury with
she had no longer left even the echo of a tho-t ol the
purest, al'e.-u and most genial alterative
And tin- hqnnd runs that her comsong.
ml tonic ever admini-ter-d as a cure for
dyspepsia
plaint was heard ; and that though the iml billions atl’eetions.
... was seen no more, his voice was
MM.I) 1’A Al l. I 'Kl 4.»i is'J's.
still heard mingling with his brethren’s
chant : and his mother came and listened
LATEST
IMPROVED
as nl old. and, as of
old, went home content and praised (out.
So, how many
voices of those vvh- • have poured tliemGRAIN THRESHING AND
elvcs in prayer and praise and penitence,
-vein to mingle with our
worship ! Silent WOOD
SAWING
elsewhere, ttiey find a mystic utterance in
Patented. .Manufactured ami sold by
the place they loved: there is
heavenly A- W. GRAY & SONS, Middletown, Vt.
hymn concordant with our own ; nay, as
Parties who wish to purchase machines that have
the years pass and the generations come
pro ed to be t lie best in market, will do well to send
for irrulars and
and go, it seems as it the lull
of
he.seripth J*ri*J.i t, u hich u ill
harmony
be forwarded frem
praise acre tlieiis, and ours the lisping
luc-ii can do no more than aid the
lips
song.
more

A Teaip will deliver all articles

purchased of us
free of Charge,

a-

and excellence

in

Special

iroeery

occupied by SAN BORN & s I A PDFS in Tele
corner ol Mam and
High streetwhen* tliev w iH keep every thing in tlie meat and
vegetable line* that the reason atl'oriD. Also gro
cei it s ol all kinds.

STOCK OF FURNITURE! Remo val !

I 111. A>SISTA.\T

In the old, old

ami

A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

vacate

birds,

{ \ D F H S H N I. I) have piirehu-n-d the stock
rpHI
1 an.I trade <»1'tin- Meat and <
Store lor

THIS I KNOW!

|mt Week.

Tri|.s

KATAHD1N, CAMBRIDGE,

2T.ONAPPROACHED i
UNEQUALED
capacity
by
|

SEARSPORT, ME.

Belfast

"STORE!

merle

llio i!oiite! Four

on

S I FAMKli

CABINET ORGANS.

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

giapli building,

FIELD & MATHEWS’
HAS BOUGHT OUT

DENTIST!

ceive
first

GROCERY

F'ee lo All!

Ailvivti-idl in tlii- paper, at

r»-,t Steamers

Square,
MARKET HAVE
deposits, placing
June, July, August
days

H. If. JOHNSON & CO. MEAT

DRY

uni am; oems for the season of is;:.

M. LMAGO ON

493 CoiisTcss St., Portland Me.

I -ATI: OF Till*: FI 1131 OF

DR. TOWNSEND'S OIYDENATED 418

our

Warranted to Fit.

Cl I AS. CIJSTIS & CO.,

>

the
premises to the rightful owner. One would
have thought the robin to have been satisfied with getting rid ot her disagreeable
visitor; but no, she was determined to
punish him ell'ectually tor his impertinence
and consequently chased him along the
boughs, down the trunk ol the tree, and
along the ground up into another tree,
all the while peeking at the poor follow's
iiead with irresistible and. as it proved,
Dr. Towmio-1 showing the manner of Inhaling.
fatal fury, for alter a short chase she ceased her screeches and quietly Hew back to
« atarrh.
Kronchitis, Asthma, Consumption,
her nest, while we pressed our way into CureLi\ er and Kidney Complaints, Scrofula. and all
the bushes to endeavor to learn the fate
Impurities of tin- Wood.
in/lt
ifisis ire ore haritu/ vnbomitlrtl surc< ss.
ot the squirrel, when down came the vicConsultation at our ojlice or by letter free. All
tim trout the tree, tailing at our feet. A communications
by mail will receive prompt ati* i.
short
\amination showed to us the pow- tion. Treatment, with full instruction', 'ent to all
l‘hv icians and
parts of the w r’d by express.
er ol an
even
and
frail
angry bird,
slight
hruggists instructed in the u-<- of our treatment,
a- a robin, for his eves she had
picked out and furui'bed with territorx ami advertising p ipers.
Non genuine unless “Inlm e hr. lowns.-nd Oxy.
‘■one by one” and his nose and mouth
<1 Air” is blown in the bottle, uho portrait of
were torn
and bleeding by the furious gciiut*
hr
lownseml on label,
lie careful to examine
both bottle and label. Send 'tamp for our illustratpecking with which the robin mother iuul I ed
Address
hi:.
K
1
1
H»\v\si;\|.,
detended her nest. Never having heard \\ paper
e.'tniin t< r >t., Providence, l{. 1.
nnrselve- of so remarkable a. dispin
of
anger in any of

MADE TO ORDER.

Orders left at SAROF.NT & BABCOCK’S, Pelfast, or 11. 1>. SMITH’S, Searsport, will receive
prompt atrention.—tl‘4d

Catalogues

at Law!

IN?I?T

SHIRTS!

Casters

Truck

im

|

—

Line

Independent

I tra

\M ERUIT^/FERATf

11ARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, lie,

G-.

SPECI A L TV.

A

Can In* liiutnl all the

'tills.

leave,
finally,
evidently thinking discretion the greater
to

FINE

MACHINES,

\W invite our old friend- to call.
MA IN .). (iKA V.
\
1
1 ’A I I I.BSOX
Belfast, Aug. goth, DM. if;

but

valor, concluded

MV

SUBSCRIBERS wishing to close up the
X peddling business of their agents, Messrs. E.
1*. Kimball, Augustus Fogg and Nathaniel F\ans,
-equest all persons having unsettled accounts with
them to make immediate payment to
A. T. QUIMBY & o».
Searsport, May 24, 1875.—:’»mos47.

Four

-fj

WALLACE,

Attorney

Sale.

-oformer residence, situated
on the west side of Stockton
village. House large enough to accommodate two moderate sized
families, or one of the largest size,
there
is not more than twenty children;
providing
a good barn nearly new, and about g:i acres ot hind.
Price $5,000. Terms, $loo to close the bargain,
$ goo when possession is given; $g,000 to remain on
mortgage, payable $500 yearly with Bankable inter511150
est.
PKLKG STAPLES.
Kuuuire of Wiu.aud M. Guii kin, Stockton.

<

Robin.

While we were walking in the quiet
solitude ol the Mi-Keen woods the other
day. we were suddenly startled from our
meditations by a strange and unusual
aoise. Looking into the thicket we perceived the author of this disturbance, a
robin, vigorously and frantically endeavoring to drive away a squirrel who was
hugely enjoying, to all appearances, the
contents ot the robin’s nest.
At first the
-quirrel refused to obey the either uncerol

For

SEWING

I^PALMAMjFQU !

lrylO.

tf42

1875.

r I'll IE

SI..!;.::.,

EKkS *V EoTTEIi.

GEO. E.

WM. PITCHER & SON.

April Id,

NO 5, Phoenix Row,
u

STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

Office

Sanford's

SRI GENERIS.

at Law!

j&tTAU business entrusted to him will receive
•ompt attention.

subscriber offers for sale his
on the east side of the
river. The farm contains 80 acres
of land, good house, barn and outbuildings; a young orchard of 75
trees; well watered, and wood enough for home
consumption, the farm is in a good neighborhood
on the Searsport road, one half mile from the lower
bridge. Terms reasonable. Inquire of (/apt. T. R.
SI I L 1'K, Pilot on board Steamer Cambridge.
Belfast, May go, 1875.— 3mos4G*

arnr rum!

JOHNSON,

Attorney
14 MAIN

THE
Karin

M

all Uni^Ws and :•

by

Farm for Sale.

as

LOCKE,

No 11 Phenix

oc-

-o-

active, intelligent and reliable man to travel
Agent for a well known publication. I "
right man steady employment and good pay
will be given. References required. Addres.-, stating residence &c., to Box >'>'■>, Belfast.—tf

AN
the

||

AI»#

par*

American Hotel.

||

dawn little Bluebell
Held gratMulIv up.
IF r silent thank-offering—
The 1 b xv in h«-i clip.
l.alhhurx.
Nichola- !'w Aii/;;1.

emonious command to

at

Union Street,

on

G-E.

T. ,J. Farrow, it is
new,
good cellar, '.veil of water,
quarter acre of land. The house is
two stories, Ell one and a half
stories; three large rooms below and
tour
rooms and kitchen above, besides
kitchen;
attic.
I lie house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. In
W. II. SIMPSON.
quire of
Belfast, duly g(>, l,s~5.__tfT

WANTED.

\t

Anjjry

THE
cupied
with

I ELS for Chamber, Dining Hall and Kitchen
X work, also a good Cook, fora Summer Hotel.

Tile hosts Ol the \ >exx

An

house

WILL BF I AID lbr a bottle.nl
4 I
Many other Fxtract or f.--ence ol
■Jamaica Dinger it lotind to equal
I I
it in line tla or, purity ,and prompt
Hr A
medicinal ••llect. Largest, Cheape-t aiid B< -1
l ake
m> other lintil y ou hav e given n a trial.

ili*ntl> gathered

.i

7, 1875.—ilwz

I'lIAT AT
I rto

R\ Ibou-aiid- and thousand-.
Hie Summer night through,

M

House for Sale,
-o-

Ray View Street.

Both

An elegant combination of the True Jamaica Dinger
with tin- choice*i Aromatic.
It is beyond all comparison tin most lo althy. invigorating tonic and
timulaiit before tin pubiic. It is earnestly recoin
mended to the weak and m rvoU', to tln> e recover
ing from debilitating disease-, mil to tie aged, t«
win.m it imparl' warmth and vigor.
It
invalu
able to tlie

Mi.
II- >.

Belfast, July

change

no

'*'

\

LARGE AND DESIRABLE STOCK OF
1 l KM 1 I KK HAS JUST BEEN RECEIVED

in

-<•

little Hindu II
then, look up :
me kind cloud will give
A drop in your cup.*'

F-

FurniturE !

Cramps, Pains, Diarrhea and Dysentery, are instant
Iv relieved by it. it will render an attack of Cholera
Morbus impossible, it taken when the symptoms of

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

R:iin-cl«uid- ! oh. Ruin-cloud •!
W here arc \ on tlx inr
1 am
lliir-t \.
I- aiming and d\ in

<

NEW ARRIVALS

Flatulency, Sluggish Digestion, want of Tone and
Activity in the stomach and Bowels, Oppression
after failing, are sure to he lelieved by a single dose
taken after each meal. A great want exists for a

“«

1

Philadelphia.

perior

DYSPEPSIA,

ilt lloxvim: !*'

M

OK SOUL CHARMING.”
may fascinate and gain the
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. I bis art all can possess, free, by mail, for go cts;
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,

moment
s\\

guaranteed to Male and
Female Agents, in their locality.
Costs NOTHING to try it. Particulars Free. 1‘. O. V'ICKERY, Au-

M

OSYCH0MANCY,
Now either sex
.JL

nil t.

Apply to
Boarders wanted.
ALEX. M. ORAISBAEV,

A WEEK

M

M
gusta, Me.

SINGER

“River ! oh. River!
\Vhere are you going;
a

M

M

healthy
equal.

Flower.

l.cans
St.I I it

experienced
m

I

went.

IA/ ANTED AGENTS—everywhere to canvass for
** our
great Ontennial B»uk,?/’o rtliy the. sited,
ul notice of
agents. For particulars address the publisher, B. B. RUSSELL, Boston, Mass.
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pur*

water
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i
liair.
Won tor
in 101.11 E l.
A
befor*
W * popularity whi h has i..
been equalled bv any other preparation
recoiiiniended for the arm purp*
All who ha\( used it are willing
vouch lor
ability to perform all that
is claimed for it.
It i-> wiiluuit doubt
the best Hair I>ressing vver used.
Prepared by

^

...

■

|

LEVI TOWER. JR., BOSTON.
Sold EvepjvvheBe.
50 Cents a Bottle.
As a guarantee of tin* reliability •»t BAY«H.I\1
we are
permitted to use tin- name <»! ii K< >. N. N It II
IH.S, M. 1
who has used il in bis family with ex
eeedinglv beneficial results, and i> petfectly ne.piaint

ed with its composition. Il«
mends it to his patients, and
uny injurious substance.

unhesitatingly

recom-

declares it free from
3nH7

PWWWW

No Charged for obtaining
T‘arrrT7VTrAT>C Stents unless suecessfur
111 IN VLN lUK.ai Pamphlet free. <\ A. Shaw.

m/v

ill) Tremont Street, Boston.

